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Annual Dedication

Curtis Lauber is a superb person. His values are clear, and he expresses them by the

conduct of his daily life. While he has an exalted view of his mission as an educator, he has

no such exalted view of himself. Instead, he simply does his very best each day, and he asks

that others who work with him in the service of young people do the same. The success of

Kieve 1983 is largely due to Curt's efforts. He, Ann, Kirsten and Reed will be sorely

missed, but they must know that their investment in Kieve has earned them an open in-

vitation to return at will.
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Watersports Sermon, 1983

**E.T."

How many of you have seen the movie, "E.T." by Stephen Spielberg? I bet that if

you saw it you were deeply touched, just as millions of movie-goers have been touched all

over the world. Certainly I was touched by the movie, and furthermore, it strikes me that

the author had a message for Kieve in mind when he wrote the story.

Spielberg is a genius because he recognizes that only the innocent and pure can trust;

once their trust is manifest, others follow the lead. Eliott is the leader, the first to trust

E.T, He accepts this weird, ugly creature for what he is — a being from somewhere else

who needs help. He is not threatened by E.T. — in fact he risks the disfavor of his mother,

his brother and sister, and his peers by claiming knowledge of this metaphysical beast.

How courageous of Eliott to risk the disfavor of those closest to him, those whose
judgment means the most. His is true confidence.

By carefully and patiently exposing E.T. to his siblings and his most skeptical peers, he

makes them open to a new dimension of love. The skeptical Mike manifests his perceptive

awareness by pointing out that Eliott doesn't think E.T.'s thoughts, he feels E.T.'s

feelings. Even the doctors, who are surrounded by the extraordinarily technical apparatus

of space-age medicine, intuitively feel the symbiotic relationship between E.T. and Eliott

as they lie in parallel beds while E.T. is dying.

The resurrection of E.T., a resurrection which springs from the love of Eliott, shows

that feelings, not intellect, are the real stuff of miracles.

This wonderful morality play ends not in fantasy but in reality. As Eliott and E.T. see

one another for the last time at the spaceship which will return E.T. to his domain, each

recognizes the right of the other to live in his own world — and each world will be a better

place because of the strength reinforced by the experience of love of E.T. and Eliott. Each

of these creatures is a confident individual whose trust of others has put him in a position

to make significant contributions to his world. How wonderful if people and nations could

learn this lesson!

Now I hope you see the parallel between E.T.'s experience in this world and your ex-

perience at Kieve in 1983. Both you and E.T. landed in a strange place, surrounded by

strangers, and forced to conform to a strange pattern. Both you and E.T. should have

learned by now that if you give to others, they will return your gift with interest added. In

other words, I hope that you have become more confident while at Kieve, and that

therefore you are a more happy and productive person.

PRAYER
Dear Lord — Thank you for the sacrifices made by generous parents so that their sons

could grow at Kieve. Thank you for the patient and considerate guidance by councillors

which fostered this growth. And most of all, thank you for the trusting acceptance of risks

by these boys so that they could be the beneficiaries of their time at Kieve. May we all build

upon our strength for our own futures and for the futures of others. Amen.
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DIRECTORS

RICHARD CROFT KENNEDY, Director; Camper 1939-45; A.B. Columbia University;

Harvard University; M.A. Stanford; West Neck Road, Nobleboro, ME 04555

CURTIS ALLEN LAUBER, Co-Director; A.B. Duke University; M.A. Villanova

University; Assistant Director of Development, Swarthmore College; 1 10 School House
Lane, Ardmore, PA 19003

MARC JANES, JR., Assistant Director; Campcraft, Trip Leaders' Safety Course; B.A.

Yale University; M.Ed. Antioch University; Teacher of mathematics, Spanish, and
Latin; Eaglebrook School, Deerfield, MA 01342

MICHAEL J. CUNNINGHAM, Assistant Director; Annual, Counselor Aide Program;

A.B. Princeton University; M.A. Villanova University; Teacher of English, Haverford

School; 1475 Hampstead Road, Philadelphia, PA 19151

COUNSELORS

DANIEL BLISS, Tripping, Riflery; Camper 1975-77; Council 1980-83; Bates College

1985; 14 Fairfield Road, Greenwich, CT 06830

DOUGLAS FRAHER, Nature; Council 1981-83; B.S. Worcester Polytechnic Institute;

Storer Road, Star Route, Waldoboro, ME 04572

JAMES STEPHEN HEBB IV, Waterfront, Tennis; Camper 1975-77; Council 1979-83;

University of Maryland 1986; 4605 College Avenue, College Park, MD 20740

ELIOT CHARLES HEHER, Senior Campers, Tripping; Camper 1974-77; Council 1980-

83; Harvard University 1985; 4396 Province Line Road, Princeton, NJ 08540

ARTHUR CARLISLE HODGES, JR., Riflery; Camper 1973-74; Council 1983; Harvard

University 1985; Apple Street, Essex, MA 01929

ALAN LEWIS IRETON, Senior Campers, Archery; University of New Hampshire; 17

Porters Cove Road, Hingham, MA 02043

MARSHALL DONALD MURPHY, Woodworking, Nature; Council 1982-83; B.A.

University of Maine; RED 2, Box 171 ,
Waldoboro, ME 04572

PAUL E. PARADIS, Waterfront; Council 1982-83; Harvard University 1986; 162

Edwards Street, Portland, ME 04102

CHARLES JOSEPH RICHARDSON, JR., Adventure; Council 1983; Bates College

1984; 35 Atlantic House Road, Hull, MA 02045

TIMOTHY OWEN SHENTON, Tripping, Archery; Camper 1974-77; Council 1978-81,

83; Bates College 1984; Todd Pond Road, Lincoln, MA 01773

THOMAS CARPENTER STEWART II, Riflery; Camper 1975-77; Council 1980-83;

Hamilton College 1984; 914 Black Rock Road, Gladwyne, PA 19035

BRIAN FORD CALLAHAN, Tennis; Council 1982-83; Episcopal Academy 1985; 313

Llandrillo Road, Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004

DAVID LEO COOK, Printing; Counselor 1982-83; University of Arizona 1987; 28 Pine

Brook Road, Boulder, CO 80302

MOIRA ELIZABETH COLQUHOUN, Photography, Swimming; Council 1983; B.A.

Skidmore College 1983; Sand Spring Road, Morristown, NJ 07960

RICHARD LAWRENCE COOLIDGE, Tennis, Sailing; Camper 1975-76; Council 1983;

Middlebury College 1987; Still Pond, 42 Topsfield Road, Boxford, MA 01921

ANDREW DODGE, Boxsports, Archery; Council 1983; Hobart College 1986; Seven

Springs Road, Radnor, PA 19087

MARK HURLBUT DOUGHERTY, Sailing; Council 1983; Greenhills School 1984; 5890

S.W. 82nd Street, Miami, FL 33143

DAVID PARDEE FOULKE, Photography, Ceramics; Council 1983; St. Paul's School

1985; 25 Summit Street, Philadelphia, PA 191 18
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GEOFFREY ALAN FUDGE, Ceramics; Council 1982-83; Boston University 1987; 372

Linebrook Road, Ipswich, MA 01938

WALKER HARRIS JONES, Woodworking, Tennis; Camper 1980-81; Council 1982-83;

Oilman School 1985; 6 Charlcote Place, Baltimore, MD 21218

JASON ELLIMAN LEO, Fishing; Camper 1976; Council 1982-83; Ecole Bilangue 1985;

23 Avenue George V., Paris, France 75008

NICHOLAS SALTUS LUDINGTON, Archery, Tripping; Camper 1977-78; Council

1981-83; Millbrook School 1984; 2035 Twinbrook Road, Berwyn, PA 19312

JOSEPH PETER NASTASI, Woodworking; Camper 1978-81; Council 1983; Episcopal

Academy 1985; 427 Church Road, Devon, PA 19333

BRETT LINN OAKES, Adventure; Council 1983; Colby College 1987, P.O. Box 435,

Wenham, MA 01984

MATTHEW RIPLEY SCHWAB, Sailing; Council 1983; St. Luke's School 1984; 280

Rosebrook Road, New Canaan, CT 06840

ABBOT BARNES STRANAHAN, Art; Council 1983; Brown University 1987; 28589 E.

River Road, Perrysburg, OH 43551

ROBERT MITCHELL TRIPPE, Tripping; Camper 1977, 80; Council 1981-83; University

of Maine Orono; 432 Oxford Hall, University of Maine Orono, Orono, ME 04473

COUNSELOR AIDES

SAMUEL HIGGINSON, Archery, Boxsports; Council 1983; Vermont Academy 1985;

c/o Vermont Academy, Saxton's River, VT 05154

SAMUEL STANDISH MEACHAM, Adventure; Council 1983; Brooks School 1985;

1 1 1 1 Red Bud Trail, Austin, TX 78746

JOHN HENRY MORRISON, Tripping, Woodworking; Camper 1981; Council 1982-83;

Gushing Academy 1985; 10 Knolls Lane, Manhasset, NY 1 1030

CHARLES A.L. TOTTEN, Tennis; Camper 1982; Proctor Academy 1985; 1519 33rd

Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007

STAFF

KATARINA SIGRID ARVEDSON, Kitchen; Bodal Skola; Larsbergsvagen 21, 18138

Lidingo, Sweden
DOUG CUNNINGHAM, Maintenance; RFD, Newcastle, ME 04553

PAULA M. CUNNINGHAM, Infirmary Aide; 1475 Hampstead Road, Philadelphia, PA
19151

KRISTEN LEE FUDGE, Infirmary Director 1982-83; Boston University 1985; 372

Linebrook Road, Ipswich, MA 01938

JOAN HALLOWELL, Camp Secretary; RFD, Box 194, Newcastle, ME 04553

TURI B.-H. JANES, Cahgraphy, Library; Eaglebrook School, Deerfield, MA 01342

ANNE S. KENNEDY, Choir, Dramatics; West Neck Road, Nobleboro 04555

ANN HODGDON LAUBER, Mail; 1 10 School House Lane, Ardmore, PA 19003

JAYSON PAUL MURPHY, Maintenance; 1 12 Keswick Road, South Portland, ME 04106
MICHELE SUSAN OUTTEN, Infirmary; Austin Road, Newcastle, ME 04553

APRIL ELIZABETH PAGE, Babysitter; Road 5, Box 202, Lexington, VA 24450

JENNIFER LEE PEDRICK, Kitchen; Crystal River High School 1984; Route 2 Box 306,

Crystal River, FL 32629
LINDA THAYER ROBB, Kiddie Camp, Laundry; Miss Porter's School 1985; Horseshoe

Road, Mill Neck, NY 11765

NINA R. SCHWALBE, Kiddie Camp, Laundry; The Brearly School 1984; 101 Central

Park West, New York, NY 10023
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BERNADETTE SMYTH, Kiddie Camp, Laundry; Keene State College 1988; R.D. 12,

Dixon Road, Carmel, NY 10512

JERRY STEDT, Chef; Camp Kieve, Nobleboro, ME 04555

PAULA STEDT, Chef; Camp Kieve, Nobleboro, ME 04555

B.J. STEVENS, Secretary, Camp Store; Camp Kieve, Nobleboro, ME 04555

ELIZABETH RITA WHEELER, Kiddie Camp, Laundry; Amity High School 1985; 399

Fountain Street, New Haven, CT 06515

JESSIE BURKHOLDER WILLIAMS, Kitchen; St. Paul's School 1985; P.O. Box 771,

Camden, ME 04843

DELORES YORK, Bakery Chef, Nobleboro, ME 04555

TRUSTEES

ALEXANDER K. BUCK, Chairman; 4535 Province Line Road, Princeton, NJ 08540

GORDON BENSLEY, Audio Visual Center; Phillips Academy, Andover, MA 01810

DOROTHY ADDAMS BROWN, Vice President; Boston Safe Deposit & Trust; 1 Boston

Place, Boston, MA 02106

ALEXANDER K. BUCK, JR., 150 Heald Street, Pepperell, MA 01463

MORTON FEAREY, JR., 170 East 79th Street, New York, NY 10021

THOMAS HAAS, 305 Woods Road, North Hills, PA 19038

LINWOOD E. PALMER, JR., West Neck Road, Nobleboro, ME 04555

SARAH ERASER ROBBINS, Eastern Point, Gloucester, MA 01930

ELISABETH RUSSELL, 928 Summit Road, Narberth, PA 19072

HARPER SIBLEY III, P.O. Box 213, Medomak ME 0455

1

CHARLES C. TOWNSEND, JR., Moores Mill Road, Hopswell, NJ 08525

WILLIAM M. WALKER II, 332 Exeter Rd., Devon, PA 19333

SUSAN S. WINTHROP, Topsfield Road, Ipswich, MA 01938

RICHARD NED YOUNG, JR., 326 Waterloo Avenue, Berwyn, PA 19312

CAMPERS 1983

THOMAS G. ABERCROMBIE — Kieve 1983; Peirce School; 30 Court Street, Belfast,

Maine 0491

5

JOHN ACHENBACH, III — Kieve 1982-83; Princeton Day School; 111 Laurel Road,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

WILLIAM F. ALLEN — Kieve 1982-83; Brunswick Junior High; R.F.D. #3, Pleasant

Hill, Brunswick, Maine 0401

1

LUCAS ALTMAN — Kieve 1983; Princeton Day School; 38 Fisher Place, Trenton, New
Jersey 08618

MATTHEW S. ARNO — Kieve 1983; Chapin; 30 Woodlane Road, Lawrenceville, New
Jersey 08648

SHAWN M. BACKES — Kieve 1983; Abqaiq Elementary School; c/o ARAMCO, Box
1 05 1 ,

Abqaiq, Saudi Arabia

NICCOLO BALDESCHI — Kieve 1981-83; Via Ancona 104, lesi, Italy 60035

ROBERT J. BARIL — Kieve 1983; Princeton Day School; 60 Dodds Lane, Princeton,

New Jersey 08540
GARY W. BARNES — Kieve 1983; Westtown School; Turtle Pond, Morsteiu Road, West

Chester, Pennsylvania 19380

THOMAS BASKETT — Kieve 1983; Littlebrook; 22 Green Shadows Lane, Princeton,

New Jersey 08540

JONATHAN L. BEAL — Kieve 1983; University School Milwaukee; 1080 W. Dean
Road, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217
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LAWRENCE H. BECK, JR. — Kieve 1983; Episcopal Academy; 112 Banbury Way,
Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087

PAUL EMMANUEL BENACHI — Kieve 1983; 10 Rue Eugene Labiche, Paris, France

75016

ZACHARIAH BENSLEY — Kieve 1981-83; East Junior High; 45 Salem Street, Andover,

Massachusetts 01810

HENRY E. BLAGDEN, III — Kieve 1981-83; Pingry School; 5 Warner Road,

Maplewood, New Jersey 07040

PETER K. BLAGDEN — Kieve 1981-83; Jefferson School; 5 Warner Road, Maplewood,
New Jersey 07040

WILLIAM B.C. BLAICHER — Kieve 1983; Maurice Hawk School; 19 Roper Road,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

JOHN R. BOS — Kieve 1982-83; Wellesley Middle School; 15 Clark Road, Wellesley,

Massachusetts 021 81

NATHAN G. BRITTON — Kieve 1983; Shore Country Day School; off Highland Street,

South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982

CORIN O.H. BROWN — Kieve 1983; Underwood School; 187 Park Street, Newton,
Massachusetts 021 58

CHRISTOPHER F. BUCCINI — Kieve 1983; Wilmington Friends School; 211 Adams
Dam Road, Greenville, Delaware 19807

ROBERT B. BURGESS, III — Kieve 1979-83; Morristown-Beard; Indian Hollow Road,

Mendham, New Jersey 07945

NICHOLAS F. BURGIN — Kieve 1983; Buckley School; 1 170 5th Avenue, New York
City, New York 10029

NICHOLAS H. BURLING — Kieve 1983; Shady Hill School; 77 Lakeview Avenue,

Cambridge, Massachusetts 021 38

DAVID MORGAN BUTTERS — Kieve 1983; Buckley School; 215 E. 72nd Street, New
York, New York 10021

ROBERT J. CALDWELL, II — Kieve 1981-83; Vinal School; 869 Main, Norwell,

Massachusetts 02061

CHRISTOPHER R. CASTRO — Kieve 1982-83; Episcopal Academy; 11 Righters Mill,

Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035

BRIAN N. CEPPI — Kieve 1983; Redding Elementary School; 52 Goodridge Road,

Redding, Connecticut 06896

WHITNEY L. CHAMBERLIN — Kieve 1983; Oilman School; 2800 Baublitz Road,

Owings Mills, Maryland 211 17

MICHAEL C. CHEN — Kieve 1983; Princeton Day School; 26 Braeburn Drive, Prin-

ceton, New Jersey 08540

BENJAMIN M. CLARK — Kieve 1983; Noah Wallace; 38 Farmington Chase, Far-

mington, Connecticut 06032

JONATHAN E. CLARK, JR. — Kieve 1982-83; Boys Latin; 5223 Putney Way,
Baltimore, Maryland 21212

ANDREW P. CONRAD — Kieve 1983; Weston Middle School; 8 Cedar Road, Weston,

Massachusetts 02193

GREGG B. COSIMI — Kieve 1983; Weston Middle School; 33 Trailside Road, Weston,

Massachusetts 02193

CHRISTOPHER G. CRAIG — Kieve 1983; Princeton Day School; 45 Arreton Road,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

ERIK CULLEN — Kieve 1981-83; Chapin; 980 Stuart Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
SEAN CULLEN — Kieve 1979-83; Princeton Day School; 980 Stuart Road, Princeton,

New Jersey 08540

PETER W.S. CULMAN — Kieve 1983; Oilman School; 2 Merryman Court, Baltimore,

Maryland 21210
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COALTER C. CURRAN — Kieve 1982-83; Dexter; 242 Woodland Road, Chestnut Hill,

Massachusetts 02167

JAMES F. DEAN — Kieve 1983; Lake Forest Country Day School; 600 E. Westminister,

Lake Forest, Illinois 60045

I AWRENCE S. DEAN — Kieve 1983; Lake Forest Country Day School; 600 E. West-

minister, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045

MARTIN DEASY — Kieve 1983; Pingry School; 2 Dale Drive, Chatham T.W.P., New
Jersey 07928

ERIC B. DeBALAN — Kieve 1982-83; Ecole Saint Martin Pontoise; 34 Rue de la Pompe,
Paris, France 75016

CHRISTIAN W. DICKINSON — Kieve 1983; The Waynfiete School; 35 Hillside Street,

Yarmouth, Maine 04096

ANDREW 1. DODGE — Kieve 1982-83; Palmer School; 12510 Moss Ranch Road,
Miami, Florida 33156

JESSE N. DOUGHERTY — Kieve 1982-83; Trinity Episcopal School; 5890 S.W. 82nd
Street, Miami, Florida 33143

MARK S. DRISCOLL — Kieve 1983; Pike School; 11 Forbes Lane, Andover,

Massachusetts 01810

KEVIN DUFFY — Kieve 1983; The Peck School; R.D.I, Box 116AA, Young's Road,

Basking Ridge, New Jersey 07920

FORBES C. DUREY — Kieve 1979-83; Shore Country Day School; Box 401, 38 Can-
dlcwood Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

PETER H. DUREY — Kieve 19W.-83; Shore Country Day School; Box 401, 38 Can-

dlewood Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

WILLIAM B. DUSCHATKO — Kieve 1983; Memorial School; 13 Jersey Lane, Man-
chester, Massachusetts 02944

CLIFFORD R. EARLE — Kieve 1983; University Liggett; 319 Kercheval Avenue, Grosse

Pointe Farms, Michigan 48236

MAXWELL F. FEDERBUSH — Kieve 1983; Buckley School; 1020 5th Avenue, New
York, New York 10028

HILL FERGUSON, IV — Kieve 1983; University Heights Academy; 426 Cardinal Drive,

Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42240

STEPHAN W. FOWLKES — Kieve 1980-83; Buckley School; 765 Park Avenue, New
York, New York 10021

A. WARD FRANCIS, JR. — Kieve 1981-83; The Woodlynde School; 1170 Pugh Road,

Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087

ADAM C. FRANCIS — Kieve 1983; The Shipley School; 1170 Pugh Road, Wayne,
Pennsylvania 19087

RICHARD T. FRANKEN — Kieve 1980-83; California Public; 10640 S.W. 53rd Avenue,

Miami, Florida 33156

BENJAMIN T. FREEMAN — Kieve 1982-83; Glen Urquhart; Paine Avenue, Prides

Crossing, Massachusetts 01965

ALEX R. FRIEDMAN — Kieve 1982-83; Weston Middle School; 22 Wellesley Street,

Weston, Massachusetts 02193

STEPHEN T. FULMER — Kieve 1983; Princeton Day School; 132 Lambert Drive,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

WILLIAM C. GADSDEN — Kieve 1983; Germantown Academy; 140 W. Chestnut Hill

Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 191 18

A. MARSH GARDINER — Kieve 1983; Lincoln School; 131 Sewall Street, Augusta,

Maine 04330

WHITNEY G. GARDINER — Kieve 1982-83; Haverford School; 338 North Ithan

Avenue, Rosemont, Pennsylvania 19010
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ZECHARIAH S. GARDNER — Kieve 1983; Upland Country Day School; Wawa Road,

Wawa, Pennsylvania 19063

TOBY GEORGI, III — Kieve 1982-83; Deerpath Intermediate; 580 N. Washington Street,

Lake Forest, Illinois 60045

GEORGE T. GIBB — Kieve 1983; Greenwich Country Day School; 555 North Street,

Greenwich, Connecticut 06830

DAVID GLENDINNING — Kieve 1980-83; Germantown Academy; 7128 Sheaff Lane,

Fort Washington, Pennsylvania 19034

TODD A. GEORGEN — Kieve 1983; Brunswick School; 11 Rock Ridge Avenue,

Greenwich, Connecticut 06830

GRENVILLE M. GOODER, III — Kieve 1983; Community Park; 235 Cherry Hill Road,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

SEAN D. GOTTLIEB — Kieve 1981-83; A.D. Gray Junior High; 201 Friendship Street,

Waldoboro, Maine 04572

JAMES D. GRAY — Kieve 1982-83; Princeton Day School; 83 Philip Drive, Princeton,

New Jersey 08540

JOSHUA C. GRUSS — Kieve 1983; Saint Bernards; 720 Park Avenue, New York, New
York 10021

JOSHUA GUNDLING — Kieve 1982-83; Rockport Elementary; R.R. #1, Box 4892A,
Camden, Maine 04843

MICHAEL P. GUTHRIE — Kieve 1983; Buckley School; 15 East 74th Street, New York
City, New York 10021

PHILIP H. GUTHRIE — Kieve 1983; Saint David's; 15 East 74th Street, New York City,

New York 10021

BENJAMIN C. HAMMOND — Kieve 1983; Exeter Elementary School; Merrill Hall,

Exeter, New Hampshire 03833

JOHN F. HAMMOND — Kieve 1983; Exeter Elementary School; Merrill Hall, Exeter,

New Hampshire 03833

CHRISTOPHER G. HANCOCK — Kieve 1982-83; Pond Cove Elementary School; 40

High Bluff Road, Cape Elizabeth, Maine 04107

GREGORY R. HARDEN — Kieve 1983; Buckley School; 170 East 83rd Street, #6M, New
York, New York 10028

STEPHEN M. HARRINGTON — Kieve 1982-83; Wellesley Junior High; 41 Chestnut

Street, Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181

ALEXANDER HARTMANN — Kieve 1983; Oakwood School; Coleman Court, Box 201

,

Cold Spring Harbor, New York 1 1724

PETER C. HEGENER — Kieve 1983; Princeton Day School; R.D. #1, Box 247, Pen-

nington, New Jersey 08534

KARSTEN R. HILPERT — Kieve 1981-83; Princeton Day School; 55 Leavitt Lane,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
A. JOSHUA HOLZER — Kieve 1982-83; Haddonfield Middle School; 230 Maple
Avenue, Haddonfield, New Jersey 08033

EVAN D. HUNT — Kieve 1983; Stockdale School; 309 Fairway Drive, Bakersfield,

California 93309

S. WAQAAR HUSSAIN — Kieve 1981-83; Maumee Valley Country Day School; 2836

Manley Road, Maumee, Ohio 43537

HUNTER G. JAY — Kieve 1982-83; Glen Urquhart; 49 Forster Road, Manchester,

Massachusetts 01944

WILLIAM M. JOHNSTON — Kieve 1983; Lawrenceville Elementary; Pretty Brook
Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

IAN S. KELLEY — Kieve 1983; Gladwyne; 21 Elliott Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

19010
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JABEN F. KILBOURN — Kieve 1983; Freeport Middle School; Lower Mast Landing,
Freeport, Maine 04032

ABNER KINGMAN, JR. — Kieve 1983; Episcopal Academy; 2253 Buttonwood Road,
Berwyn, Pennsylvania 19312

ZACHARY S. KINNEY — Kieve 1983; Shore Country Day School; 1 Olde Farms Road,
Boxford, Massachusetts 01921

JOHN P. KLINE — Kieve 1983; Chapin School; 18 Cranbrook Road, Trenton, New
Jersey 08690

MATTHEW L. KLINE — Kieve 1983; Haverford Junior High; 204 Edgehill Road,
Havertown, Pennsylvania 19083

SETH B. KOEN — Kieve 1983; Brunswick Junior High; lOA Jordan Avenue, Brunswick,

Maine 04011

GUSTAV D. KOVEN — Kieve 1983; The Peck School; Dickson's Mill Road, P.O. Box
52, Green Village, New Jersey 07935

DAVID J. LaCASSE — Kieve 1983; Lincoln Elementary School; 63 Parkwood Drive,

Augusta, Maine 04330

R. TUCKER LAMBERTON — Kieve 1983; Chestnut Hill Academy; 650 E. Cravens

Lane, Wyndmoor, Pennsylvania 19118

CHRISTOPHER T. LANE — Kieve 1982-83; Greenwich Country Day School; 84 Perkins

Road, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830

MATTHEW R. LEAF — Kieve 1983; Buckley Country Day School; 269 Harvard Avenue,
Rockville Centre, New York 1 1570

JAMES LEDYARD — Kieve 1980-83; Grosse Pointe South High; 121 Meadow Lane,

Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan 48236

JOHN LEDYARD — Kieve 1980-83; Grosse Pointe Academy; 121 Meadow Lane, Grosse

Pointe Farms, Michigan 48236

JOHN P. LEE — Kieve 1982-83; Weston Middle School; 18 Wellesley Street, Weston,

Massachusetts 02193

ERIC T. LINKER — Kieve 1983; Episcopal Academy; 306 Grayling Avenue, Narberth,

Pennsylviaia 19072

CHARLES LOXTON — Kieve 1981-83; Buckley School; 935 Park Avenue, New York,

New York 10028

WILL LOXTON — Kieve 1981-83; Buckley School; 935 Park Avenue, New York, New
York 10028

CHRISTOPHER MAISTRELLIS — Kieve 1982-83; Shore Country Day School; 48

Argilla Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

PHILIP A. MAISTRELLIS — Kieve 1981-83; Shore Country Day School; 48 Argilla

Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

JEAN R. MAMIN — Kieve 1983; St. Croix De Nevilly; 12 Rue Du Bourbonnais, Asnieres,

France 92600

BRYAN T. MANAHAN — Kieve 1983; Sutton Middle School; 23 Waters Road, Sutton,

Massachusetts 01527

TIMOTHY W. MASON — Kieve 1981-83; Brunswick Junior High School; 88 Hennessey

Avenue, Brunswick, Maine 04011

PHILIP P. MATTOON — Kieve 1982-83; Episcopal Academy; 107 Rock Rose Lane

Radnor, Pennsylvania 19087

PATRICK McGUINN — Kieve 1983; Hardy Middle School; 1685 32nd Street, N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20007

ROBERT T. McPHEETERS — Kieve 1982-83; Churchill School; 615 East Monroe, Kirk-

wood, Missouri 63122

CHRISTOPHER C. MILLIKEN, JR. — Kieve 1983; The Park School; 47 Bemis Road,

Dedham, Massachusetts 02026
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LESLIE C. MITCHELL — Kieve 1981-83; Buckley School; 760 Park Avenue, New York,

New York 10021

CARL J. MONTALVO — Kieve 1983; Bodals Skola; Larsbergsv 21, Lidingo, Sweden
18138

ROBERT D. MOORE — Kieve 1983; Shore Country Day School; 81 Herrick Road,

Boxford, Massachusetts 01921

HENRY B. MORE — Kieve 1983; The Gordon School; 135 Benefit Street, Providence,

Rhode Island 02903

SCOTT MORGAN — Kieve 1983; East Woods School; Sydney Road, Huntington Bay,

New York 11743

WEBSTER T. MUDGE — Kieve 1981-83; 101 Chestnut St., Camden ME 04843

AARON J. MYSLIWIEC — Kieve 1983; Flagg Street School; 76 Sagamore Road,

Worcester, Massachusetts 01609

ANDREW O. NASH — Kieve 1983; Dexter School; Meadowbrook Road, Dedham,
Massachusetts 02026

CHRISTOPHER M. NELSON — Kieve 1983; Buckley School; 910 Park Avenue, New
York, New York 10021

CHRISTOPHER M. NICHOLS — Kieve 1982-83; Middlebrook School; 23 Windy Ridge,

Wilton, Connecticut 06897

THOMAS H. NICHOLSON, JR. — Kieve 1982-83; Weston Middle School; 440 Conant
Road, Weston, Massachusetts 02193

ERIK ODELL — Kieve 1983; Deerpath; 650 Northmoor Road, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045

DAVID B. OSGOOD — Kieve 1983; Dexter School; 9 West Cedar Street, Boston,

Massachusetts 02108

DAVID A. PAGE — Kieve 1983; Westside; 1634 Stewart's Lane, Syosset, New York
11791

GEORGE G. PAINE, JR. — Kieve 1983; ABQAIQ Elementary; c/o Aramco, Box 1058,

ABQAIQ, Saudi Arabia

JOHN E. PASTORE — Kieve 1983; Princeton Day School; 64 Stony Brook Lane,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

WILLIAM S. PATTEN — Kieve 1983; Union Elementary School; East Sennebec Road,
Union, Maine 04862

WILLIAM B. PAUL, III — Kieve 1983; Wyndcroft; Clover Hill Farm, Box 168, RD#1,
Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355

GEORGE A. PAYNE — Kieve 1983; Barnstable; 120 Phinney's Lane, Centerville,

Massachusetts 02632

CHANDLER J. PEDRICK — Kieve 1982-83; Shore Country Day School; 581 Middle
Road, Portsmouth, Rhode Island 02871

WEBSTER C. PEDRICK — Kieve 1982-83; Shore Country Day School; 581 Middle
Road, Portsmouth, Rhode Island 02871

AUBREY H. PETERSON — Kieve 1981-83; Buckley School; 116 East 63rd Street, New
York, New York 10021

ERIK B. PETERSON — Kieve 1981-83; Allen-Stevenson; 116 East 63rd Street, New
York, New York 10021

J. GLENN PEW, IV — Kieve 1981-83; The Pingry School; 3 Masters Square, Hillside,

New York 07205

THOMAS S. POLK — Kieve 1983; Rippowam-Cisqua School; 485 Harris Road, Bedford
Hills, New York 10507

DAVID A. POLLETT, JR. — Kieve 1983; Center School; 43 Jennifer Lane, New Canaan,
Connecticut 06840

ALLEN C. POST, JR. — Kieve 1982-83; Whitby School; 230 Bedford Road, Greenwich,
Connecticut 06830
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SAMUEL B. POTTER, JR. — Kieve 1979-83; Park School; 85 East India Row, Boston,

Massachusetts 021 10

ELISHA W. PRATT — Kieve 1983; Wayne Elementary; 23 Aldwyn Lane, Villanova,

Pennsylvania 19085

OLIVER T. RAY — Kieve 1983; Saint Bernard's; 21 East 90th Street, New York, New
York 10028

ERIC J. REDEKER — Kieve 1983; Episcopal Academy; 1417 Beaumont Drive, Glad-

wyne, Pennsylvania 19035

J. CARTER RICHARDSON — Kieve 1982-83; Hopi School; 4841 Rockridge Road,
Phoenix, Arizona 85018

NICHOLAS G. RIGOPULOS — Kieve 1983; Shore Country Day School; 7 Moonpenny
Drive, Boxford, Massachusetts 01921

MATTHEW B. ROBERGE — Kieve 1983; Jefferson Village School; East Pond Road,
RED # 1 , Box 850, Jefferson, Maine 04348

RADCLYFFE L. ROBERTS — Kieve 1978-83; Princeton Day School; 85 Linwood Circle,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

JAMES S. RODEWALD — Kieve 1982-83; Chapin School; 4 Merritt Lane, Rocky Hill,

New Jersey 08553

CHRISTOPHER R.P. RODGERS, III — Kieve 1982-83; Princeton Day School; 106

Balcort Drive, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

CHRISTOPHER H. ROOSEVELT — Kieve 1983; Whitby School; 14 Middle Patent

Road, Armonk, New York 10504

RICHARD R. ROSSMASSLER — Kieve 1982-83; Princeton Day School; 149 Mountain
View Road, RD#5, Box 31 1, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

RICHARD H. ROWLAND — Kieve 1983; Saint Thomas School; 2630 Earhart Road,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103

HARDY S. ROYAL — Kieve 1983; Princeton Day School; Mansgrove 82 Terhune,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

CHARLTON A. RUGG — Kieve 1983; Allen Stevenson School; 108 East 82nd Street,

New York, New York 10028

JAMES T. RUSSELL — Kieve 1983; East Woods; 54 Turtle Cove Lane, Huntington, New
York 11743

BRADFORD A. SABLOSKY — Kieve 1982-83; Episcopal Academy; RED 2 - Kinvara,

Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355

RALPH S. SANDO, JR. — Kieve 1983; Episcopal Academy; 104 Rose Lane, Haverford,

Pennsylvania 19041

JEAN-CHRISTOPHE R. SCHROEDER — Kieve 1982-83; Gerson School; 72 Avenue
Mozart, Paris, France 75016

JOHN A. SCHUSTER — Kieve 1981-83; Renbrook School; 3 Prattling Pond Road,
Farmington, Connecticut 06032

DANIEL O. SHERMAN — Kieve 1983; North Country School; 1035 Park Avenue, New
York, New York 10028

RAYMOND Y. SHETZLINE, III — Kieve 1983; Episcopal Academy; 414 Old Lancaster

Road, Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041

THOMAS S. SIBLEY — Kieve 1978-83; Shore Country Day School; 163 Argilla Road,

Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

ALEXANDER T. SIMONDS — Kieve 1983; Green Vale; 63 Midway Avenue, Locust

Valley, New York 11560

REID SLAYTON — Kieve 1980-83; Renbrook; 6 Crosswood Road, Farmington, Con-

necticut 06032

BRIAN T. SMITH — Kieve 1983; Broadneck Elementary; 857 Holly Drive, South,

Annapolis, Maryland 21401
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PETER SOMMERFIELD — Kieve 1982-83; Eagle Hill; Ivanhoe Lane, Greenwich,

Connecticut 06830

TIMOTHY R. SPIEL — Kieve 1982-83; Lake Forest Country Day School; 901 Elm Tree

Road, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045

RICHARD L. SPERRY, JR. — Kieve 1983; Haverford School; 701 Pennstone Road,

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010

EDWARD H. STANLEY — Kieve 1982-83; Eaglebrook School; Spring Lake Road,

Cuttingsville, Vermont 05738

JOHN G. STANLEY — Kieve 1983; Shrewsbury Mountain School; Spring Lake Road,

Cuttingsville, Vermont 05738

PETER B. STANLEY — Kieve 1982-83; Shrewsbury Mountain School; Spring Lake

Road, Cuttingsville, Vermont 05738

RUSSELL H. STEBBINS — Kieve 1982-83; Dexter School; 18 Whiting Road, Wellesley

Hills, Massachusetts 02181

THEODORE L. STEBBINS, JR. — Kieve 1981-83; Belmont High School; 18 Whiting

Road, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts 02181

WILLIAM N. STEVENSON — Kieve 1981-83; Sanborn Middle School; 537 Barrett's Mill

Road, Concord, Massachusetts 01742

DANIEL STRANAHAN — Kieve 1980-83; Maumee Valley Country Day School; 28589

East River Road, Perrysburg, Ohio 4355

1

WILLIAM C. TAYLOR, III — Kieve 1982-83; Dexter School; 15 Circuit Road, Chestnut

Hill, Massachusetts 02167

MATTHEW H. TERRELL — Kieve 1983; Wilmington Friends School; 198 Brecks Lane,

Wilmington, Delaware 19899

CHRISTOPHER R. TIN^ — Kieve 1983; RippowamCisqua; RRl, Spring Street, South

Salem, New York 10590

SAMUEL B. TRUSLOW — Kieve 1983; Buckingham Browne & Nichols; 4 Hawthorn
Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 021 38

GENE V. TUNNEY — Kieve 1983; Saint Francis Solano School; P.O. Box 507, Glen

Ellen, California 95442

JONATHAN R. TUNNEY — Kieve 1982-83; Allen-Stevenson; 201 East 69th Street, #12-

0, New York City, New York 10021

CHRISTOPHER M. THURMAN, IV — Kieve 1983; Chestnut Hill Academy; 8315 Saint

Martins Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118

ANDREW C. UFFELMAN — Kieve 1982-83; Haverford School; c/o J.C. Van Roden,
Box 928, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010

CHRISTOPHER B. van der KIEFT — Kieve 1983; Rockport Elementary; Spear Street,

Rockport, Maine 04856

BRADLEY M. VAN NESS — Kieve 1983; Lake Forest Country Day School; 133 Pen-

broke Drive, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045

VINCENT VAN PANHUYS — Kieve 1983; Tokeneke School; 16 Wahling Road, Darien,

Connecticut 06820

ANDREW A. VICTOR — Kieve 1982-83; Grandview School; 6744 North 21st Street,

Phoenix, Arizona 85016

STEVEN D. VOORHEES, JR. — Kieve 1983; Newgrange School; 2 Woodhampton
Drive, Trenton, New Jersey 08638

BREVOORT WALDEN, III — Kieve 1982-83; Allen-Stevenson; 245 East 72nd Street,

New York City, New York 10021

CHRIS P. WALGREEN — Kieve 1983; Lake Forest Country Day School; 155 North
Mayflower, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045

WILLIAM M. WALKER, III — Kieve 1980-83; Devon Elementary School; 332 Exeter

Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
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WHITTEN S. WATSON — Kieve 1982-83; Eastwood Middle School; 20 Pinemont Drive,

Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35406

CALEB H. WERTENBAKER — Kieve 1983; Plumfield School; 21 3 Greens Farms Road,
Greens Farms, Connecticut 06436

KENT A. WESTON — Kieve 1982-83; Eaglebrook School; 77 Springs Creek Road,
Barrington Hills, Illinois 60010

ADAM C. WHEELER — Kieve 1982-83; Nobleboro Central School; P.O. Box 128,

Damariscotta, Maine 04543

PHILIP D. WHITE — Kieve 1983; Applewild School; 580 Maple Street, Fort Devens,

Massachusetts 01433

MARK A. P. WIKE — Kieve 1982-83; Episcopal Academy; Twinbrook Road, Berwyn,

Pennsylvania 19312

JAMES O. WILLIAMS — Kieve 1983; Mary E. Taylor School; P.O. Box 771, Camden,
Maine 04843

JEREMY P. WILMERDING — Kieve 1983; Montgomery Country Day School; 260

Booth Lane, Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041

MICHAEL R. WILMERDING — Kieve 1983; Dexter School; 83 Leicester Street,

Brookline, Massachusetts 02146

DAVID C. WILSON — Kieve 1982-83; Brunswick School; 9 Sawmill Lane, Greenwich,

Connecticut 06830

ROBERT V. WITTIG — Kieve 1983; Deerpath Intermediate School; 1070 Meadow Lane,

Lake Forest, Illinois 60045

MICHAEL WOLF — Kieve 1980-83; Heath School; 161 Reservoir Road, Chestnut Hill,

Massachusetts 02167

CHARLES M. WURST — Kieve 1983; Oriole Park School; 78 Highbourne Road,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSP 2J4

THEODORE A.J. YEDINSKY — Kieve 1983; Episcopal Academy; Haverford, Penn-

sylvania 19041

RICHARD N. YOUNG, III — Kieve 1982-83; Haverford; 326 Waterloo Avenue, Berwyn,

Pennsylvania 19312
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1983 Campers
FIRST SESSION

SOUTH GLENAYR
Standing, L-R: Charlie Totten, Geoff Fudge, Max Federbush, Wicker Baskett, Nicky

Burgin, Jeremy Wilmerding, Nicky Burling, Philip Guthrie, Jason Leo, Charlie

Richardson.

Kneeling: Brad Van Ness, Chris Walgreen, David Osgood, Cabell Curran, Cord Johnston,

Josh Gruss, Evan Hunt.

NORTH GLENAYR
Kneeling, L-R: J. P. Kline, Oliver Ray.

Standing, Front Row: Jamey Hebb, Jon Tunney, David PoUett, Michael Chen, Peter

Sommerfield, Chris Hancock, Caleb Wertenbaker, Brett Oakes.

Standing - 2nd Row Jonathan Beal, Hunter Jay, Chris Craig.

Standing - Back Row: Kevin Duffy, G. Gooder, Chris Roosevelt.
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SOUTH BUNKER HILL
Front Row: Robby Moore, Rich Rossmassler, Ricky Rowland, Chris Rodgers, Richard

Franken, Daniel Sherman.

Middle Row: Karsten Hilpert, Zac Kinney, Benjie Clark, Robert Baril.

Back Row: Richard Coolidge, Dave Cook, Will Gadsden, Jay Pasiore, Marshall Murphy.

Missing: John Morrison, Jay Hammond.

NORTH BUNKER HILL
Front - L-R: Brooks More, Alex Friedman, John Lee, Gregg Cosimi, John Achenbach,

Jimmy Gray, Reid Slayton, Walker Jones.

Back Row: David Foulke, Chris Dickinson, Mark Wike, Scotty Dean, Erik Cullen, Matt

Arno, Gus Koven, Doug Fraher.
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SOUTH HARRIS
Front - L-R: Ben Hammond, Tucker Lamberton, Jim Dean, Tobi Georgi, Chris Turman,
Steve Voorhees, Brevy Walden, Sam Meacham.
Back Row: Brian Callahan, Sam Patten, Wing Taylor, Scott Morgan, Morgan Wurst,

John Schuster, Tim Spiel, Jamie Russell, Art Hodges.

NORTH HARRIS
Front Row - L-R: Tom Nicholson, Rusty Stebbins, Clay Mitchell, Charlie Loxton, Hardy
Royal.

2nd Row: John Bos, Stephan Fowlkes, Erik Peterson, Drew Conrad, Mike Guthrie.

3rd Row: Casey Post, Webster Mudge, Andy Nash.
Back Row: Steve Fulmer, Tom Stewart, Andy Dodge, Joe Nastasi.
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OLD BUNKER HILL
Bottom Row: Mike Wolf, Chris Nelson, Chris Nichols

2nd Row: Chris Schroeder, Aubrey Peterson, Gary Barnes.

3rd Row: Will Loxton, Glenn Pew, Ray Shetzline.

4th Row: Kent Weston, Andy Uffelman, Geno Tunney.

Top Row: Nick Ludington, Tim Shenton, Matt Schwab.

ALLAGASH
Standing - L-R: Dave Glendinning, Billy Stevenson, Ted Stebbins, Liam Culman, Whitten

Watson.

Sitting: Dan Bliss, Bobby Burgess, Andy Kingman, Tim Mason, Bill Allen, Jamie

Williams, RobTrippe.
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SECOND SESSION

SOUTH GLENAYR
Front Row - L-R: Brian Ceppi, Ian Kelley, Chris Tine, Graham Paine, David Page, Jesse

Dougherty, Dan Bliss.

Back Row: Joe Nastasi, John Stanley, Alec Simonds, Baird Duschatko, Brad Blaicher,

Brud Sperry, Peter Hegener, Adam Francis, Charlie Totten.

NORTH GLENAYR
Front Row - L-R: Brian Smith, Nicky Rigopolus, Chris van der Kieft, Erik Odell, Bear

Pratt, Doug Fraher.

Middle Row: Paul Paradis, David Foulke, Chris Maistrellis, Matt Leaf, Tom Aber-

crombie, Peter Sommerfield, Alex Hartmann, Matt Schwab.
Top Row: Todd Goergen, Jon Tunney, Matt Roberge.
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SOUTH BUNKER HILL
Kneeling - L-R: Bo Young, Zach Gardner, Wiley Paul, Marsh Gardiner, Jeremy LaCasse,

Sam Truslow, C.J. Richardson.

Standing: Andy Dodge, Hill Ferguson, Josh Gundling, Nathan Britton, Richard Franken,

Ben Freeman, Web Pedrick, Matt Terrell, Tom Stewart, Jason Leo.

NORTH BUNKER HILL
Front Row: C.J. Pedrick, Brad Sablosky, Charlton Rugg, Morgan Butters, Tommy Polk.

Middle Row: Marshall Murphy, Bobby Wittig, Chris Milliken, Luke Altman, Jory Payne,

Benjie Clark, Paul Benachi, Eric Redeker, Richard Coolidge.

Back: Mike Wilmerding, Phil White.

Missing: John Morrision.
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SOUTH HARRIS ,

Front - L-R: David Cook, Chris Castro, Peter Blagden, Hunt Durey, R.J. Caldwell, Philip

Mattoon, Ralph Sando.

Back: Jamey Hebb, Erik Cullen, Jaben Kilbourn, Nicky Baldeschi, Chris Buccini, Theo

Yedinsky, Seth Koen, Bryan Manahan, Aaron Misliwiec, Brett Oakes.

NORTH HARRIS
Front - L-R: Peter Stanley, Thornton McPheeters.

Middle Row: Whit Chamberlin, Corin Brown, Patrick McGuinn, Vincent van Penhuys,

CHfford Earle, Sean Gottlieb.

Back Row: Sam Meacham, Will Walker, Greg Harden, Shawn Backes, Ward Francis,

Chris Lane, George Gibb, Brian Callahan, Art Hodges.
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OLD BUNKER HILL
Front Row: John Ledyard, Matt Kline, Phil Maistrellis.

2nd Row: Josh Holzer, Terry Blagden, Charlie Richardson.

3rd Row : Jonathan Clark, David Wilson, Jim Rodewald.

4th Row: Andy Victor, Mark Driscoll, Mark Dougherty.

Back: Whit Gardiner, Rob Trippe, Andy Uffelman, Sam Higginson, Zach Bensley.

Missing: Martin Deasy.

ALLAGASH
Front Row: Kalle Montalvo, Quarie Hussain, J.R. Mamin.
2nd Row: Ed Stanley, Dan Stranahan, Tom Sibley.

3rd Row: Eric DeBalan, Larry Beck, Eric Linker.

Back Row: Tim Shenton, Nick Ludington, Walker Jones.
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SENIOR CAMPERS
Front - L-R: Steve Harrington, Sam Potter, Sean Cullen.

Back: Alan Ireton, Andy Dodge, James Ledyard, Cleave Durey, Rad Roberts, Eliot

Heher.
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ADVENTURE

"Wannanana!" "Sproioioing!" "Am I in the middle yet?" "I have to go to the

bathroom. If you don't let me down, I'll . .
." "Do I have to kiss the tree?" "Oh, yuck!

There's sap all over the Pope."

A splendid summer at the adventure course. All cabins displayed superb teamwork
skills on the group elements, including the Nitro Crossing, which entails transporting

fourteen men and really poisonous nitroglycerine over a pit seething with boiling peanut

butter and water spiders with egg sacs. Allagash demonstrated exceptional brilliance with

this element, completing it in 46 seconds.

Afternoons were for developing the confidence of the individual. Those who thought

they'd never dare stray more than six vertical feet were some of the top performers. Men
like Mike Wolf, Andy Kingman, Jimmy Gray, R.J. Caldwell, and Bryan Manahan were

true danger-eaters and didn't even flinch before jumping off the thirty-foot Burma Bridge.

Fine work by all!

Special thanks, of course, to my partner, Charlie "You know what I mean?"
Richardson, and to Buck "Mr. Self-belay" Morrison, and Curt "I can do the Zip"
Lauber.

BRETT OAKES
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ARCHERY
Miles of smiles, lots of sunny days, a few (?) broken arrows, shooting balloons, and

lots (?) of visits from Alvin filled our summer on the archery range.

Our main purpose — having fun — seemed to be accomplished with ease, while

always keeping safety in mind.

Qualifications were in abundance, first session more so than second. The following

boys stood out for achieving their White, Black, and Blue Arrows in one session: Shawn
Backes, Geno Tunney, Nicky Burling, Scott Morgan, Hardy Royal, John Bos, and Jay

Pastore. Great job, guys! The superstar on the range this season had to be Gregg Cosimi,

who received his White, Black, Blue, and Red Arrows. Everyone who shot on the range

deserves a loud Kieve cheer.

Many thanks to Nick Ludington, Andy Dodge, Richard Coolidge, and the others who
led the program when I was not around.

ALLAN "ALVIN" IRETON
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ART
As an additional and untried activity in the Kieve community, Art was vulnerable to

the shakes and jitters common to any newcomer. With the surprising support and en-

thusiasm of the campers, however, this passive activity quickly became an impressive and
flourishing display of talent.

We were given the Bishop Room to make our home, but our studio soon encompassed

the entire camp. Artists could be seen from Innisfree to the waterfront with a sketch book
in hand, searching for just the right view. Mostly, though, our time was spent at the chapel

where, with rifle shots ringing in the distance, nature provided us with a diverse source of

inspiration — ranging from lakefront landscapes to intricate studies of textures and
helpless insects.

Both sessions were marked by some particularly talented and devoted campers.

Whitten Watson and Gregg Cosimi stunned us with strong sketches of trees and sensitive

landscapes. Special thanks to Tom Nicholson too for his constant presence. Second session

there was an impressive array of talent: Zach Gardner, Paul Benachi, Sean Gottlieb, and
Jory Payne, all putting out their best and decorating my walls with splendor. Thank you
everyone who, willingly or not, put pencil to paper this summer — your support should

have Art back even stronger next year!

ABBY STRANAHAN
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FISHING
Throughout the summer fishing was a popular activity at the waterfront. Many en-

thusiastic fisherman equipped with rods and reels of all types ventured forth on Lake
Damariscotta. Although the weather was never really "perfect" for fishing, no one was
discouraged, and most of the campers who spent more than two activity periods on the

lake were rewarded by "hookin' one".

All in all, it was a great season, but as I look back on it I will always remember Kevin

Duffy, who caught 1 2 fish in one hour and practically emptied the lake of its fish. Without

his help and enthusiasm, fishing this summer would not have been the same. Everyone,

however, deserves accord for their efforts, and next year should be another great success.

JASON LEO
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NATURE
There was an increase in field trips outside the camp boundaries this summer in

Nature. Particularly in the second session a number of canoe trips in the afternoons went

to various marshes on the lake. One of the most interesting marshes, only about Vi mile

from camp, contained a beautiful beaver lodge. No beaver were seen, but several Northern

Water Snakes (Natrix natrix) were often seen sunning themselves on top of the lodge. The
eagle nest near the Mills was not occupied this summer — the female evidently died during

the winter. Throughout the summer quite a few doublecrested cormorants were spotted

roosting in trees on the small ledges behind Swim Island.

Some of our field trips went to Pemaquid Point, the Bunker Hill Church (for a great

view of the lake), and the Audubon Nature Trail in Bremen.

Nicky Baldeschi, Matt Roberge, Tom Abercrombie, Eric Redeker, White Gardiner, and
Sean Gottlieb all showed a particularly great deal of enthusiasm and interest in the natural

world. We hope that everyone who participated in the nature program has a greater feeling

for the ties that bind us to the earth.

Thanks to Marshall Murphy, Jason Leo, and Andy Dodge for their help. It was a fun

year in Nature, and I'm sure '84 will be even better. See you then!

DOUG FRAHER (TORCH)
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography this summer was once again a popular and productive activitiy. With

trusty plastic cameras in hand, many campers roamed the grounds clicking pics —
especially of the flag, the waterfront, and the Kieve sign on Innisfree. First session it was a

pleasure working with experienced photographers Kent Weston, Jamie Williams, and

Oliver Ray, all of whom helped me to maintain my sanity.

Second session was equally productive, with fine work being done by Brad Sablosky,

Ward Francis, Zach Gardner, and Jim Rodewald. Despite my overwhelming desire to

punch Zach F-Stop as he appeared on my slides day after day, when he arrived in person

Zach Bensley proved to be both helpful and entertaining.

Many thanks to all those who made this a fantastic summer. Two sessions in the

"black shack" proved to be an experience I won't soon forget. Special thanks to David

Foulke and Jason Leo who put up with Jimmy Buffett hour after hour and with my
paranoia about slide shows and cabin pictures. Thanks.

MOIRACOLQUHOUN
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POTTERY
This year the pottery studio was alive with excitement from the first days of camp.

The closet and counters were quickly overflowing with bowls, boxes, and sculptures of all

sizes and dimensions.

The quality of the work was exceptional for both sessions. Ben Freeman, Oliver Ray,

Peter Sommerfield, and Jonathan Tunney all proved to be immensely talented both on and
off the wheels. These last three boys headed an extremely long list of qualifications by

earning the ultimate qualification, their Kieve Potter. Congratulations to all who produced
lovely pieces throughout the summer!

GEOFF FUDGE
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PRINTING
A GREAT summer! That really sums it up for Printing 1983. From the first day until

the last I was always answering the questions, explaining the rights and wrongs, and
watching the great projects being created by an enthusiastic set of Printer's Devils.

The Print Shop was the busiest I had ever seen it in my two years at Kieve. First

session names like Psycho, Stephan, James Dean, and Morgan Wurst, who always did his

best, were constantly heard around the shop. Tim Siel and "Mr. Charhe" both helped the

non-printers out quite a bit, too.

Second session was slow-moving at first, but it too ended with the rapid pace of first

session. Erik Cullen and Hunt Durey both spent a lot of time in the shop. Eric Redeker

went from a non-printer to a very accomplished one in a matter of three weeks. Paul

Benachi broke through the language barrier and received his Printer's Devil, and Andy
Uffelman earned his Master Printer. No Kieve Printers, but maybe next year.

Thanks so much to all the Senior Campers — Cleave Durey, Sean Cullen, and James
Ledyard — for their unselfish help and time all summer long. Next year is already looking

great with the new Print Shop location coming together and the high hopes that I have for

an even better year, so be ready, guys.

DAVE COOK
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RITLERY
Guns went very well this summer. Many qualifications were handed out, the highest

being a Sharpshooter Bar I presented to Andy Uffelman. Even though everyone didn't

quite reach this level, all did their best while at the same time enjoying themselves.

When shooting at targets became a little dull, cans, tennis balls, boxes, and other

inanimate objects took their places. Why waste good trash?

I would like to thank Uncle Shenty, Buns, Andy Dodge, and, especially. Stork for

helping me along the loud, bullet-ridden way.

TOM STEWART
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SAILING
This year's sailing program had a slow start with two novice counselors and a backlog

of boat repairs. Once we were able to adjust and get the boats in full repair, we were able

to have some great sails.

Our goal was to give the campers confidence in sailing a boat by providing them with

the basic information needed. We also wanted everybody to have fun and gain the ex-

perience of sailing. We made sure saihng wasn't a boring activity by having plenty of bailer

fights and practicing "man overboard" drills. We used the lake to its fullest by setting out

each day to explore a different area. Our greatest adventure was an afternoon trip to the

great bay.

The badly needed addition of two quahfications was fulfilled, with the "Mate" and
the "Flag Captain" being added. This enabled the dedicated learners to gain a fuller

appreciation of the sport. Also, the Ray and the Zephyr were used extensively. They of-

fered fine alternatives to the Dyers. These boats' more defined rigging accelerated the

learning process of the campers.

We will always recall G Gooder for his rapid learning pace and inquisitive mind, Bear

Pratt, Brian Smith, and Eric Odell for their unconditional love for sailing in all weather,

and Chris Nichols and Billy Stevenson for achieving the year's highest qualification — the

"Flag Captain."

MARK DOUGHERTY
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TENNIS
The tennis courts are, literally and figuratively, the hottest place at Kieve, and this

summer proved to be no exceptin. Mother Nature was on our side almost all the way
through, and the pursuit of the "gentleman's sport" was a consistently popular activity

choice.

First session yielded a number of talented players, many of whom improved

tremendously. Drew Conrad defeated Mike Guthrie to gain the Senior's title, while Matt
Arno held off Robby Moore to win the Junior division. Erik Peterson deserves special

mention, also, as one of the first session players with the most natural talent to grace the

courts at Kieve.

We had a large number of returning "greats" second session, and the level of com-
petition was high all month. The tournament was one of the most exciting in recent years,

and everyone played superbly. Bo Young won the Juniors over Todd Goergen, and Kalle

Montalvo, the summer's most polished player, defeated Chris Lane to win the Senior title.

Jonathan Tunney deserves special mention for his high level of effort and enthusiasm.

This report would be far from complete without thanking Richard Coolidge, Art

Hodges, and CharHe Totten for all their help, and special thanks to Brian Callahan for

running the first session while I was at the waterfront.

Keep playing, boys, and remember — practice makes perfect.

JAMEY HEBB
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WATERFRONT
Kieve saw both a safe and productive summer at the waterfront this year. Unlike last

year, the water did not warm up overly much, and thus the wet activities were much more
enjoyable. The first big successes were with the island swimmers. Close to ninety percent

completed the long swim. Another great achievement came when over a hundred

qualifications were earned by the campers. The qualifications ranged from Beginner all the

way to one Advanced Swimmer, John Ledyard. On the lighter side, for the second summer
in a row the pain-diving tradition bellywhopped on. Peter Stanley proved to be the

swimmers' best pain-diver. I hope to see as much progress in swimming skills in the future

as I have this summer.
Special thanks must go out to Jamey Hebb and Moira Colquhoun for their excellent

work at the waterfront during my absence of the large part of first session.

PAUL PARADIS
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WOODWORKING
This past summer saw an incredible amount of activity in the wood shop. Each day

the shop was f ull of campers, and there was a steady stream of finished wood products.

Emphasis was placed this year on spending more time with the woodwork rather than

hammering nails into wood. And the results were indeed impressive. Aubrey Peterson's

table, candlesticks by Peter Blagden, and fantastic benches by Drew Conrad and Matt

Terrell were some of the highlights. It should be noted that each camper deserves a great

deal of credit for taking the time to complete a project in the shop.

Finally, I would like to thank my very able assistant, Joe Nastasi, for his countless

hours of instruction and construction in the shop. Also thanks to Walker Jones, John
Morrison, and Rob Trippe for their help.

Judging by the number of empty varnish cans and piles of sawdust, the wood shop

once again might be pronounced one of Kieve's most popular activities. Thanks, guys, for

all that kindling!

MARSHALL D. MURPHY
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Trip Notes

June 25 - July 1

North Harris to St. Croix River

with Tom Stewart, Andy Dodge
and Joe Nastasi

Day 1 - We woke up at 5:30 and left at

7:00. On the trip up the truck stalled so we
had to push it down a hill to restart it. For

lunch we had ham and cheese with Pepsi.

We arrived at the put-in at 1:30 and

paddled for about 3 or 4 miles. We set up

camp and began to cut wood. Casey, Chaz,

Andy, Clay, Steve, and Erik went ex-

ploring. While chopping wood, Joe broke

the axe handle. Luckily, we could tape it

up. For dinner we had hamburgers by Chaz
and Erik. After dinner a large rock was

found, and everyone was jumping into trees

from it and then sliding down. We went to

bed at 9:30.

Day 2 - We all woke up together at 5:30

to Stew screaming, "OK, you turkeys, it's

time to get up!" It was Sunday, and
everyone was thinking of the luscious

pancakes we were missing back at Kieve.

Our dreams were shattered when Stew

threw piping hot oatmeal, bacon, and Tang
in front of us. After eating this great meal,

we set off on a twelve-mile journey through

Spednick Lake. Canoe partners Erik and

Chaz took turns being last with John and

Rusty. We had a well-deserved Hershey bar

after we passed the 8-mile point. When we
arrived safely, everyone bathed and swam,
Steve was the first to take the plunge (in full

clothing). Stephan let the soap float away.

Fortunately, it was caught in the nick of

time, by Drew. For lunch we had great

tunafish sandwiches. Webster couldn't

have one because he is allergic, but

everyone else loved them. For dinner we
had delicious spaghetti prepared by Drew
and Tom. Stew and Rusty cooked up a bass

which Rusty caught. After a half hour of

rapping we got in our sleeping bags and
went to sleep.

Day 3 - We woke up at 5:45 and had a

quick PBJ breakfast in order to beat

another group of campers to the next

campsite. There was a short paddle and
portage to the river. We started down the

river after Stew briefed us on how to handle

rapids. We hadn't made it very far before

some people got stuck on rocks, but there

were no major problems. When we finally

reached our destination, we had time to

fish, explore, and just plain goof around.

Soon after, we were preparing a lunch of

scrambled eggs, and someone spilled the

eggs. Next, Hershey bars were put on the

line in games of gin. A few hours later a

dinner of hot dogs was cooked and, after

dinner, gin games started up again. The we
all went to bed.

Day 4 - Today was the rest day, and boy
was it fun. While breakfast was being

made, we played lots of cards. After some
delicious pancakes, we shot the canoes

down Little Falls. Only two flipped. Three

people got hurt: Joe banged up his back,

Andy Dodge smashed his thumb, and

Rusty bashed his knee, but everything was

OK because Stew was in control. For dinner
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we had mac and cheese, which was perfect.

A while after dinner we went to bed.

Day 5 - Stew woke us up at 5:30. Some of

us (Clay, Mike, Erik, and Chaz) stayed in

bed until Steve tore down the tent with

them in it. As usual we had oatmeal for

breakfast. Mike and Clay, a strong canoe

pair, led the way on the river. After we got

to the campsite, we set up the tents and had

lunch. Later that night Clay and Mike fixed

some great stew for dinner. After dinner we
all played some cards and then went to bed.

Day 6 - We woke up early again and had

breakfast. Then we broke camp and started

our last day on the river. The paddle was

fun until the river started to slow down.

And there were headwinds which didn't

help. When we finally got to the campsite,

we set up the tents and got the wood. Then
we had lunch. For the rest of the afternoon

we read, played cards, and swam on the

river with our life jackets on. We had a

really good dinner of hot dogs. After

dinner we played flashlight tag for an hour

or so, then went to bed.

Day 7 - We woke up later than usual - at

6:30. After we rolled up the tents, we
waited for breakfast. Then we heaped

bowlsful of oatmeal into our mouths. After

breakfast we broke camp and began our

short paddle to the pickup point. On the

lake we met some strong headwinds, so we
were all relieved when we reached the land.

As we got there, Charlie pulled in, and we
loaded up the gear and canoes and took

off. We ate at the McDonalds in Belfast.

We got back to camp and marched
triumphantly into dinner.

THE MEN OF NORTH HARRIS

June 27-28

South Glenayr to Westcott Point

with Charlie Richardson, Geoff Fudge,

Jason Leo, and Charlie Totten

Thirteen anxious young campers, twelve

on their first-ever overnight trip, set out by

land and by sea with nothing but clear, dry

weather ahead. Although our destination

was by no means way off in the distance

(for the Innisfree bells were heard at dusk
and dawn), the campers worked hard either

hiking with their backpacks or paddling

canoes filled with tents and K-wanni-gans.

Upon arrival, each camper chipped in with

tent setup. Special thanks to Nicky Burling

and Jeremy Wilmerding. After a lunch of

bologna and cheese, we headed for the rope

swing. From Cabell Curran to Evan Hunt,

each camper experimented with countless

humorous landing positions.

The afternoon was filled with fun games
set up by Jason, Geoff, Charlie, and
myself. Max Federbush was the clear

winner in the frisbee toss, while Joss Gruss,

Cord Johnston, and Nicky Burgin taught

us all how to survive in "Simon Says." The
final two events saw Philip Guthrie collect

almost a cord of wood, while David
Osgood had fun with the pine cone
collecting contest. What kids will do for

Hershey bars!

Everyone helped at dinner as we all tried

our hands at cheeseburgers. For dessert the

campers were treated, much to their

delight, to a combination of mar-

shmallows, Graham crackers, and Hershey

bars. This brought us up to story time, and
we all gathered around the blazing fire and
listened to Geoff read from The Hardy
Boys.

Tuesday morning, after a hearty break-

fast of bacon and eggs. Wicker Baskett and
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our hoys from Illinois, Chris Walgreen and
Brad Van Ness, led us all out to view a

heaver pond and some heautiful loons. Our
morning culminated with acrobatic

maneuvers off the rope swing. We returned

to Kie\e just in time for rest period.

A great trip, gang.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

June 27-June 30

Old Bunker Hill to Mt. Katahdin
with Tim Shenton, Nick Ludington,

and Matt Schwab

Day 1 - "When are we leaving?" asks the

confused camper.

"Now!" replies the already worn-out
trip leader.

At this point the men of Old Bunker Hill

began their long journey which would take

them to Baxter State Park and Mt. Katah-
din. The five-hour ride was uneventful,

with most of the campers already deciding
what they plan to buy at McDonald's on
the return trip. Arrive Baxter State Park
3:30, get wood, and cook up the carbon
burgers. After dinner everyone goes to

Sandy Stream Pond to see moose. "Can I

do a moose call?! Moooooose!"
"Please stop that, Aubrey."
Kent and Chris Nichols are trying to use

up all their film on an underwood moose.
Early to bed for tomorrow's climbing

day.

Day 2 - "Rise and shine, it's 5:15, a

beautiful day, and we have a mountain to

climb." After a quick breakfast we are on
Mt. Katahdin and heading toward Chimney
Pond. Most of the guys think this is an easy

climb. Arrive at Chimney Pond by 9:30. Up
Saddleback Trail. Meet a moose. Schroeder
and Wheeler want to know what the flies

are doing on the moose. Up a steep trail to

the Saddle, with Wolfman, Ray, and Will

struggling the whole way. Geno makes it to

Baxter Peak first. Lunch at the top;

Schroeder wants more cheese. Leave the

peak and head toward "The Knife's

Edge." Glenn wants to know if Jamey
survived this section. Shenty had to go back
over it to help people. Finally at 6:30, the

last four are down. Thanks to Matt,

everyone finally meets at the campsite.

Day 3 - Up late, eat eggs and fruit

cocktail. Uffelman is really excited about

Abol's Slide. Hit the slide by 2:00;

Schroeder rips his bathing suit and slides

down on his stomach. Gary Barnes finds it

is easy to go down backwards. The boys

from New York form a headhunters gang.

Finally everyone decides it is too cold, and
we head back to the campsite for another

awesome dinner of bush hash. Early to bed.

Day 4 - Up early, pack up, down 1-95 to

the McDonald's in Waterville. Van trouble.

Then back to Kieve.

In closing, it was a great trip. The cabin

came together and the boys proved they

were willing work hard. The trip was not

easy, and it was a rough climb. The way the

campers pushed each other up the

mountain is one of the many reasons it was

so successful. Thanks, guys.

UNCLE SHENTY

June28-July 3

South Harris to White Mountains
with Art Hodges, Brian Callahan,

and Sam Meacham

Our task was this: to penetrate the New
Hampshire wilderness, to survive there for

six days, out from under Kieve's nurturing

wing, exposed to the harsh realities of wind

and rain, and, as if that weren't enough, to

ascend some of the loftiest peaks in the

White Mountain Range, including

Washington, whose summit looms higher

than any other in Northeastern United

States. The challenge of it all lay before us,

the seventeen men of South Harris, like

some insurmountable hill.

Inklings of possible disaster lurked in the

back of my head and tried to scratch their

way to the surface, but fortunately, on the

morning of June 28, the day of our

departure, there were so many logistics to

deal with that I had no time to contemplate

what might happen if things went wrong.

This was the first trip I'd ever led or ever

been on since I'd been a Kieve camper nine

years before, and I had good reason to be

nervous. Fortunately, I had the help of two

able-bodied young counselors, Brian

Callahan and Sam Meacham, and their

presence helped quell my fears.
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All we had to do the first day was get to

the Hastings Campground on Rt. 113 in

New Hampshire, set up carnp, eat, and go

to bed, but accomplishing this proved

difficult. We got ourselves packed and
departed by 10:30 a.m. Oddly, Kieve,

which only a week before had been for

many of us a strange and forbidding place,

now seemed to be a home we were leaving

behind.

The road to Hastings was torturous and

confusing. Brian Callahan, our less-than-

infallible navigator, got us lost several

times, but we counselors were able to

amuse ourselves by asking the boys,

whenever a pair of Golden Arches loomed

on the horizon, if they wanted Big Macs,

and then, as an ear-splitting chorus of

"Yeahs!" issued forth from the group, by

accelerating and leaving the McDonalds in

our dust. We finally reached our

destination after about four-and-a-half

hours, at about three in the afternoon.

Our campground was clean and pleasant,

but by no means luxurious - the only water

came up from the earth by means of a green

hand pump. The place was free, however,

of ugly tourists in ugly R.V.'s, who would

have spoiled for us the feeling that we were

on our own in the wilderness.

Getting our six-man tents up was no easy

matter. Marc Janes had demonstrated to

me the proper way to put them together the

night before in the dark, but nonetheless I

had to enlist the help of John Schuster to

get the unwieldy things to stand up straight.

We wrestled with the tent-flies for twenty

minutes before we realized we were trying

to put them on sideways. To make matters

worse, one of the tents had not been dried

out by its previous occupant before storage,

and was therefore sopping and rotting with

mildew when we unrolled it. The three

counselors selflessly offered to sleep in the

wet tent, and left the two dry ones for the

boys. Sam Patten had brought along his

own tent, which he pitched within earshot

of ours; he. Wing Taylor, and Morgan
Wurst would lie there nights eavesdropping

on the private conversations of their un-

wary leaders.

Our first meal in the woods was that

American classic, hamburgers and chips.

With food in our stomachs, we turned in

early, to prepare for the long day ahead.

Day broke clear and cold on the 29th of

June. We got up early, wolfed a breakfast

of scrambled eggs, and drove southwest to

Mt. Chocorua, which at 3700 feet is a peak

to be reckoned with. The four-mile hike up
the Piper Trail took us about three-and-a-

half hours. We ate lunch on Chocorua's

bald pate, where the boys surprised an

amorous couple smooching behind a rock,

and entertained themselves by hurling at

them a barrage of sexual innuendoes,

despite their leaders' requests not to do so.

The hike down the Liberty Trail was easy

and took only three hours. An outhouse

appeared out of nowhere on the way at a
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remarkably convenient time for Steve

Voorhees. We arrived at the van around
4:30 p.m., tired but in reasonably high

spirits.

Back in camp we gorged ourselves on
spaghetti with lots and lots of sauce

prepared expertly by Wing Taylor.

Afterwards we amused ourselves around
the campfire toasting marshmallows and
playing question-and-answer games. We all

went to bed thinking about the day ahead,

and our fast-approaching assault on Mt.

Washington.

Washington rises 6300 feet above the sea,

and it takes a good six hours to reach its

summit. For this reason I decided not to try

to make a twelve-hour round trip hike, but

to climb only one way - up - and drive down
on the road with which Mt. Washington is

conveniently furnished. So while Brian and
Sam led the boys up the difficult Boott

Spur Trail, I stayed behind with Tim Spiel,

who'd fallen on his knee the day before and
could not climb, and we washed dishes and
cut wood.
My group struggled triumphantly to the

top around 5:30 p.m. and became, one by

one, the highest "men" in the Northeast.

The drive down was one of the most
frightening experiences of my life, and it

required two trips because a descent with all

of us in the van would have been far too

dangerous. I ignored the numerous signs

along the way warning me to stop and cool

my brakes, until the unsettling scent of

burning metal greeted my nostrils, after

which I was more cautious.

Dinner that night consisted of hot dogs

eaten in the dark. After our bounteous
repast 1 entertained the boys by teaching

them a rather disgusting version of "Loch
Lomond," which they regrettably sang

non-stop every day of the trip thereafter.

On Friday, the 1st of July, we took an

easy, thirty-minute hike from camp along

the Moriah Brook Trail, to a place where a

river had been dammed by boulders to

form beautiful, ice-cold pools and
waterfalls. Since we were by this time all

quite gamey, we each took a bath and
emerged enormously refreshed. John
Schuster managed - how, I don't know - to

lose his blue jeans (I think Brevy Walden
had something to do with it.) and had to

hike back to camp flasher-style in his

poncho and underwear.

That night we grimaced as we dined on a

dismal tuna casserole, ineptly created by

the trip's fearless leader. The boys bravely

forced the stuff down their throats and
went to bed that night with funny feelings

in their bowels.

On Saturday, the last full day in the

wilderness, the sky was gray and promised

rain. We set our mouths in grim lines and
drove anyway to the foot of Webster Cliff

Trail, a very hard trail which ascends

almost straight up the face of the moun-
tain. To reach the top took almost three

hours, during which we had to climb over

three psychologically trying false summits.

Thunder began to rumble above our heads

as we reached the top; we ate a hurried

lunch under cover and headed down the

Webster-Jackson trail. Our downward
route emerged about three miles up the

road from where we'd parked the van, so

Wing Taylor and I zoomed ahead of the

group and tried to hitchhike back before

the rest reached the bottom. We ended up

walking five-sixths of the way before an

elderly couple finally picked us up about a

half mile from the vehicle. We drove back

to find our comrades waiting for us. Just as

we shut the van door, the skies opened and

rain drenched the land. We'd made it just

in time!

Saturday evening's meal was strange but

plentiful, as we ate all the food left in our
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wannigans - P.B. & J.'s, cheese, peaches,

lots of macaroni, Graham crackers, and

Hershey bars. We went to bed bursting at

the seams.

On Sunday we rose at the ungodly hour

of 5 a.m. and noisily packed the van, taking

care to wake everyone around us. Everyone

wanted to be back at camp for barbequed

chicken, so we had to leave early. On the

way home we invaded a McDonalds for

breakfast. Many of the boys had put

Vaseline in their hair and had formed punk

headdresses. Jim Dean looked the worst.

We arrived at Kieve in high spirits. We
had survived by ourselves for six days in the

mountains, and we were proud of ourselves

and glad to be home.
ART HODGES

June29-July 5

Senior Campers to Aroostook River

with Eliot Heher and Alan Ireton

Day 1 - The van we intended to take has a

leaky transmission, so we leave camp at

6:30 this morning with only one vehicle -

the red truck. It carries all our equipment,

eleven people, and hauls a trailer with five

canoes. Aroostook County is very far north

and the drive goes on and on. . .For-

tunately, Steve is the only one who gets sick

(James remembered the dramamine). At

12:30 we finally reach the ranger station in

Masardis to get a fire permit (with the

governor's blessing), then we're off to

Oxbow. Put in at Millinocket Stream by

2:00, say goodbye to Jason, and we're off;

safely past Devil's Elbow and at our

campsite by 3:00, Camp setup, then short

naps prepare us for a burger dinner. Are
these cooked? Bed by 8:30 'cause tomorrow
we work hard.

Day 2 - A beautiful day! Up at 5:30 and
on the river by 7:15, following a bacon and
oatmeal breakfast. We're dragging up
almost continuously with occasional bursts

of paddling when possible. The going is

very slow, but we make good progress and
rest only twice before lunch. The river

holds many goodies. I find a slimy leather

hat. Cleave recovers a quality rod and reel,

and James dredges up a bottle of moon-

shine. Too bad! We eat ham for lunch

while standing in the water, then press on

and make our campsite at Munsungan Falls

at 3:00 (lousy tentsites, but a his-and-hers

outhouse makes up for it). Short swims and

quick naps precede a huge spaghetti dinner.

We're in bed by 8:30 again.

Day 3 - Up at a reasonable 6:30 this

morning as we don't have too far to go to

reach Munsungan Lake. Oatmeal again,

then we portage around the falls and

resume dragging. The weather is

threatening. Soon we're paddling, and

eventually the river opens up into Little

Munsungan Lake. We stop to inspect a

lousy Yahoo campsite and decide to keep

going. The site we find at the mouth of

Munsungan Lake is beautiful, so we settle

down for an afternoon of reading, sleeping,

and D&D. Dinner is an endless supply of

woofers and mashed potatoes. Later Sam,
Steve, Rad, and I paddle out to take pic-

tures and see the rest of Muscungan Lake.

Sean and James go nuts in the water and
discover how shallow some lakes can be.

Bed is 8:30; we're getting used to the new
hours.

Day 4 - Up promptly at 5:30 today and

paddling at 6:50 as we have a long way to

go. We paddle through Little Munsungan,
then head down the stream - revenge for

dragging up - and we even see some moose.

There are some taciturn mountain people at

the falls. . .whoa! Rad and Sam excel at

following the sometimes shallow water. We
make Libby's Camp, our first night's

campsite, at 11:00 for H-bars, then it's

"into the water, scum queens" as we
resume dragging, this time up Millinocket

Stream, where we started. We drag past

Devil's Elbow when it starts to rain, and we
eat bologna for lunch under the bridge at

Moosehorn Crossing, our put-in place. The
rain abates as we head up into new
territory, paddling against a mild current,

but it begins again as we find and start up
Millinagasset Lake. Bill McCook thinks it's

the prettiest lake in Maine and we have to

agree. We reach our Island campsite, set up
camp and rebuild the Yahoo fireplace. The
cheese is done and bologna fried when we
become concerned about smoking pine

needles underneath our sheet metal

fireplace. We put out the fire (and start a
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new one on the roeks) and dig up and

drench the pine duff to be extra

precautious. The mac 'n cheese is awesome,
tlunigh delayed. We clean up and then stay

up later than usual in anticipation of

tomorrow

.

Day 5 - Rest day; counselors up at 10.

Sean, Steve, and 1 paddle across the lake

for wood, then we begin the great pancake

fete. Soon a sea plane flies past once, twice,

then lands and anchors ten yards from our

breakfast fire. It's three rangers from the

Maine Forest Service checking up on
grounds in the area to prevent forest fires in

the now very dry and dangerous Northern

forests. One of them can't identify what

we're cooking; "Flapjacks!", then

laughter. We tell them about our earlier fire

site. They're not worried and grateful for

our efforts. They check our permit, say

goodbye, then casually fly off. The last

cake is flipped at 1:00, the swimming,

sunning, and D&D become the craze. Tuna
at 3:00, then more napping before dinner.

Corn beef hash and a spectacular sunset

end a great rest day.

Day 6 - Up early to cloudy skies. Oat-

meal, cleanup, and we're on the lake by

7:10. The clouds leave and the sun makes it

a Ray-Ban day as we head down
Millimagasset Stream. It seems there are

deer and moose at every turn. We make
Libby's Camp by 9:30 and have Nabs, then

start down the Aroostook for the first time.

Allagash stroke, swimming. It's a scor-

chah! PB&J's on a sand bar, then we
continue. No river campsite, so we go all

the way toi the Oxbow take-out. Dinner is

tuna salad as it is too hot to light a cam-
pfire.

Day 7 - Up early (unfortunately) to swim
and wait for Jason and Moira. They buzz

down the hill at 1 1 :37 and we're off. Gas at

Patten, Mickey D's in Millinocket, then

many thundershowers. Trailer flat tire on
Route 215 right near camp, but we make it

by 6:30. A great trip!

ELIOT HEHER

June 29-30

North Glenayr to Westcott Point

with Jamey Hebb, Mark Dougherty,

and Brett Oakes

North Glenayr had been in camp for just

over a week, and suddenly they were faced

with an incredible challenge. For two days

and one night these daring young gen-

tlemen would be faced with a supreme test

in wilderness survival, barely four hundred
yards from the main camp of Kieve.

We left the cabin shortly after lunch with

a sweet sendoff and farewell from Moira.

Bye cabin, bye camp, bye clean faces! Our
first trip down the trail was with our
personal gear, from packs to duffle bags to

pillows and pajamas. The second trip was
to bring down our group equipment - the

tents, tarps, and wannigans of food that

would provide us with all the comforts

necessary to survive in the woods for one
harrowing evening.

The first detail upon arrival was the

construction of tents, and after a quick

demonstration by Jamey, Brett, and Mark,
the other two tents were constructed. G
Gooder, Chris Craig, and Chris Roosevelt

led the pack in hastily making our campsite

habitable. Wood-gathering followed, and
all the boys contributed in acquiring a

massive pile.

After these minor duties were finished, it

was playtime, and that translates into the

ropeswing when you are on Westcott Point.

Just about everybody took a turn, with

Chris Hancock and Michael Chen doing

some great zero-gravity stunts. The boys

then learned the words to two of the true

classic tunes of all time, "Ruby" and "The
North Glenayr Song."

As the carillons from camp brought us

back to reality, we began dinner

preparations. J. P. Kline was a fire-tender

extraordinaire, and Hunter Jay and Oliver

Ray made hamburger patties and sliced up
the fixins. Jamey then prepared gourmet

burgers to order; Peter Sommerfield and

Jonathan Tunney came back for fourths!

Some canned pears finished off a good
meal.

Our evening activity was a quick swim
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followed by some war games at the cam-

psite. At about eight forty-five, the Her-

shey bars, Graham crackers, and mar-

shmallows made their long-anticipated

debut - time for S'mores, guys! Jamey told

the story of the Hatch family, while the

campers sat around the fire, and many of

the boys swore that they heard Cree Indians

that night in the woods.

The Kieve chimes woke us all up at 7:30,

and the red-eyed campers slowly got up to a

beautiful Maine morning. Hunter and

Kevin said their girlfriends had visited,

while others were not so fortunate. Brett

and Mark prepared a yummy pancake

breakfast, which took most of the morning

yet was well worth it. Catfish watching was

the day's spectator sport.

David PoUet and Jonathan Beal told a lot

of jokes during breakfast cleanup and kept

us all in good spirits. Oliver Ray continued

to teach us the words to many army songs,

and then it was time for another swim.

Caleb Wertenbaker was the ropeswing king

this time, finally mastering the technique.

After a delicious tunafish lunch. North
Glenayr broke camp and headed back to

Kieve, a little wiser about the woods,

exhausted but happy. The ear-to-ear smiles

and pine pitch faces were the true indicators

of a great trip. Thanks, boys.

JAMEY HEBB

June30-July 12

Allagash to Allagash River

with Dan Bliss and Rob Trippe

Day 1 - The Allagash group is up at 4

a.m. to pack the truck and trailer; thanks to

Richard Coolidge for helping to get us on

the road so early. On the road by 6:00 with

Dick and Kristen and to Hannibal's

Crossing by 10:30. Lots of bugs, floating,

and moose. Arrive at Ragamuff Stream for

our first night. Hamburg and potato chips

are dinner on Coleman stove (no fires.) An
early night after a long, hard day and by

9:00 everyone is asleep. Counselors crawl

inside tent and die on the anniversary.

Day 2 - Up at 5:00 for eggs and bacon.

Lots of bugs and we are on the river by 6:38

- not bad at all for the first day. See lots of

moose before we hit Chcsuncook and the

America's Cup sailing race. We sail all the

way to campsite on Umbazookeus Stream.

Counselors win by a huge margin while

others luff in the wind. Great spaghetti for

dinner and a good visit with some real

wilderness people - nice trailer, rug, store,

etc. To bed early in anticipation of Mud
Pond portage tomorrow. All is quiet by

9:00 except for the tunes of Jimmy Buffet -

"15 will get you 20, but that's alright" -

good night, Rob; good night, Dan.

Day 3 - Up very early to do the portage.

A quick breakfast of eggs and bacon starts

us on the way to a very hard day. A few

carries and some singing (Gilligan, Bradys,

and J.B.) bring us to the trail by 7:30 and

we start off by 8:30. Bill Allen and

counselors finish in great time. All others

are not far behind. Monk makes an im-

pressive showing in the stretch. Everyone

does his part: Dave with the tarp. Bill with

lots of wannigans, Liam and Tim with three

trips, and everyone else pulls through in

great form. As we finish we are hit by a

quick rain storm which soon passes. We
move on to Mud Brook, which is so high

this year that there are no problems. A
quick paddle across Chamberlin and we

meet Rob (nice lip) and Andy, who had

gone ahead. After a swim and a hot dog

meal we are off to slumberland. "Heading

up to San Francisco. .
." Great job on

portage and good night.

Day 4 - Rest day, so we all take it easy

and sleep till about 10:00. A long pancake

brunch handled expertly by Jamie
Williams, Bobby Burgess, Andy Kingman,
and Bill Stevenson. The rest of the day was

spent reading (Whitten read a Star Wars
comic book for the tenth time), swimming,

and sunning. All in all, a very restful day

after the long portage. Even though we did

nothing strenuous all day, all are asleep by

9:30.

Day 5 - Another slow morning, but up by

8:00 so that Rob can go for the resupply at

Telos Thoroughfare. At about 10:00 Rob
leaves with half the boys to meet Shenty at

the resupply while the rest of us cut wood,
clean up the campsite, and swim. The
resupply is back early and we are greeted

with the news that James Watt is dead of a

heart attack. Really, Shenty, it was fun and
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really had me worried. A session of canoe

nipping is followed by a luscious sloppy joe

dinner (really, Rob, no one will notice the

rocks in the meat). Dinner precedes a late-

night skinny dip to cool off, then bed.

Day 6 - Up at the crack of dawn to beat

the vicious headwinds down Chamberlin,

but there are no headwinds; all we have are

tail winds. Again it's the America's Cup all

the way to Lock Dam. A very nice visit with

the Kidneys, who have run Lock Dam for

the past 26 summers. At the dam we meet

Camp Chewonki, who are doing the 'Gash

and then poling back up and climbing

Katahdin - a very long, hard trip as we saw
later when they were poling up the rapids!

We sailed on to Eagle in good time, but

soon the winds picked up and changed

direction, so we were forced to paddle. The
skies to the west looked ominous, but we
are near our campsite and so we push on

(not such a good idea). As we soon find

out, it is not fun to paddle in a violent

thunderstorm. The rain came hard and the

thunder loud. Luckily, we all make it safely

to shore and stand huddled under tarps for

body heat. As it clears a little, we paddle a

mile to Ziegler and quickly set up camp
under rainy skies. After a quick lunch, we
all crawl inside the tent and have a long nap
before a quick hot dog munch and bed.

Day 7 - Up early to beat the winds on
Churchill, but no luck as the winds are

strong and right in our faces, so we only

paddle a short distance to Scofield Point.

When we get to the campsite, we spread all

the wet clothes out all over the site and soon
everything is dry and all are happy. We
have a huge spaghetti feast for lunch and
then relax for the afternoon on the beach in

the good weather. Hash for dinner is

followed by hot chocolate and talk about
Chase's Rips, which we will encounter

tomorrow. All are off to bed after the fire

dies, with nervous anticipation of the

excitement of the first rapids.

Day 8 - Again we are up early to beat the

winds across Churchill. A quick paddle

brings us to Churchill Dam and the start of

Chase. Matt Larouche portages our stuff as

we start downriver. All goes well until Tim
and Bill flip in some rapids; no problem,
though, as they easily right themselves and
are on their way. Again, everyone does well

until the very end where Dave and Whitten
nip, but they too have no problem floating

down with the canoe to the calm water of

the pool below the third set. A leisurely

paddle brings us to Umsaskas Lake and a

race to Ledges campsite. We won and
quickly set up camp, and then Officer Cote
stopped by to rap. "No, officer, we did not

carve in the table." A really good mac 'n

cheese dinner is followed by ghost stories

around the fire. Everyone is terrified by the

story of the abandoned logging camp and,

with visions of chain saws, all are off to

bed.

Day 9 - Again we are up early to beat the

headwinds on Long Lake; but as has

happened so often on the trip, all we have is

tail winds. A quick sail down Umsaskas
and Long Lake brings us to the carry at

Long Lake Dam, where we have a quick

Nabs break and a science lesson from Andy
Kingman. A very leisurely paddle then

brings us to the bridge before Round Pond
for a quick bar break and a photo session.

Then it's on to Round Pond and a visit with

Jim Kelly, the ranger for the area. The
counselors have a meeting; hiking is out

and Turk Island is in; but we don't tell Bill,

Tim, Bobby or James and so they go

elsewhere. Liam and I see a gorgeous deer

right at the campsite, and as the rain starts

to fall the camp goes up. A quick lunch and
naps take up the afternoon before an in-

ventive tuna-noodle casserole. "It's good,

but it's sooo filling." Bugs get bad, so it's

time for a cigar and the tent.

Day 10 - Today will prove to be short and
not very demanding, so we wake up late

and take our time getting to Deadwater

North. A few fun rapids, a little gash

stroke, and then we are hit with massive

headwinds on the deadwater. "Really,

Buns, I thought you said the river was the

easy part." But after Deadwater we again

float a lot down to Deadwater North

campsite. Another basic meal of peanut

butter and jelly leads again into afternoon

naps and then a delicious meal of hash and
scalloped potatoes. There is more than

enough and all eat till stuffed. After dinner

and the last of the fruit cocktail, the

counselors go next door to talk to another

group, while Liam and Bill really whip our

group into shape and accomplish all that is
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necessary. And by 10:00 everyone is

making hot cocoa, except the counselors,

who are in their tents appreciating the

maturity of the group. Thanks, guys.

Day 1 1 - Again we are up late to take

advantage of the strong river currents of

the lower AUagash. This morning we have a

change of pace for breakfast: oatmeal with

3 spoonfuls of sugar instead of the normal

2. Everyone is happy with the variation in

an otherwise boring routine. We get on the

river and meet the ranger just above

Michaud Farms. He tells us that Chewonki
is camped at our intended campsite, so we
have to settle for one four miles nearer the

West Twin. Stopping off at the ranger

station to dump trash, Rob and I see that

they sell buttons, so we have to buy some
even though we get taken. They are fun.

After the ranger station we hit Allagash

Falls, do the portage quickly, and eat the

last H-bars. Everyone is awed by the beauty

of the falls, and Rob and I spend a few

minutes on a rock smoking swishes. Swiftly

we are off under threatening skies; the

water is very low and it's easy to get hung
up on rocks and have everyone pass you -

right. Lime? We pull in pretty late to Big

Brook for a massive supper-lunch pancake
feast. The cooking goes on forever and all

get stuffed. Another photo session ensues

and we get some good group shots. We
would have had more, but someone
thought he knew how to use the camera.

Early to bed in anticipation of tomorrow's

last-day paddle to St. Francis.

Day 12 - Up pretty early for the paddle

we face today. No real breakfast; just Nabs
and pears. We are off to finish the

Allagash. Dave and Whitten can't seem to

stay in front of anyone, while others have

no trouble except in places. Everyone is

ready for a Poppy's pizza as we near

Allagash village and see the first signs of

civilization - cars, phone lines, etc. As we
near the St. John and leave the Allagash,

we make that stop at Poppy's but to no
avail. Sorry, guys, you'll have to wait till

Peltier's. Finally, we see the Pepsi sign and
pull in, completing the Allagash trip.

Everyone is so happy, proud, and self-

confident. They feel good. Junk food
follows and then a fun roast which really

makes people laugh. Whitten, have fun at

Fort Kent: Bobby, at least it's honorable;

and Jamie, you'll have to learn a new
vocabulary. Asleep early to be ready for

Dick at 7 a.m. Dave, Monk, and Whitten

have a fun time sleeping in the arctic

condition outside, while others are warm.
Day 13 - Dick and B.J. arrive at 6:45 and

we are ready. We take the van and head

home with stops at McDonalds in Bangor

and for gas in Winslow. We arrive back at

camp - smelly, stained, and satisfied. It was

really a lot of fun.

DAN BLISS

July 3-July 9

North Bunker Hill to the Moose River

with Doug Fraher, David Foulke,

and Walker Jones

Day 1 - We get up at 5:30, having loaded

the vans the night before. Paula and Jerry

fix breakfast, and we're on the road by

6:45. Walker is driving the red truck and
trailer with Scott and Reid in the cab.

Everyone else is in the brown van. The trip

is relatively uneventful, except when a

canoe nearly drops off due to the loss of a

bungee cord.
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Around 11:30 we're at Attean Landing
unloading canoes and gear. Everything is

out and lunch is started. Walker and Doug
drive the vehicles down to Frank
Strasburger's house. He's not home, but we
have permission to leave the truck and
trailer at his place. When Doug and Walk
return to the landing, we all pile into the

canoes and begin paddling doen the lake.

By 4:00 we're at the campsite to the left

of the portage trail. After we set up the

tents and tarps, it's time to begin a ham-
burger dinner. We're cooking on a white

gas stove - no fire permits are being issued

due to the dryness of the woods. When all

the dishes are done, the campers canoe and

fish. By 8:30 we're in the tents - it's going to

be an early morning.

Day 2 - (Independence Day)

Barred owls were calling during the night

and early morning. At 4:30 the alarm is

going off in the counselor tent, ac-

companied by moans and groans. "Time to

portage, guys! Everybody up! Raus!

Raus!" We prepare a breakfast of

scrambled cheese and eggs, pack up the

gear, and are on the trail by 6:00.

The trail is ll/z -miles long. The relatively

level path is pretty clear of fallen trees, but

it does have some patches of six-inch deep

mud. The weather conditions are sunny and
warm. However, it is a long time before we
finish the portage - in fact, it's IVa hours

later. Everyone is quite tired. When
everyone is at the end of the trail, the

counselors tell the campers that a forest

ranger has relayed some distressing news.

The lower Moose is closed due to a forest

fire. We'll have to turn around and do a

reverse portage tomorrow. As the jaws

drop, the counselors reveal that it's all a

joke.

After a lunch of ham chunks, cheese

chunks. Nabs, and mung, we set out on
Holeb Pond. About a mile down the lake

the canoe pairs of Walker and Chris, Torch

and John, raft together and set up a shirt-

and-paddle sail. Others soon take ad-

vantage of tailwinds and do some sailing.

As we near the campsite, a cow moose is

sighted a few hundred yards away standing

in a marsh. Everyone gets a pretty good
view.

We set up camp again - a little faster this

time. Sunning on the beach, swimming,
canoeing, and fishing occupy our time until

a supper of spaghetti, mung, and sliced

peaches is prepared. It's another early night

as tomorrow promises to be a long day.

Day 3 - Another 4:30 wakeup. After a

quick breakfast of orange mung and
oatmeal, we head out to the end of the lake.

We take Holeb Stream for a mile and
finally get on Moose River. We pass

through Mosquito Rips without incident

later in the day. The canoe pairs of Walker-

Chris and David-Brooks take up the rear

and play "Jaws" in an effort to keep up the

pace.

By 12:00 we're facing a few hundred
yards of portage around Holeb Falls.

Unfortunately, it's at this moment that a

rather intense electric storm hits us. It's a

choice between being on thr river during the

storm and being in the woods. We choose

the woods and do the portage. The
counselors take all the canoes down to the

trail for the sake of speed.

Everyone is pretty wet, so we get the tents

up quickly and prepare a dinner of fried

ham and cheese sandwiches. We're all in

the tents - no sense just standing out in the

rain.

Day 4 - We're up at 6:00 this morning.

It's overcast, but at least it's not raining.

We have oatmeal with apple jelly and

brown sugar for breakfast. Scott isn't

feeling 100 'Vo, so he switches with John and
becomes Torch's bowman. Most everyone

else is feeling a lot better than they did right

after the portage.

We portage around the rapids that are

just after the falls. There's no clear route

that we can see, and there's a smashed

light-blue fiberglass canoe stranded on a

gravel bank ahead. Not a good omen.

After finishing the portage of a couple

dozen yards, we continue downriver. Some
slight drizzle at times, but nothing major.

At Spencer Rips, Walker and Dave shoot

the loaded canoes through without in-

cident. Finally, in the late afternoon, we
pull over on the left bank at the first set of

rapids that compose Attean Falls. David

and Doug shoot the first canoe through.

It's an almost perfect job - they only graze

one rock. From then on things get worse.

Walker, David, and Doug get a little
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sloppy, and some of the runs resemble an

aquatic version of pinball. There should be

some great slides of this, however, as

Walker and Dave alternatied taking photos

with Dave's camera.

We all pile into the canoes and go around

the bend to the next set of rips. Walker and

Doug have shot (and walked) these at lower

levels, but they can't see a route. Our
campsite is right here, so we pull the canoes

and gear up on shore.

As we finish putting up the camp,

patches of blue sky begin to appear. An
encouraging sign! Dinner tonight is bush

hash prepared from instant mashed
potatoes, canned hash, peas, and corn.

Doug underestimates the amount of

potatoes that one package makes, so we
end up with a surfeit of potatoes. Everyone
gets seconds tonight (and thirds, etc.) if

they want. By the end of dinner, the sun is

out. Gregg Cosimi pulls out his sketchpad

and draws a birch stump that has our axe

embedded in it. He's quite a talent. There's

hope for tomorrow's weather. Everyone is

in his tent by nine. We are all ready for

sleep after a fairly strenuous day.

Day 5 - Today should be pretty leisurely,

so we get up at seven. The sky is clear, so

today will be a great drying day. After a

simple breakfast of oatmeal, we're on the

river once more for roughly a half mile.

Then we're back on Attean Lake again, but

this time with a different heading.

The lake is very calm, not like Doug has

seen it at times. He and Scott are in the lead

as we canoe north between the lands on the

eastern side of the lake. They manage to get

stuck briefly on a rock between two islands

("I guess this way is a little shallow. Why
don't you guys go to the left of that

island?"), but our hour-and-a-half paddle

is otherwise totally routine.

We're at our beach campsite by 10:00 -

the earliest arrival of the trip. We get the

tents up, the tarp up, the clothes spread out

in the hot sun. As soon as everything is

ready, the mad fishermen (John Lee and
Alex Friedman) go out in a canoe to harass

the chub. Others join them later, while

some swim, sun, or sketch.

Lunch is quite simple - tunafish in

pannicans, mung, and Nabs. In the af-

ternoon Doug, Walker, and seven of the

campers paddle across the cove to the

Canadian National Railroad tracks. After a

few hundred yards in a westerly direction,

we come upon the path up Sally Mountain.
It's only a short hike - from 1200 feet to

2200 feet - but the view of Attean Lake and
the surrounding hills is tremendous. Of
course, we neglected to bring cameras.

The mountaineers join the fishermen

back in camp around 4:00, time enough for

a little more sunning before we fix a dinner

of mac and cheese. After dinner the

fisherman try again before we turn in. A
good rest day - and all our clothes are dry

now!
Day 6 - Another beautiful day. Oatmeal

again for breakfast, but it's general store

day. By 8:00 we are on the Moose. A short

section of the water leads us onto Wood
Pond. After a three or four mile paddle on
the lake, we're in Jackman. We pull over

onto the left bank of the Moose, past the

201 bridge, and climb up to the famous
general store, whose name I can't

remember. There the campers use their

allowance to make dentists happy, while

council purchases seem to be mostly

chewing tobacco and orange juice. Eric is

discouraged from wearing his glacier

goggles in the store.

When all are through garbaging up, we
continue down one of the less memorable
stretches of the Moose. On the way we've

passed two outboard boats from the Attean

Lake resort. One of the boaters comments
that we'll get our exercise today, but really

it's a pretty relaxed paddle.

As the Moose enters Long Pond,
tailwinds spring up, so up go the poncho
sails. We're at the campsite on the northern

side of the western end of the lake by 3:00.

After all the gear is unloaded, we quickly

set up the tents in the face of threatening

skies. Later we break out the tunafish for a

snack to tide us over till dinner.

Bush hash was so popular the other

night, we decide to try it again (it's also the

only thing left), this time without potatoes,

however. Some slight showers arrive during

dinner, and so do some waterskiers (or

rather, some people trying to learn). The
skiers provide quite a bit of entertainment

Ci .ing our meal. By 8:30 we're in our
sleeping bags, anticipating tomorrow's ride
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back to camp.
Day 7 - Our last day on the trip and the

weather is great. A quick and thorough

camp cleanup, and then the short paddle to

Frank Strasburger's property. As Walker
supervises the unloading of the canoes,

Doug and Dave drive the red truck at

Attean Landing (where the van was left).

Going down Route 15 they sight a black

bear ambling off into the woods. This is a

first sighting for Doug. Too bad everyone

could not have seen the bruin.

The drive back to camp goes quickly. At
Skowhegan we stop at GagDonalds for the

usual. Doug and Dave have an interesting

time parking the vehicles as most of the

French-speaking population has stopped

her on their way to Old Orchard Beach.

We arrive in camp during rest period. A
good trip, but we're glad to be back.

Everyone has lots of mail except a certain

HBC ("No, really. Curt, where's my mail?

Fun's fun, but hand it over!"). We've all

learned a lot about camping, canoeing, and

portaging. All these guys should really be

ready for next summer!
DOUG FRAHER

July 4-9

South Bunker Hill to Mt. Katahdin
with Marshall Murphy, David Cook,

and Richard Coolidge

"It's hot, man!" was the word as the

crew from South Bunker Hill finished

loading the coolers and wannigans and

headed off for five days of fun, adventure,

and tired muscles. Baxter State Park, one

of the largest and most beautiful state parks

in the country, was to be our home and Mt.
Katahdin was our ultimate goal.

By the time we reached Belfast it became
apparent that our picnic lunch was going to

be picnicking elsewhere; we had left it back

at camp. Dave comes through with the save

of the day - fifteen coupons for free burgers

at Wendy's! Wendy's, watch out! After

lunch, we make time toward Baxter but are

slowed by an overheated engine in Med-
way. After that is fixed, we run into Shenty

outside Millinocket. Shenty, now on his

way back from the Allagash resupply, says

things are going smoothly with Buns,

Trippe, and their gang. Bye, Uncle Shenty!

We make the Avalanche Field by 4:00 and
camp goes up very smoothly. It's spaghetti

and Hershey bars, then an early bed as we
prepare the ascent tomorrow.

Tuesday dawns hot and muggy with the

breeze that curls back the maple leaves, an

ominous sign. Richard Franken and Will

Gadsden comment on the good chow - you

can attract anyone or anything with fresh

cantaloupe. After breakfast it's off to

Roaring Brook campground for the start of

our hike. This is it, guys!

We strike out from Roaring Brook at a

brisk pace with Chris Rodgers gamefuUy
shouldering a backpack laden with lunch

and sweaters. Chris decides quickly to let

Marshall try the pack on for size. As we
continue, Daniel Sherman gives us a quick

lecture on the forty-six Adirondack peaks

in New York, twenty-one of which he has

climbed. Not bad at all. We get our first

look at the North Basin and this excites

everyone. Robby Moore and Benjie Clark

quicken the pace even more until we reach

Chimney Pond campground at the base of

mighty Katahdin. When we reach Chimney
Pond we get our first real view of Katahdin,
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which by now is shrouded in gold-grey

clouds. With Karsten Hilpert lecturing on

the merits of diving off Pomola Peak and

landing in the pond (only about 4000 feet),

we strike off up the very difficult Dudley
Trail. This trail takes time, and it's 1:30

before we reach Pomola Peak. We eat

lunch there and look across to the Knife

Edge and South Peak. We are so close now,

we can't quit! and we head for the Edge.

We are totally enveloped in a fog soon, and

then the rain starts. As we literally inch our

way across these cliffs, our sense of humor
is buoyed by Richard Rossmassler. After a

2 14 -hour cHmb, we finally reach Baxter

Peak in a rather eerie setting. After cheers,

pictures, and Hershey bars amongst the

clouds and wind, we start to descend down
the Saddle Trail. We are now fighting rain,

hail, fog, and fast-approaching darkness.

We are back at Chimney Pond by 6:00, and

Roaring Brook by 7:30. It is raining

Sherman tanks now as we pull into our

campsite. Everything is soaked, including

our wood, and the Coleman Stove will not

open to take its share of fuel. A decision

has to be made. Robert Baril and Zac
Kinney strongly suggest Mac's, but

Richard, David, and Marshall attempt to

decide logically. Finally, we bundle twelve

very tired campers in the van and it's off to

Millinocket and a fast food fix. We return

to camp to find the counsel tent practically

floating away. Sleeping bags and clothes

are soaked. The kids think it is hilarious;

the counselors are not so amused.

Wednesday is a rest day after our long

hike, and still it rains! David and Richard

head for the laundromat to dry things and

the rest stay for a giant wrestling match

with Ricky Rowland, Jay Pastore, and

Marshall getting battered and doing some
battering.

In the afternoon the rain finally come to

an end and a stickball game starts, with the

St. Louis Cardinals going to bat against the

old Brooklyn Dodgers (Ricky's favorite).

The guys return with dry clothes and soon

fantastic burgers are being eaten in large

quantities. After dinner, it's time to build

up the fire, make s'mores, and listen to

stories about Gene Lewis, the psychotic

junior counselor, and our old buddy
Freddy Knowles. No dreams and crying out

in your sleep; right guys?

Thursday is water day, so after

doughnuts and hashbrowns, we pack a

lunch and head for Abol Slide. The skies

are blue, and everyone is psyched to rip out

the back of a pair of shorts on the slide.

Will, Robby, and Richard are the first ones

to try the slide, with Franken providing

some very anxious moments for the

counsel. Finally everybody tries the slide,

and kids and counsel alike agree that it is a

blast. Then it's off to Abol Beach to look

for some chicks. No chicks, but warm
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water, so everyone enjoys a swim. After a

late lunch at the Slide Dam picnic area, it's

back to camp. A campers-versus-counsel

stickball game takes shape, and even with

some questionable calls, the counsel still

prevails. After dinner it is time for more
stoues, and the insane butler at the Murphy
house comes to life.

Friday morning we drop camp and look

for wild strawberries. The strawberries end

up as strawberry pancakes, and after they

are consumed, we are on the road by 1 1:00.

It's goodbye to Baxter State Park, Katah-

din, and a great time. We will keep the

memories of our trip in our minds for a

long time. Thanks, guys!

MARSHALL MURPHY

July 5-7

South Glenayr to Loud's Island

with Charlie Richardson, Jason Leo,

Geoff Fudge, and Charlie Totten

Despite increasing cloudiness and the

definite threat of rain, all of us in South

Glenayr were anxious to leave. Our
destination was Loud's Island. By 10:30 we
had reached Round Pond and began
loading the Snowgoose. At 11:30 we were

off.

The intense fog and rough seas seemed to

be no problem for our skipper, Dick

Kennedy. All the kids had great fun, even

our boys from Illinois, Bradley and Chris,

who got soaked by a few ocean waves.

Upon arrival, we let down anchor about

50 yards from shore and began transporting

passengers and luggage onto dry land. Our
transportation was a beautiful 1910 model
skiff. Nevertheless, each passenger and the

gear arrived safely. . .almost, that is.

Charlie Totten and Nicky Burgin suffered

barnacle cuts and I suffered a groin pull

and bad back due to my rowing experience.

(I should have listened to Dad and taken up
golf!)

After waving goodbye to the skipper and
his mate Mike Cunningham, our troops set

up camp. By the time everything was set up,

it was 3:00 - just in time to explore the

fabulous rock formations, much to the

delight of everyone. Geoff, you used up
two rolls of film already? By 4:30 we made
it back to camp. Despite the weather. Josh,

Cabell, Evan, Cord, David, and Nick

Burling decided to swim in the ocean. They
found out quickly that the Atlantic is much
colder than Lake Damariscotta.

Dinner was a treat for all because

everyone was able to cook his own ham-
burgers. I hope they all like their very rare

burgers. After dinner there was flashlight

tag and marshmallows for all. By 10:30 all

were fast asleep.

The next morning was a great experience.

Due to the rainy weather, all campers were
awake and wet by 6 a.m. Our resident chef,

Jason Leo, taught the kids how to light a

fire in the rain and cook breakfast. After

breakfast each camper found drfitwood for

use as guns, put on their ponchos, and
began to hike through the woods. We all

had a great game of war. Purple Hearts go
out to Max and Jeremy, who withstood

great pressure up at the front line. By noon
we were back to camp just in time to rest up
and get ready for our afternoon activity.

The counselors took on the campers in a

wild game of war. Philip, if we shoot you,

you have to die!

That evening, after spaghetti and
meatballs, Tom Baskett gave us all a lesson

in philosophy, and Josh Gruss taught us the
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various combinations of delicacies that can

go on a piece of bread. By 9:00 we were

ready for flashlight tag. After the game

popcorn and fireside chats ended a terrific

trip. I wish all kids could be as fun as the 1

3

campers of South Glenayr. Thanks, guys.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

July 6-8

North Glenayr to Fort Island

with Jamey Hebb, Brett Oakes,

and Mark Dougherty

The North Glenayr expedition to Fort

Island can best be described as a valuable

lesson in how to overcome setbacks and

delays and still have a super trip. The
morning of our departure dawned overcast

and rainy, so we decided not to leave Kieve

until 11:00 a.m., and to cut our paddling

distance from 10 miles to 4'/4 miles - still

quite a trek for ten-year olds.

However, eleven o'clock rolled around

and it was still pouring, so we decided to eat

at Kieve and then leave right after lunch,

cutting our paddling down to about a mile.

So with grilled cheese and hot chocolate in

our tummies, we left camp, psyched for

three days and two nights of survival in the

wilds.

Upon arrival at Back Narrows, our put-

in point, we encountered two obstacles:

Jamey had left the cooler back at camp,

and a not-so-friendly lobsterman told us we
shouldn't put our canoes in at the launch

ramp because it was private. Oh, perfect.

Jason Murphy solved the cooler problem

by offering to drive back and meet us at a

later time, and we overcame the lob-

sterman's warning • by ignoring him.

Everybody got muddy as we loaded the

canoes and headed for Fort Island.

The trip around the island was easy and
quite beautiful. Hunter Jay spotted an

osprey nest and then a great big seal, which

swam right next to the canoes. We passed

the red nun buoy and headed into the cove.

Jamey checked the campsite and then

declared the point as ours for the next three

days. Just after this proclamation, the sun

burst forth and the skies became blue.

Camp was set up quickly, and it was time to

explore. After a short time of this, the boys

returned to gather wood and prepare

dinner. Jonathan Tunney thought he saw a

black bear in the woods, while Kevin Duffy

said he saw the hermit with a new pair of

Nikes on. David Pollet and Jonathan Beal

made some great burger patties, which were

quickly cooked and served.

Michael Chen led the cleanup crew, and

then it was time for s'mores. Then Jamey
related the gruesome tale of Katahdin's

Freddy Knowles. Bedtime followed, later

than usual. All in all, a very good first day.

Thursday morning dawned beautifully

sunny and cool, and everybody slept late.

Mark and Brett cooked some yummy
blueberry pancakes, and Peter Som-
merfield really enjoyed them - he came
back for fourths! Chris Craig wanted to

organize a group to hunt down and kill the

hermit, but this was vetoed in favor of a

canoe trip around the island. The currents

and the rip tide proved a bit tricky for

some, but eventually everyone mastered the

art of canoe control. Chris Hancock and
Chris Roosevelt shot the rip tide very

flamboyantly - next year, the "Gash"!
Lunch was tuna, and this was quickly

wolfed down in order to go for a swim,

Mark went skindiving and brought up some
big starfish, while the boys waded the shore

looking for shells, crabs, and sea urchins.

Kevin Duffy even found a natural sponge.

Our next mission was to find the fresh

water spring where the hermit got his water.

A contest sent the boys scurrying all over

the island, and Caleb Wertenbaker was first

to find the spring. Everyone filled his

canteen with the ice cold water, and Caleb

won a Hershey bar for his efforts.

Dinner preparations were quick. Jamey
prepared his gourmet spaghetti, and Brett

cooked the noodles. Everyone got big

platefuls, though Hunter Jay's accidentally

landed in his lap. Spaghetti cleanup is

always slow, but the boys did a great job.

And then it was time - the long-awaited

"Gross Peach-Eating Contest." As the

concoctions became progressively more
revolting, several boys dropped out. When
all was said and done, however, J. P. Kline

was runner-up while G Gooder managed to

get down a truly disgusting

conglomeration. A real triumph for our

water rat. S'mores followed, and Jamey
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told the story of Hans Whittlesy, the legless

hermit of Fort Island. The boys hurried to

their tents, absolutely terrified of what

lurked in the woods.

We awoke at 6:30 the next morning, ate

oatmeal with raisins, and were on our way
back by 9 a.m. The lobsterman was less

friendly this time, and after Jamey said

goodbye to him, we took out further away,

but in time for pick-up. As we came down
West Neck Road and the red farmhouse

came into view, I'm sure my cheer was

among the loudest. Overall, a super trip

with a great bunch of young men. Never

forget Ruby, boys, and thanks for another

fun one.

JAMEY HEBB

July 9-12

Old Bunker Hill to

St. Croix River

with Tim Shenton,

Nick Ludington, and Matt Schwab

Day 1 — Lights on in Old Bunker Hill at

5:00 and we're off to Vanceboro, Maine.

Through the backroads to the small town
where we put in. Meet some people tubing

down the water and some drunks trying to

canoe. The initial fear of the white water is

changed to excitement and fun. Many
campers who have never tried rapids love

them.

Arrive at Little Falls at 4:00 p.m. (5:00

p.m. across the river). The tubing people

are already at the camp site. Nichols wants

to know what's a skidder. Cook up the

awesome burgers. Campsite is like the

Merritt Parkway. The people in the green

canoe keep moving on through. Finally,

early to bed and wait for the morning while

the guys in the green canoe keep moving
through.

Day 2 — It's cold and it's 5:30 a.m.;

good morning guys. Shenty and Nichols

shoot little falls, single file down the river.

"Is Meetinghouse rips really Vi mile long?"

Waiting for Matt and Will at the bottom of

the Rocky Rips. "Guys, guess what
happened to the Hershey Bars . . . just

kidding." Haycock rips and into Loon
Bay; camp by roadside. See people with a

terminal case of the Maine disease. Townies

throwing firecrackers. Spaghetti dinner

with awesome sauce. Tell a joke, guys.

Early to bed for the last full day.

Day 3 — It's 5 a.m. and it is real cold

out. Leave campsite just as low-level clouds

roll in. Trip leader thinks it is rain. Shoot
the infamous Canoose Rips, the Dog Falls,

then dead water, but is it dead? Lying in the

water are the dreaded Moose Units.

Samurai Moose Units attack . . . Finally

arrive at Spendic Falls and eat lunch and
prepare for rain. Swim, play, and watch
Cowboy Bob canoe down the river. Bush
hash for dinner, cocoa, then early to bed,

for the last day approaches.

Day 4 — Up early, blue sky, leave

Spendic Falls, paddle on a flat Grand Falls

flowage, get to Kellyland at 8:00. Cokes
and wait for Dave Cook and McDonald's.
Arrive back at camp after a tough, fun,

well-rounded trip in which everyone did a

good job.

UNCLE SHENTY

July 22-July 25

Senior Campers to Mt. Katahdin

with Eliot and Alan Ireton

Day 1 - Rain city. Pack van top in pretty

steady drizzle and head north up Rts. 215,

32, and 95 in very heavy winds. Tarp flaps

off near Windsor Fair. Dramamine just

isn't perfect - sorry Steve. Roast beef

Sammies on the road; we make Togue Pond
Gatehouse, Baxter State Park, at 3:00 and
site No. 5, Avalanche Field, by 3:30. Set

up, meet ranger. Burgers, then early to bed,

hoping predictions for sun are accurate.

Day 2 - Climbing day. Clear skies and
sun, but is the wind too strong? Oatmeal,

then on mountain by 7:35. Head up
Chimney Pond Trail with quick pace set by
Sean and Rad. Make the pond by 9:20;

winds are only 5-15 knots on top, so we
ascend as planned. Dudley trail to Pomola
Peak, lunch there, then Devil's Crotch and

Knife Edge to Baxter Peak. What a day!

Calmer here than at our campsite. Many
friendly people enjoying the mountain, too.

Metropolitan hat almost buys it across the

edge. Team pic at Baxter Peak, then
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"Saddle up!" Caretul, Sam; no repeats,

please. Ciive ice pack to girl with sprained

ankle, back at Chimney Pond by 5:45, with

Jim carrying the pack. Wow ! You can do a

lot in a day! Spaghetti - no sauce? - that's

OK. Ketchup works well on anything, says

Cleave. Bed soon after as we're all beat.

Day 3 - Sleep late, thankfully. French

toast, then clean up and sterilize. Pack

lunch and head for Abol's Slide. Nice

camp, Y.C.C. Down the waterslide; we
scare many people. Dodge can't gel enough
- nor can he miss the bump. Tuna lunch at

Abol's Beach just as rain starts. Back to

tents for naps, then mac and cheese.

Blueberry Cove arrives as we clean up. This

could be interesting. Night, boys.

Day 4 - Rudely awakened by the YCC
who park their semi right between the

council tent and van. leaving a yard on

either side. Jamocas one and all. Oatmeal
again, cleanup and we're on the road by

9:45. What do you mean you didn't sleep at

all last night? Mickey D's in Waterville,

another team pic in front of Ronald, then

onward. Camp by 2:45. A great trip:

climbed as wc wanted; senior campers ran

the trip. Congratulations!

ELIOT HEHER

July 22-.Iuly 28

North Bunker Hill to the St. Croix River

with Marshall Murphy, Richard Coolidge,

Geoff Fudge, and John Morrison

After a Thursday of canoe clinics, menu
changes, and feverish packing, the men of

North Bunker awoke to their first day of

the trip and immediately had to don the

rain parkas. We snag some breakfast,

finish tying the tarp on the van, and are

ready to go. Stew, Marsh, and Buck drive

the van to the strains of Simon and Gar-

funkel. What is this Chinese music, Stew?

Tench, Geoff, Richard, and a lucky Chris

Milliken get to take the much quieter red

truck. After a close meeting with gerry's

pickup, it's off to the Croix, passing such

beaming metropoli as Township 1 -Range 9,

Deblois, and finally our put-in, Forest

Lake. The weather is still lousy as we say

goodbye to Tench and Stew and put

paddles to water. As we cross Spednick

l ake the wind kicks in and we have a hard

paddle to Birch Islands, our first night's

campsite. The lenls go up, the burgers go
down, and eighteen tired people arrange

their sleeping bags around the rocks and
look forward to the next days's paddle.

Saturday dawned beautiful wiih a crisp

northwest bree/e and blue skies. After

scrambled eggs, it's on the water by 8:30.

The decision is made to drag out the rain

ponchos again, but this time for sailing!

Excellent time was made down the lake,

and after a Nabs break, it was off for our
second campsite at Ice House Point. The
campsite was as near Utopian as possible.

C.J., Phil, and Brad immediately went for

a swim and later the others followed. After

some delicious spaghetti cooked by the

council, it was Hershey bars and then bed.

We awoke on Sunday with a mixture of

excitement and apprehension, as this was
the day we would leave the lakes and roar

down the St. Croix. We portaged around
the dam at Vanceboro and then stopped

briefly to get supplies at a huge super-

market. Ha! Ha! After this it was into the

rapids where Mike and Marsh and Jory and
Charlton almost bit rocks, but somehow
pulled through. We have almost constant

rapids the entire day and there are lots of

scrapes on both canoes and knees by the

end. We finally make it to Little Falls and
eat a rather late lunch at 4:00. After setting

up camp and taking a nap, Eric and Chris

decide to go exploring and find that Little

Falls might be a little bit tricky to canoe.

Pork chops just dripping with barbeque
sauce and a bit later, hot buttered popcorn
end what was felt by all to be a very long

but very rewarding day.

On Monday we were greeted by a grey

sky and a few droplets overhead. The
council shot the canoes over the falls while

the guys portaged the gear down the trail.

Aren't you glad that oatmeal sticks to your
ribs, guys? After fishing Buck and Geoff
from a swamped canoe, we loaded gear and
were back on the river by 9:30. Today's

destination was Loon Bay. We spent a great

day on the rapids, with Benjie and Tommy
often dueling Buck and C.J. for the lead.

We made the bay by early afternoon and
after setting up camp, we had time for
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swimming and ray catching before dinner.

Later that evening, after we consumed a

few thousand hot dogs, a group of explorer

scouts pulled in and came over for a chat

and a quick wrestle with Phil. "Yes, guys,

those are the post-pubescent women you're

drooling over!"

Tuesday was a day of rest at Loon Bay,

but it also turned into the day of

homesickness with aborted attempts at

hitchhiking and telephone calls which

finally resulted in a long chat between the

kids and the HBC. The chat and a huge

load of pancakes seemed to help. The rest

of the day was spent doing cannonballs off

a huge rock in the middle of the bay and
working on some great tans. We ended the

day with the bloodcurdling tale of the

maniacal butler of the Murphy house. Even
our foreign buddy, Paul, had no problem
getting the gory parts of the story. Watch
out for that axe through the tent!

!

Wednesday dawned hot and humid for

our last day of paddling. After quickly

downing some Maypo, we were packed and
in the water by 8:45 and left those scouts in

our dust! After a couple of tricky moments
on Dog Falls (a couple of flips and a lost K
wannigan), we straightened ourselves out

and had a great float down the lower

reaches of the river. After lunch at

Spednick Falls, we continued on to

Kellyland as the men looked as though the

friendship between man and paddle was
fading fast. We arrived late in the af-

ternoon and the tents went up grudgingly

for the last time. Our final dinner consisted

of fantastic bush hash, Hershey bars, and
marshmallows. The kids were asleep fast

and the council launched into a brutal game
of hearts before we, too, fell asleep.

Thursday started early as the con-

struction crews working on a nearby dam
commenced work at 6:30, Most of our gear

was packed the night before, so it was easy

to be ready for the pickup. Stew arrived at

10:30, and then it was Bangor and Mac's

and then back to the friendly confines of

Kieve for clean bodies and clothes. As Luke
and Chris would say later, "I really liked

canoeing," and Morgan said that Forest

City was actually quite like New York City.

Both the guys and the council had one

fantastic time and will keep the memories

of the Croix for a long time. Thanks guys!

MARSHALL MURPHY

July25-July 29

South Harris to the White Mountains
with Jamey Hebb, David Cook,

and Brett Oakes

7/25 - After loading the van to its

maximum possible capacity, the men from
South Harris rolled out of Kieve at 10:30

a.m. and headed down West Neck Road
looking for adventure in the White
Mountains. After a four-hour trip, to the

strains of The Talking Heads, the

chocolate-brown van arrived at the Barnes

Field Campground, and we were situated in

a campsite suitable for a group of fifty!

After setting up the tents, the whole gang
piled into the van and went to the AMC
base camp at Pinkham Notch so as to attain

some needed clues on trails, weather, etc.

Back to our parking lot-sized campsite to

get wood and prepare dinner.

Cheeseburgers deluxe were the main
course, with pears for dessert. After

cleanup and a bull session, it was time to hit

the sack. Franconia Ridge was waiting for

us.

7/26 - Mother Nature cooperated with us

100% on the most scenic climb of our trip.

Wakeup was at 6:30, and after a hunt for

wood, we fired up some yummy Maypo for

breakfast. We left Barnes Field at 8:40 and
arrived at Lafayette Place around 9:30.

Little did we know what awaited us on the

Falling Waters Trail; not only some very

steep going, but also some very beautiful

waterfalls. The two most memorable of

these were Swiftwater Falls, dropping 60

feet, and Cloudland Falls, which drop 80

feet. Many pictures were taken of these

unspoiled beauties. Our group broke the

timberline and reached the head of this

trail., the summit of Little Haystack, at

12:15, and lunched on PBJ's, saltines,

oranges, and raisins.

We then hiked the Franconia Ridge Trail

from Little Haystack to Mount Lincoln to

Mount Lafayette. The AMC White

Mountain Guide best describes this trail:

"The ridge is a serrated knife-edge, with
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sheer slopes on both sides." The views all

along this trail were simply awesome, as the

entire Presidential Range lay in clear view.

The culmination of this was our final ascent

of Mount Lafayette (elevation 5249 feet),

and a view of nothing but mountains as far

as the eye can see.

After some Hershey bars for energy at

the AMC Greenleaf hut, we descended the

Old Bridle Path, which was also quite

steep, and got back to the van around 5

p.m. Then it was back to the campsite to

whip up some spaghetti to chow down on.

Everybody had tight legs as we all hit the

sack quite soundly.

7/27 - Our third day, set aside for rest

after Franconia Ridge, dawned clear and
beautiful. Everyone slept late, and reveille

was at 9 a.m. David cooked up some
pancakes which were up to his usual

standard of excellence, and after an ex-

tended cleanup, it was time for some
serious R&R. Everybody piled into the van,

and Jamey drove to one of his favorite

swimming holes. Emerald Pool. The
emerald-green water and high cliffs were

the perfect backdrop for a few hours of

fun. The whole crew took several dips in

the ice cold pool and then stopped just long

enough to bloat on some tins of tuna for

lunch. Hunt Durey thrilled everybody,

including some local spectators, with some
fantastic pain dives.

Around 4:00 p.m. we headed back to the

campsite, and after an intensive search for

wood. Dr. Cook made some delicious

macaroni and cheese. S'mores followed,

and then it was off to the racks again,

because the mighty Mount Washington was
expecting us.

7/28 - Happy Birthday, Phil Mattoon!

Everyone rolled out of bed at 5:15 (yawn).

After some good, hot Maypo to fuel us up,

we were on our way to Pinkham Notch by

6:45. The chosen trail is one of the most

highly traveled parts of the Appalachian

Trail, the Tuckerman's Ravine Trail, which

is also the most direct ascent of Mt.

Washington. After a mile and a quarter the

continued hiking of Hunt Durey was

deemed impossible, so the trip leader and

he descended, leaving David and Brett in

charge.

The rest of the group reached Hermit

Lake by 9:15, and went on to the headwall

by 1 1 :(X). This part of the trail was done at

breakneck speed, cutting average hiker time

by a half hour. The summit of Washington
was conquered at 11:35. At this point,

Jamey and Hunt rejoined the group, having

driven the van up the auto road. After a

good PBJ, raisins, oranges, crackers,

cheese, and Nabs lunch at the summit,

several pictures were taken and Brett Oakes
enjoyed some "trail cheese." Hunt still

could not go on, so Jamey and he drove

back down the treacherous road once

again.

Descent of the mountain began at 1:30,

via the Boot Spur Trail, very appropriate

under the circumstances. David and Brett

changed the lead, and at the end of the trail
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David, Aaron, Chris Buccini, Bryan, Jabe,

and Erik sprinted the last 200 yards. Jamey
and Hunt were waiting, and as our final

trampers arrived at 4:50, we loaded up and

went for a quick dip prior to dinner. Nicko

and R.J. stayed in the water especially long

this time, and finally it was back to Barnes

Field. Ralph and Seth headed up a big

wood search, which Theo and Phil quickly

made matchsticks of.

Our evening bloat was hot dogs and

baked beans, also known as tubesteaks and

toot fruit to our men. After dinner Jamey
unveiled a beautiful chocolate cake that he

had prepared that afternoon in honor of

Phil's thirteenth birthday. We sang

"Happy Birthday", though most present

wanted to belt out "Teenage Wasteland."

The story of Hans Whittlesy sent a bunch

of terrified, exhausted climbers off to the

land of nod after a super day.

7/29 - The boys awoke at 6:30 and

decided that the counselors should do the

same. As a result, a ^4mile sprint up the

Pine Link Trail on Mt. Madison was in

order. Having learned their lesson the steep

way, it was back to the campsite for a

smorgasbord fruit breakfast. By this point

the rain had begun, and Jamey decided that

instead of resting it would be wise to head
back to Kieve. The Gack Pack (Theo,

Bryan, Jabe, Brett, Chris, and R.J.) all

agreed that this was a healthy choice. We
broke camp by 11:45 and hit McDonald's
around 1 :30. After a lot of traffic and some
Psychedelic Furs, we finally reached West
Neck Road, and I'm sure my cheer was
among the loudest as the Kieve sign came
into view.

Many thanks to David and Brett for all

their help. And to the men of South Harris,

my deepest appreciation. You really did an

awesome job, guys. Congrats, and have a

super year.

JAMEY HEBB
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July26-July 28

South Glenayr to Loud's Island

with Dan BUss, Joe Nastasi,

and Charlie Totten

Day 1 - Tuesday, July 26. The day is

warm and sunny and the men from South

Glenayr are to go to Loud's Island for a

few days. The Allagash it's not, but these

men from SG are ready to go on an ad-

venture and so are the council - well, as

soon as we clean up the walk-in and finish

some paper work. But before long we are

all off to Round Pond to meet Dick on the

Snowgoose for the trip to the campsite.

With the boat loaded and the lines cast off,

we are out on the open seas in the

Snowgoose. Unloading is easy at Loud's,

and we are soon set up at the campsite.

Soon we are visited by Alec Simonds'

mother and grandmother, who brought us

some good brownies and then depart to

leave us in the wild. After a quick rest

hour, Charlie takes the group off on a walk

to bathroom rock and jump for your life.

All come back with smiles, guns, and
scrapes from the barnacles. Ian has a scare

in the surf, while Chris returns with a large

scrape.

After a dinner of burgers, corn, and
brownies, everyone is set for a war; the

cabin is split into groups and they go to

battle. All were hidden behind forts and
armed with makeshift guns, cannons, and
radar. After a few quick skirmishes, the

battle is called and ended in a Kieve tie.

There are no casualties. Marshmallows
follow and a bonfire with ghost stories

about rats and turned-around heads.

Everyone is off quickly to their tents with

scary images in their minds.

Day 2 - The boys are up early and the

counselors soon follow. The morning is

filled with pancakes and more battles, this

time with more intricate mechanisms and
fortresses. A quick lunch after finding the

K top (part of a fortress) is followed by

another walk down the rocky coast of

Loud's to go swimming and collect lobster

buoys. These are accomplished by two
groups: Ian, Chris, Adam, Graham, Alec,

and Dave stay and play in the surf while

Brad, Bear, Brian, Brud, Jesse, John, and
Pete follow Buns and collect many buoys
with the construction of a raft in mind. The
skies look threatening so we all head back

to camp to prepare for rain. The flies go on

the tents, the tarp goes up, but very little

rain falls. As the spaghetti is prepared, the

people building the raft finally complete it

and take it for a test run. Success. . .then

failure, as some of the flotation devices fall

off in the rough seas. No problem, though;

it was a great effort and it really worked.

Dinner is followed by jokes; Graham is the

best storyteller, while Pete has some good
riddles. A bonfire follows with many
s'mores and more laughter and storytelling.

As the fire dies, we hit the sack and
everyone is asleep quickly after a long and
exhausting day.

Day 3 - Up early to be ready by 10:00

when Dick comes to pick us up. We are

ready, dirty pots and all, when the

Snowgoose pulls in with Dick and Diz

Bensley. After many loads and lots of wet

feet, we are back on the Snowgoose for the

return trip. And as we dodge buoys in the

harbor, we could only reflect on trips past

and dream of trips in the future. And soon
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as we are back at camp, all too quickly for

this great group of kids. We really had fun.

DAN BLISS

July 27-August 3

Old Bunker Hill to the Moose River

with Charlie Richardson and Jason Leo

Day 1 - Great cooperation by campers

had us out of Kieve by 6 a.m. and in Jack-

man by 10:00. By 11:00 we had seen our

first moose and were off. Everything

seemed fine until we got lost traveling to the

west end of Attean Lake. I learned

topographical maps are not easy to read.

We regrouped, however, with Hershey

bars, then paddled through strong head-

winds under the command of Whit and

Andy. By 5 p.m. we were in camp. While

campers set up the tents, Jason and I

scoped out the portage trail. We decided to

take the canoes over at night to lessen the

load the next morning. It was a struggle for

some, but great satisfaction was gained by

all when we saw water again. The rest of the

evening saw Zach and Mark help with the

cooking, Martin caught some fish, and

Space got stung by a bee. We ended with

hot chocolate. Bed early for day 2.

Day 2 - We awoke early to take wan-

nigans and packs across the portage trail

prior to breakfast. This brought on tired

and weary bodies, but scrambled eggs and

sausages uplifted their spirits. After break-

fast we took the final things over (wan-

nigans are not that light, are they, Whit,

Andy, Josh, and Jim?). When completed

there was a great sigh of relief and a Kieve

cheer.

Next we paddled across Holeb Pond

under severe headwinds. It was a thrill for

all. We made it to our campsite by 1:00.

The rest of the day we spent in various

ways. John Ledyard took advantage of the

water and did some swimming. Jim and
Andrew helped with dinner, Josh and Matt
made fine torches, and Space split wood.
The other guys just rested or fished. At
night we had canoe fights and then a

campfire talk. We then retired with

thoughts of paddling down the river

tomorrow

.

Day 3 (Busy Day) - Awakened by the

conscientious labor (wood-cutting) of Mark
and Zach at 5:30. After bacon and eggs, we
were ready to go. We departed with the

hope of finally reaching the Moose River.

All started out well as the gang spotted a

moose and gave the infamous "moose
call." After the excitement, we ran into

problems. First, my navigation took us

over two beaver dams and finally into a

deadend. No need to fret, however. We all

huddled around our maps, and soon we
were on our way. Within an hour, and in

very low water, we reached the Moose
River - just in time for Hershey bars.

We then dodged an array of rocks and

tree limbs until we reached our first rapids.

They're great fun. We emptied the canoes

and shot the rapids. Then we all slid down
the rapids fully clothed and in life

preservers. A great break for the kids.

Afterwards we continued down the river,

singing songs and passing ethnic jokes back

and forth. By 3:00 we had reached our

destination at Holeb Falls, a great waterfall

that kept us amused for a while, but there

was still work to be done. We all had to

portage across the falls to our campsite.

Jason and I tried the empty canoes but

dumped twice, much to the delight of the

boys. Terry, meanwhile, was nursing a sore

head from being hit by a canoe. We all

pepped up, however, for a dinner of

hamsteaks and kernel corn. Afterward, we
played in the falls and fished (especially

Jonathan, Frog, David, and Martin).

Finally, we ended the day with our hot

chocolate. We planned the next day, maps
and all, and retired with great anticipation

of Spencer Rips and Attean Falls.

Day 4 - And we thought getting lost

yesterday was exciting! The day started
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with ham and Maypo at 7:30. By 8:00 we
were off, only to encounter rips almost

instantaneously. Seeing our troops were

groggy, I decided we'd shoot the rips

without checking them. Well, they were not

easy; Martin and I dumped a canoe.

Everything got soaked. Worse than that,

the maps were lost, never to be found. Who
cares? The maps were not doing us much
good. Everyone loved the excitement. The
trip was resembling an Outward Bound
adventure more and more each day.

From this point we traveled along the

beautifully scenic Moose. Spencer Rips saw

Terry and John nearly kill each other as

they hit almost every rock. For lunch we
pulled over and competed to see who could

eat the most Graham crackers. Then a

canoe race for Hersheys kept all enthused.

Jonathan and Josh were hands-down
winners, while David and Andrew had

more than a little trouble and Frogman
never paddled so well.

The trip continued down the river until

we reached Attean Falls. There we saw a

final moose and two baby moose. We all

kept quiet while Jim, Zach, and Mark
became Audubon photographers.
Afterwards we pulled into a model cam-
psite. There, everyone unloaded, set up
tents, and took to the rapids. With the

Moose in the background and everyone

serene, a great dinner and reminiscing

around the fire ended a fantastic day.

Day 5 - Decided to depart by 6:00 a.m. to

beat headwinds across Attean Lake and
Wood Pond. With Frog in my bow, much
to our delight there were no headwinds, and
we reached our destination by 9:00. After a

break, the guys voted to continue on and
hit the famous Jackman store. Josh and
Space led the canoes, while John and Terry

came a close second. In Jackman we all

stopped to watch an international bike race

while Joshua and Jonathan ran to a phone.

After Jackman, we linked canoes and sailed

through the Moose. Entertainment con-

sisted of Dave and Andy leading mar-
shmallow fights.

The scenery and weather were spec-

tacular, so all seemed unconcerned that it

was 2:30, meaning that we had been

paddling for three hours. Finally, we
reached Long Pond and decided- to hit

Frank's house and set up camp. At 3:30

that day we had finished our trip in recond

time. All campers felt tired but very

satisfied and proud of their ac-

complishments. After setting up camp, we
all swam and played games until dinner.

Zach and Mark again were outstanding

around the "kitchen." After Jim ate the

final helping of food, an evening activity

was underway. Campers competed for

Hersheys by doing almost everything. The
most spectacular event was Space's "yoga
dive" off the dock into six inches of water,

which earned him a Kieve Wildman. The
day finally closed with hot cocoa and

campfire talk. Old Bunker Hill was proud

of their accomplishments this day and

Kieve proud of them. Great going, gang.

Day 6 - What does one do when one

finishes the Moose in 4.5 days? Climb a

mountain, of course. So that we did. After

a night's sleep of 12 hours, and donuts, our

energetic campers piled into the green

pickup truck enroute to downtown Jack-

man, in town 1 picked up some information

on climbing Sally Mountain and we were

off. Across the railroad tracks and up the

trail we went. The walk was longer than we
anticipated (right, John and Josh and

Andrew?), but we made it. And, boy, were

we glad! The top of Mt. Sally overlooked

our entire Moose River trip. From the top

each camper reminisced about his personal

accomplishments - from Holeb Falls to the

portage between Attean Lake and Holeb
Pond, each camper was very satisfied. Also

atop the mountain Zach, Mark and

Jonathan were busy gathering blueberries

for tomorrow's breakfast. After about an

hour we traveled back to the pickup point.

Terry was voted by the counselors as the

workhorse for the day, while Frog, Whit,

and Space received Purple Hearts. Back at

camp Jim fixed dinner, Andy tired campers

in relays, and Martin busily proceeded to

catch fish numbers 10 through 12. Hot dogs

and beans filled all up, and soon we all fell

asleep under ominous skies. But the

weather no longer mattered, for tomorrow
would be our much-needed day of rest.

Day 7 - Yet another super day for

everyone from Old Bunker Hill. Extra sleep

until 9 a.m. When everyone awoke,

however, the excitement began, to the tune
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of two hours' worth of pancakes. To make
things interesting, pancakes were awarded

whenever one of my trivia questions was

answered. John Ledyard and Dave Wilson

topped all winners, consuming twelve

pancakes apiece. After breakfast everyone

(covered by the tarp due to rain) piled into

the truck, and we headed for Canada. The
Border Police got a real kick out of our

troop. We looked like a S.W.A.T. team

going into attack. We ended up traveling

around St. George all day. Great day as we
learned important concepts concerning the

French language. Andy learned how to ask

for the bathroom, and Space learned what

"tirez" means! By the time we were home
to Frank's, mac and cheese and more trivia

were in order. About 10:00 everyone retired

only to be awoken at 12:00 by some
"mysterious invaders." Finally we settled

down and dreamed of McDonald's in the

morning.

Day 8 - We all cleaned up and were on

the raod by noon. The ride home was as

adventurous as the canoe trip itself. We all

had a lot of fun recalling our happenings.

Jonathan and the rest of OBH loved our

stop at McDonald's, and by dinner time we
were back at Kieve. We were very tired but

proud and satisfied by our ac-

complishments.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

July 27 to August 8

Allagash to the Allagash River

with Tim Shenton, Nick Ludington,

and Walker Jones

Day 1 - Wake up at 5 a.m. with OBH, eat

a quick breakfast, then it's off to the north

to begin the wild Allagash River. Barely on

the road when Quarie has to make a quick

stop. History repeats itself in Waterville.

Again history repeats itself, but this time by

Eric DeBalan. Finally arrive at Hannibals

Crossing and the west branch of the

Penobscot where the trip begins. Ten quick

miles with two moose and a ® &^o#?!

motorized canoe. Get to Ragmuff Stream

Campsite where everyone sets tents up.

Swimming, rain, and sleep until dinner.

Frozen burgers and animal imitations for

dessert. More swimming and then bed.

Day 2 - Up early at 5 a.m. after a rainy

night. Break camp and begin the trip down
the rest of the west branch. See three

moose, and kids learn the moose mating
call. Pass Boy Scouts and girls' camp.
Arrive at Lake Chcsuncook at 9 a.m. Fast

paddle, boys. Camp on Umbazookeus
Stream. Camp Cedar shows up and the

man with his tractor from GNP. Swim-
ming, sleeping, etc. until dinner. Spaghetti

for dinner, more swimming, another

moose, count up to six, get psyched for the

portage, and bed.

Day 3 - "Hey, Nick, it's 5 o'clock and
raining;do you want to get up?" "No,
Shenty!" "How about you. Walker?"
"No, Shenty!" "But it's Mud Pond
portage!" "NO SHENTY!" Anyway, the

12 men of the Allagash fought their way
across the Mud Pond portage, through

mud and rain, in record time. The foreign

buddies, Eric and J.R., showed why the

franc beat the dollar. Finish the portage,

which we are all trying to forget, and
paddle down Mud Brook ("Fun, huh,

guys?") to our campsite at Mud Brook, or

was it Gravel Beach, Walker? Hot dogs and
"Killer" finish the night to the sounds of

"Hey, Dan, where's your sleeping bag?"
Day 4 - Rest day. Pancake brunch,

swimming, reading, exploring, poker, gin,

sleeping, being lazy, lunch, lazy, swim-
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ming. Bush hash dinner, the Camp
Androscoggin side show, ghost stories and

bed.

Day 5 - Resupply. Shenty, Hussein,

Stanley, J.R., Eric, and Dan the Man
paddle to meet Buns at the bridge to get

more food. Mad at Buns for no mail.

Paddle back. Swim and rest day for

everyone else. Early to bed.

Day 6 - Up early again. Paddle with huge

tailwind to Lock Dam. Down creek to

Eagle Lake. Meet ranger who tells us

campsite is open. Rain and tailwind to

campsite. Pass the Androscoggin Circus.

Ranger turns out to be wrong. Sleep until

dinner. Awesome spaghetti with threat of

thunderstorm. Quarie's seal imitations

after dinner. Play, then bed.

Day 7 - Up at six, awake to more rain.

Eight-mile paddle to the Jaws in mixed
weather. Pass lots of groups. Arrive at

Jaws and set up camp. See planes landing

to drop off groups. Go to Churchill Dam.
See Androscoggin freak show and try to

figure out why it took two hours for them
to paddle 14 mile. Everyone falls in love

with the ranger's wife. Paddle Peltier's

canoes back to the campsite. See clueless

wonders. Sleep until the killer mac and
cheese. Talk to other groups at the Allagash

Wilderness Expressway. To bed with

anticipation for Chases and sunny skies.

Day 8 - Up at 5:30, try and beat people to

Churchill Dam. Paddle through deep fog to

the dam. Watch ranger open the dam,
watch the other groups come in. Meet the

nice, but loud, lady from Baltimore; neat,

huh, Walker? See the group whose leader

has those funny bathing suits. Do the

rapids with little problem - alright, foreign

buddies! Through Haystack's and "V's,"

pick up our gear and arrive at the campsite

by 1:30. Find a smoldering muff fire which

is quickly put out. Swimming in the river,

sleep, dinner as clouds move in. To bed

with hopes for sunny skies.

Day 9 - Up at 5:30, paddle to Lake
Umsaskas, or is it Umchalkachew's? Stop

at ranger station to tell about muff fire.

Through Long Lake - why is it called Long
Lake? - to the campsite. Kick the

Hungarians out. See two moose; our count

is up to 13 due to 3 seen earlier. Sllep and
D&D finish the day until dinner, and then

bed, with Dan's most famous question

about Peltier's and Mickey D's.

Day 10 - Up at 5:30 again; down the river

to Round Pond. Ranger tells us about the

crowds. See 3 more moose, a mother and
two children. Pass the !#<Vo&® ! Boy Scouts

and Camp Androscoggin Carnival. Arrive

at campsite and kick (scare?) people out.

Swimming in rapids and sleeping until

dinner. Dinner. Who here can stand on the

rock? Mr. Spock can.

Day 1 1 - Up early to beat the crowds

down the river. Meet the ranger at Michaud
Farms, and he learns about Toledo, Ohio,

and Quarie learns everything about the rest

of the river. Do Allagash Falls portage and
see the clues of the Boy Scouts. Look at the

falls, then on to the campsite. Sleep,

thunderstorms, D&D, etc. until dinner.

Pancakes, fire, and early to bed.

Day 12 - Last paddling day. Paddle down
a very low Allagash and St. John. Drag and

scrape. Arrive at Peltier's and yes, Dan,

you can spend your McDonalds money at

Peltier's. Foreign buddies and Stranahan

and Hussain are a bit late. Finally arrive

and all is well. Junkfood and fun until bed.

Day 13 - Wake up at 6:00. Cold break-

fast, then pack up our gear. Drive down
scenic Rt. 11 to 1-95 and. . .lose wheel off

canoe trailer, while kids go ahead. Lovely

Howland, Maine. Finally arrive back at

camp to close a long, awesome, fun,

easygoing canoe trip. Remember, guys -

look, then ask; think, then ask.

King River-UNCLE SHENTY

July 30-August 1

North Glenayr to Fort Island

with Doug Fraher, Paul Paradis,

Matt Schwab, and David Foulke

Day 1 - We finish loading the vehicles

around 10:00. The day is overcast, but

there's been no rain so far. With Alan

Ireton driving the chocolate van (Torch,

well rested from his day off, is navigating),

and Mike Cunningham driving the red

truck and canoe trailer, we head to South

Bristol.

At Cavis Point we turn onto the property

of the Richardsons, who have kindly given

us the permission to offload from their
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shorefront. It's starting to drizzle a little,

but it's nothing serious. Unloading is

complicated by the low tide, but we have

only a ^/i- mile paddle on the Damariscotta

River to reach Fort Island.

By 12:30 we're unloaded and the cam-
psite is ready. Our lunch, packed by the

Stedts, consists of ham and cheese sand-

wiches, potato chips, and oranges.

Afterwards we rest for a while, then Matt
and Doug lead the campers around the

island's shoreline. Fort Island is a small but

spectacular island. Its spruce woods are

bounded by a rugged granite shoreline. One
of its best features is the active osprey's nest

at the southern end. The young osprey are

just about to fledge, but the parents are still

by the nest.

A short while after the walk, we have

supervised swimming in the invigorating

salt water. Paul and Dave canoe over to the

mainland so that they can go running. On
their return we're entertained by their

struggles with the current, which is running

quite rapidly now.
At six we start cooking a dinner of

hamburgers and cheeseburgers with all the

fixings. Nick, Bear, Peter and Asteroids are

the cooks. Todd, Jonathan, Alex, and Matt

Leaf provide the wood and take care of the

fire after it gets going. Everyone agrees that

all the cooks do a great job, but the

Sommerfield burgers dominate.

After dinner we all clean our plates and

sterilize them with detergent and boiling

water, the job of Eric, Matt Roberge,

Brian, Chris, and Tom. By 8:00 it's getting

dark, so we break out the s'mores.

Everyone is in his tent by 9:30, though it's a

while before sleep prevails. The counselors

stay up watching the incredibly clear night

sky. Results of the meteorite watching

contest are: Paul, 8; Dave, 6; Doug, 3; and

Matt, 1.

Day 2 - It's a beautifully clear, blue day

that greets us at 8:30. Paul and the fire crew

of the previous night prepare scrambled

eggs and Maypo. By 10:00 we're canoeing

upriver. We pass Miller Island on our port

side and the mussel farm at Clark Cove on
our starboard. We see plenty of shags and

gulls, but only Brian sees a seal (C D C-L).

At the Darling marine research facility we
decide not to canoe back to camp Gust

kidding). We do turn back there for the

return trip. Now the tide has turned against

us and we're fighting a slight headwind.
Quite a few impressive yachts are sailing on
the river. We feel like natives in canoes

coming up to the freighters to barter. We
stop on the mainland to have a lunch of

bologna and cheese sandwiches with

lemonade and Nabs.

By 2:30 we're back at the campsite. Most
of the campers rest now - except for those

who left their clothes in the intertidal zone.

Experience is the best teacher. At 4:30 Paul

and Doug supervise a non-optional general

swim. Paul lifeguards in a canoe while

Doug swims with campers. The water, to

say the least, is refreshing. From a small

rock in the cove Peter, Tom, and Brian

bravely participate in a maximum pain-

diving contest. After the first few dives the

contest comes down to Pete and Brian. Due
to the cold their form is lacking, but

perseverance is clearly theirs. And so are

the Hershey bars.

After a period of sunning we start

cooking a dinner of spaghetti with

vegetarian sauce. This evening the cook
crew consists of Eric, Matt, Brian, Chris,

and Tom. When the pasta runs out, we use

up the remainder of the sauce on buns or

bread.

After dinner and s'mores we have a gross

marshmallow eating contest run by the

junior counselors. The HBC retired to the

tent, as he was a little short of sleep from
his day off and the meteorite watch. There

were a number of strong contenders in the

contest, but Alex and Eric stood out.

Marshmallows with mustard, mung
concentrate, pepper, and relish are quite

nasty. Everyone retires around 10:00 and
drops off much more readily than the

previous night.

Day 3 - The first day of August dawns -

in a rather foggy and drizzly way. Before

breakfast we take down the tents, take our

gear to the waterfront, and ready the

canoes. As we take our pancake mix out of

the wannigans, we note, to our surprise,

that it's not pancake material - it's muffin

mix. But we throw some raisins in it and try

it out anyway. Much to the astonishment of

the council cooks, muffin mix makes better

pancakes!
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By 9:30 the fog has lifted enough for us

to put out into the river. We have the tide

with us, so we're back to the point in record

time. Our pickup is a little delayed, so Mr.

Richardson brings out a Frisbee and a

soccer ball. The time passes quickly, and

after a quick ride, we're back in camp.

It was a great camping experience, for

both the veterans and the new campers. The
trip seemed too short, but it was also great

to get back in to Kieve. Thanks once again

to the Richardsons for their help.

DOUGLAS FRAHER

August 1 - August 5

South Bunker Hill to

Mount Katahdin

with Tom Stewart, Ron Trippe,

Andy Dodge and Sam Higginson

Day 1 - Off at 1 1:00 a.m. Long drive to

Baxter State Park. Kept up to date on
current events with the National Enquirer.

Arrive at our campsite only to find that it

wasn't our campsite. Once we find the site,

we set up camp. Dinner of burgers. Then to

bed.

Day 2 Wake at 5:30 to the sound of

rain, which clears about breakfast time. F-

T-R A R-T M-E-L F X N B-K-N, V head to

the Owl. It's a long, steep hike up to 3736

feet above sea level. At the top the clouds

begin to surround us. Drizzle on the way
down. Back to the campsite for a dinner of

spaghetti with a great sauce. After cleaning

up, it's time for a good night's sleep before

the big climb.

Day 3 We awake to a cloudy and chilly

day. After a breakfast of Maypo, we pack

up for the drive to the beginning of the trail

up Mount Katahdin. We begin up the trail

to Chimney Pond at 10:00 and reach the

pond at 1 1 :45. The day begins to clear as we
fill our canteens for the last time before the

ascent. Up the Cathedral Trail. Steep going

as the wind picks up. After several snack

and rest breaks, we reach the summit.
Baxteer Peak — 5267 feet above sea level,

the highest point in Maine. Lunch and a

strafing plane, and we're off across Knife's

Edge. The winds are at approximately 30-

40 mph. It is a bit scary at times. We have

to slow down so that no one gets hurt.

Devil's Crotch at about 5:00. It's getting

late. We have to hurry. Down Dudley to

Chimney Pond. Legs begin to feel like

rubber. Mouths are dry. We reach the pond
at about 6:15. Now we must hurry. Double
time from the pond to the van. The climb

ends at 7:40. Back to the campsite for hot

dogs. After cleanup everyone drops off to

sleep. A long day.

Day 4 — Up late. More clouds and more
rain. Clearing and a brunch of French
toast. After the meal we're off to Abol
Slide. Some swimming, then we return to

the site for mac and cheese. At dusk the

ghost stories begin. A good scare and a

good night's sleep.

Day 5 — Up. Tents down and packed
before breakfast. Load the van. Next stop

McDonald's and then camp.
Bears, Baxter Peak, Bacon. Mac and

cheese, McD's and the Mountain. Camp
Wigwam, Camp Winabago, and warm
mung. Can't, Katahdin, Couldn't, Did.

TOM STEWART

August 3 - August 9

North Harris to Moose River

with Art Hodges,

Brian Callahan, and Sam Meacham

Day 1 — We rise early around 5:30, eat

breakfast, and are off by 6:15. All of us are

excited and eager to get away from an over-

familiar in-camp routine. We have with us

Mark Dougherty, a counselor of OBH who
did not get to go on his cabin's Moose trip.

He is as enthusiastic as any of us about

getting away from the relative civilization

of Kieve and into the wilderness of nor-

thern Maine.

Despite almost running out of fuel, we
make good time and get to Jackman
around 10:15. It is here that we are to meet

Charlie Richardson, who has just led OBH
"around the bow" at Frank Strasburger's

house, and take from him his paddles and
canoes so we can do the same. We have a

great deal of trouble locating the place and
do not connect with Charlie until around
noon. He, Jason, and their boys are ex-

tremely enthusiastic about their trip.
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reporting that all went smoothly, which

helps quell my pre-trip fears of disaster.

While Brian, Sam, Mark, and the crew

distribute our stuff from the van amongst
the nine canoes at Attean Landing, Charlie

and I drive to Jackman to pick up a fire

permit.

We finally shove off around 1 :00, our

destination the western shore of Attean

Pond. We battle severe headwinds and
chop, and we don't arrive until 4:30. Our
campsite is right at the foot of the infamous

portage trail that leads up to Holeb Pond,
1 Va miles away. Following Charlie's advice,

I decide to portage the counselor canoes

tonight so we won't have quite as much to

do tomorrow. Mark and I sweat over

canoes the entire distance, return to camp,
and send off Brian and Sam while we whip

up hamburgers for supper. They inex-

plicably get themselves lost, and take the

canoes about three miles up the wrong trail.

The return to camp around eight and in-

form their depressed but fearless leader that

they have abandoned the canoes on the trail

and that we'll have to go get them the next

day. I go to bed wondering if we'll ever

make it back to Kieve.

Day 2 — The council awakes at 4:30 a.m.

and retrieves the misplaced canoes. We get

them back safely and wake the boys around

6 a.m. Mark concocts what is the first of

many Maypo-and-raisins breakfasts and we
wolf it down hungrily. Soon after, we
dismantle camp, and we begin the long

portage, carrying canoes, equipment, and
personal gear in about three hours. We
move surprisingly quickly. The going is

tough, and 1 can see the pain in the boys'

faces, but they take it like men, and at

noon, when the portage is over, I am proud
of them.

We have, unfortunately, some canoeing

to do that day as well, and so, after

snacking on some green apples, we shove

off across Holeb Pond by 12:30. Aeolus

favors us by blowing very little wind in our

faces. We make good time and are at the

west end of Holeb Pond by 2:00. We locate

a nice campsite, establish ourselves, and
then snooze until supper time. We fill our

tummies with spaghetti and sauce. After

dinner we build a bonfire on the beach and

play question and answer games. Clifford

Earle, trying with the others to deduce why
an owner of a car went bankrupt when he

pulled up in front of a hotel, asks all the

right questions and finally guesses correctly

the answer: he was playing "Monopoly."
Just before bed we ignited a witch's broom
that Mark and Sam had found, and it lights

the beach as if it were day.

Day 3 — We get up early, load the

canoes, and are off by 8:30. We leave

Holeb Pond and enter Holeb Stream.

Industrious beavers have blocked the way
with their dams, and we have to drag the

canoes over them (the dams, not the

beavers) two or three times. Whitney
Chamberlin and I happen upon a bull

moose munching in the middle of the

stream. It is a huge beast, much bigger than

a horse, and could easily have overturned

us, but it fled from us whimpering like a

puppy, unfortunately for those in the rear,

who never get to see it.

Holeb Stream quickly takes us to the

Moose River. The summer drought has

taken its toll, and the river is low, slow, and
sluggish. During the mid-morning break

the thing I'd been fearing most about the

trip happens: Greg Harden gets stung by a

yellowjacket. He is very allergic to stinging,

insects, and we are 20 miles from
civilization. His reaction is surprisingly

anti-climactic — only a little swelling —
and he remains very calm during the entire

episode, but I am a nervous wreck inside a

calm exterior. I inject him with adrenaline

and we resume paddling, Greg acting as if

nothing had happened.

Around noon we pull over for lunch, on
a beach covered with moose tracks. Patrick

McGuinn comes down with a severe

stomach ache which is most likely the result

of the heat. Both he and Greg are fine by

dinner.

We reach Holeb Falls around 2:00. We
get everything down the Vi-m\\Q portage

trail in about 2 hours, and set up camp in a

terrific spot at the foot of the falls. Most of

us take a refreshing dip in the rushing

water, and we wash off all the sweat and

dirt of the last three days. Greg and Vincent

prepare us a slew of delicious hot dogs. The
counselors amuse themselves by making the

boys pay homage to Fellini the Weenie

before they get their dinner. We retire very
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tired indeed; it had been a long day.

Day 4 — We are up early again and off

by 8:15. After fifteen minutes the boys'

fearless leader breaks the first rule of

canoeing by trying to go through a small set

of rapids without checking them first. He
swamps his canoe, soaks everything inside,

and temporarily loses a hiking boot.

Everyone else gets out and drags the canoes

over the rips and then make a very lucrative

search for the boot. We discover lots of

treasure beneath the waves, including the

boot, sneakers, and a portable radio, as

well as Charlie Richardson's T-shirt (he had
flipped there a week earlier).

Later that day we reach Spencer Rips,

which are disappointing. The council drags

the canoes over and around the exposed

rocks and we are soon on our way again.

Above our heads rain clouds and a hazy sun

battle for domination of the skies.

Eventually the sun emerges victorious as

the thunderheads rumble angrily off. We
reach our site just above Attean Falls in the

mid afternoon, unload, set up camp, and
eat lunch. Afterwards, we each take our

canoes through the rips, which are, of

course, disappointing due to the low water.

That night we make the boys kiss a dead
minnow to get a dinner of gaseous bush
hash. Before bed we burn more witches'

brooms. That night for one reason or

another, the smell of bush hash permeates

our tents and sleeping bags.

Day 5 — Our rest day. We paddle out to

Attean Pond again and arrive within an

hour at our site, only 14 mile from where
we began. After lunch we cHmb Sally

Mountain, whose summit offers us a

panoramic view of Attean, Wood, and
Long Ponds, as well as a plentiful crop of

blueberries. We descended with a huge
harvest, for use in future breakfasts of

Maypo and pancakes. That night, the boys

taste the fire glove to earn more bush hash

for dinner, and afterwards we light a

gigantic bonfire which burns itself out in

five minutes. Mark tells us the "true" story

of Freddy Knowles, and we go to bed
scared.

Day 6 — We wake early, paddle past

Attean Landing, and through Wood Pond
to Jackman. There we stop and the boys
buy candy which they devour almost im-

mediately. After about half an hour, we
climb back into the canoes and begin the

long trek to Long Pond. We battle

headwinds but reach our destination early,

around noon. We eat lunch and the council

makes the boys walk a mile for their

Hershey bars.

During the afternoon we spy an enor-

mous weather front making its way down
the lake and heading right for our campsite.

Soon we are getting drenched and buffeted

by rains and winds so strong we need to

hold down the tents so they won't blow

away. When the winds die down, a steady

rain sets in — the first of the trip — and we
crawl into our tents for a nap.

Around 3:00 we are awakened by the

welcome arrival of Frank Strasburger, an

old friend of Camp Kieve. In an amazing

act of hospitality, he invites us to dismantle

camp and come to his house for a sauna, a

hot meal, and warm beds. The trip leader

has a great deal of trouble deciding whether

or not to accept the invitation, for to do so

would be to forsake a great opportunity to

expose the boys to the hardships of true

camping. Only by a tremendous amount of

cajolery are the boys able to get him to

concede, and we pack our canoes and zoom
to Frank's house across the pond. There we
luxuriate in the sauna and shower and
emerge sparkling clean.

While Frank and the rest barbecue

chicken for dinner, I take Peter Stanley to

the Jackman "hospital," where he gets

nine stitches in the hand he cut open on a

rock earlier in the day. We make it back

just in time for dinner, which is, of course,

exceptional! Around ten we turn in and
sleep like the dead.

Day 7 — We rise at eight and stuff

ourselves with pancakes prepared with

blueberries from Sally Mountain. Dave
Foulke arrives in the van to take us home
around 11:00. We pack up quickly, say

good-bye to our kind host, and take off.

We stop at the McDonald's in Skowhegan
for lunch, much to the boys' delight.

Clifford Earle eats one French fry too

many and regurgitates his chicken

McNuggets in the van half an hour later.

We arrive home in high spirits, the last

cabin to return. When we'd left a week
before, we were having troubles getting
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along with each other. Our venture into the

wilderness had forced us to depend on each

other, forced us to be ever mindful of the

needs and feelings of others. Our return

found us more aware and more considerate

of those around us. On the Moose River

North Harris became a small community in

which individuals expanded their image of

their own obligations beyond their own
sphere. Quite an accomplishment.

ART HODGES

August 4 - August 6

Senior Campers and
Nobleboro kids to

Loud's Island

with Eliot Heher and
Alan Ireton and Jay Murphy

Day 1 — After packing the night before,

the senior campers ran up to flag and then

to breakfast. Breakfast was interrupted for

us because the ten Nobleboro girls arrived

early. We introduced ourselves and started

loading equipment. There was some in-

decision as to whether to load the red truck

or the van, so we took both. Four of the

senior campers rode in the truck for lack of

room in the van. We met Dick with the

Snowgoose at the pier and quickly loaded

on the gear. The Snowgoose started easily

and we cruised out of the harbor. At
Loud's Island the girls, then the campers,

were ferried in to our campsite. Dodge and
Sean were swimmers while all the rest

helped unload from the rowboat. "Don't
worry, Steve; your sneakers will dry."

Then a quick lunch. "Cleave, are you sure

you want all those apples?" Then we took a

walk down the rocky beach. Pet buoys and
stories of 4-foot, 100-year old lobsters, then

back. Rad and Steve cook up some bread

burgs for dinner. After cleanup. Dr. Von
Herder, and then to bed. Some visiting

between tents, and then sleep.

Day 2 — Late risers were up early. The
council woke up late. For breakfast we had

pancakes until 1 1:00. Oh no. Cleave is sick.

We clean up and, leaving sick Cleave

behind, we set off. The morning fog was
still thick as we hiked to Raspberry Patch

for lunch. The tide was out, way out, and

we sat on the rocks and ate peanut butter

and jelly sandwiches. Everyone found sea

glass for the contest after lunch. The main
group circled around the bay to get to the

path we were going to take back. Four

brave boys took the direct route across the

mud. Sean, Rad and Dodge gracefully ski

across, but Pothole, the lightest, gets stuck.

"Seriously, guys, I can't move!" Rad and

Sean to the rescue. Shoes are washed as

they wait. When everyone else arrives, we
swim. Mud fights. "Rad, you're bleeding."

A quick walk back via the cemetery. Then
we rested til dinner while Pothole taught

council to juggle. Cleave and Sean made up

the spaghetti. "What do you mean it isn't

sauce and puree?" A great meal all the

same. Afterwards stories of the dead

walking, bloody mosquitoes, and the "Tis"

bottle are told. Pothole does some spying

around the tents and more talking and

visiting into the night.

bay 3 — Early wakeup and pack up

before a breakfast of scrambled eggs. Dick

arrives with two friends during breakfast.

The senior campers clean up camp and load

the boat while others eat. A tour of the bay

and then home. Back at came we ate lunch,

swam, and went to Round Top, and then

back to the water. Soon the parents arrived

and took back their kids, and we started

unpacking.

THE SENIOR CAMPERS
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Daily Log
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TUESDAY, JUNE 21

Today is the day on which Kieve changes

from a place of work to a boys' camp. We
remind ourselves at breakfast that 111 boys

are creeping north with only one thought in

mind, and then we get down to the final

tasks, after four days of preparations.

Trunks are brought to cabins, unlocked,

and unpacked. Clothes are shelved and

beds made. Do bathrooms have enough

toilet paper and cleanser? Yes, all seems

ready.

The first inkling that it will be a longer

day than expected comes in a call from New
York City from a frustrated mother who
can't get to the prearranged pickup spot.

The same traffic jam which delays her

seized Dick in a l!4-hour snarl. A chain

reaction of delays also tangles the plans of

Eliot Heher in Hartford and Mike Cun-

ningham in Cambridge,

Back at camp, Chris Nelson and Andy
Dodge are simultaneously the first 1983

campers and they begin a trickle which

amounts to about fifteen by late afternoon

— then we wait. Nancy's airport pickup

service arrives with a dozen more at 5:45.

We talk on the porch of the Arts Center,

play horseshoes. Finally at 7:45 Dick's New

Jersey transit rumbles up the hill, closely

followed by Eliot and Mike.

Chicken fingers and rice are quickly

devoured, after which a brief detail meeting

and the first bunkhouse meetings are held.

Finally, after a long, intense day, the camp
sleeps and Kieve has begun its Fifty-seventh

Summer.
CURT LAUBER

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22, 1983

The first full day of Kieve 1983 dawned
with beautiful sunshine and warm tem-

peratures. Wake-up was a half-hour late

due to the prior evening's late lights out.

Nonetheless, the O.D. was very optimistic

about facing the day.

Mike Wolf and Liam Culman raised Old
Glory, and the boys rushed down to

Pasquaney to wolf down a delicious French

toast breakfast. It was the first breakfast in

five years where Sarah Bliss did not show
up to make the O.D. happy. A walk-

through inspection replaced morning
duties, and the cabins were in fine order.

Morning activities were split between

new boys and old boys. The new boys

attempted the awe-inspiring Island Swim
and took tours of the camp, and the old
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boys chose between boxsports, soccer,

tennis, nature, and art. The Island Swim
went extremely well, with almost ninety

percent of the boys who attempted it being

successful.

Coldcut sandwiches and chicken nuggets

refueled the campers, who then went to

relax for an hour of rest period. Afternoon

activities were assigned, with the full range

keeping everybody busy. The summer's
first general swim went smoothly, as the

full camp took it in two shifts. A short free

period preceded dinner.

Paula, Jerry, and the girls outdid

themselves with an outstanding spaghetti

dinner. This was followed by Capture the

Flag, always a popular evening activity. It

was the North (representing Harvard)

versus the South (or Bates), and when the

smoke cleared, an honest-to-goodness

Kieve tie had resulted.

The Stars and Stripes came down with

the sun, leaving the very tired O.D. and
campers to hit the hay, feelin' groovy.

Night, boys.

JAMEY HEBB

THURSDAY, JUNE 23

The day dawns sunny and bright,

promising yet another opportunity to enjoy

the summer weather for which Maine, and
especially Kieve, are famous. Flag and a

delicious breakfast start the camp day.

Everyone, including Doug and David
Fouike, enthusiastically fulfill their

assigned duties. After Indian Circle the

campers head off to Morning Activities,

where Andy Kingman receives the first

qualification of Kieve 1983 down at the

archery range. As the day progresses, the

I
temperature climbs rapidly, and it begins to

feel more like mid-July than late June.

General Swim is therefore welcome.

However, due to the fact that all the cabins

are in camp. Swim has to be divided into

two sessions, and the older campers have to

^ wait a little longer than the others for the

chance to cool off. After Swim we have a

good lunch and then a needed rest. After an

accidentally extended rest period,

everyone's off to Afternoon Activities.

Once again the activities create hot and
sweaty kids, and Swim is very refreshing.

Free time is followed by a great center-cut

pork chop dinner. The most asked question

of the day — What's the Evening Activity?

— is answered at the end of dinner, and
everyone runs off for a game of Capture

the Counselor. Flag, prayer, and bed at

last.

TOM STEWART
Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Andy Kingman

FRIDAY, JUNE 24

Another incredible day at Kieve! Bright,

sunny, and hot again. June in Maine has

been bodacious — particularly in contrast

to the very rainy May.
After Flag, we start the day with a break-

fast of toast, fruit, and ham. As usual, the

announcement of the most interest to the

campers is the assignment of Bank Duty.

Tom Stewart, who had assigned Bank Duty
to today's O.D., was an obvious choice.

With one old counselor on duty, it is only

fair to team him with a new hand — Arthur

Hodges.
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A wide range of activities are assigned in

the morning. The South Glenayrians divide

their time between riflery and photography.

Campers from North Glenayr are playing

tennis and working on their archery skills.

Kids from South Bunker Hill are working

on sailing and ceramics. The North Bunker

Hill gang is busy with printing and

woodworking. South Harris campers are

found in Adventure and boxsports. North

Harrisites are busy drawing with Abby and

canoeing with Buns. Allagashers take

Nature and landsports.

In the afternoon, the same activities are

offered with the addition of fishing under

the supervision of Jason Leo. Mike Wolf
does a perfect seagull landing on the ad-

venture course, and David Osgood shoots

the first pinwheel of the season. In one

lesson with Jamey, Hunter Jay receives his

Advanced Beginner Swimmer
qualification. Supper consists of a hearty

meal of roast beef, rolls, mashed potatoes,

and mixed vegetables. After rising from the

table, we play Numbers Hunt. Old Bunker
Hill wins due to Mike Wolf's work on the

bonus points calculation. Another great

day at Kieve comes to an end.

Instead of trying to come up with a

prayer, the O.D. read the following quote

from R. W. Emerson as the sun was setting:

If the stars should appear one night in a

thousand years, how many men believe and
adore; and preserve for many generations

the remembrance of the city of God which
had been shown! But every night come out

these envoys of beauty, and Hght the

universe with their admonishing smile.

DOUG FRAHER

Qualifications

Swimming
Red Cross Advanced Beginner — Hunter
Jay

Ceramics
Apprentice — Oliver Ray

SATURDAY, JUNE 25

Excerpt from The New York Times, June

25, 1983 —
Nobleboro, Maine. Under cloudy

morning skies Mr. Timothy Shenton, the

Officer of the Day, awoke to face the new
day. Mr. Shenton mentioned to this

reporter that a cloudy day could interfere

with the proper running of the day. The
raising of the flag and breakfast went as

planned with Mr. Charles Richardson

and Mr. Marshall Murphy helping with

the "bank" duty. The morning activity

period was again successful with the

Allagash campers breaking the Camp
Kieve world record for the "Nitro

Walk." Mr. Richardson had this to say

about the amazing event: "Amazing."
The general swim, which was chilly, was
nonetheless uneventful.

After lunch the O.D., Mr. Shenton,

tried to solve the problem of afternoon

activities, which he did successfully but

with severe mental taxation to himself.

Mr. Shenton had this statement af-

terwards: "Anyone have some aspirin?"

During afternoon activities a crisis oc-

curred when the flag rope jumped its

^ r%.
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pully. Mr. Marc Janes, the suspect, made
this exclusive statement to the Times: "I

got the wrong rope." At the time of this

report, the problem has not been solved.

Throughout the day many solutions were

tossed around, and finally, after a

fantastic dinner, an attempt was made to

bring the flagpole down. Mr. Richard

Kennedy, the camp's director, directed

the failed mission. This job took more
time than was expected, so the O.D., Mr.
Shenton, hastily conceived an evening

activity of "jocknight," with volleyball,

tennis, ultimate Frisbee, and soccer. In

closing, Mr. Shenton was not available

for comment, for he had fallen asleep and
could not be reached.

UNCLE SHENTY

Qualifications

Ceramics

Journeyman — Oliver Ray
Apprentice — Max Federbush

Printing

Compositor — Tim Spiel

Sailing

Crew — G. Gooder, Gus Koven
Tennis

White Racket — Mark Wike
Archery

White Arrow — Jay Pastore

SUNDAY, JUNE 26

The weather gods blessed us with a

perfect day for our first Sunday. Though
the flagpole was in disrepair, all gathered

for table boy assignments and morning
prayer.

Pancakes whizzed through the air at

breakfast, and the three hunger-strikers

— Richard Franken, Tim Spiel, and Tobi

Georgi — gave up their protest and ate

like trenchermen. Chris Schroeder flew in

from Paris just in time!

Inspection was unusually good for the

first week. The winning cabins. South

Glenayr and North Glenayr, won extra

ice cream for their efforts.

Marc spoke eloquently in chapel about

the meaning of Kieve, and the choir was
led by Wing Taylor and Gus Koven. Alex

Friedman and Sam Patten read their New
Testament lessons very well.

Chapel was followed by a barbequed

chicken lunch. After a short rest period

the afternoon resumed with a full slate of

activities. Tuck and Torch tried to

telescope two thunderbirds (bald eagles)

tagged by twelve campers. The alewives

also failed to show but the nature trips are

definitely not just for viewing daisies

anymore. Activities made way for a

general swim that, thanks to Jamey and
Moira, saw a lot of swimming between

rafts before the right groups were paired

together.

After Fenway Franks and watermelon
whetted appetites, the evening activity

commenced with another food con-

notation (it is funny the way food is such

an integral part of camp). Scrambled
Eggs. Allagash stroked their way to

victory. Finally, at flag, "Thank you.

Lord, for the sun that makes the little

campers grow."

R.C.K.&ROBTRIPPE

Qualifications

Ceramics

Apprentice — Will Gadsden, Robby
Moore

Swimming
Intermediate Swimmer — Hunter Jay

MONDAY, JUNE 27

The day dawns a bit cooler and
cloudier than we have seen in the last few

weeks, but as the O.D. contemplates

praying for the sun to come out, it does

not come out. We have a quick flag this

morning (as the flagpole is still broken)

and then off to breakfast and duties.

Breakfast is highlighted by the an-

nouncement of bank duty; to everyone's
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surprise the honor is given to two
newcomers to the staff — Abby and

Moira. They were not pleased, but we all

were!

Another highlight of this otherwise

ordinary day was the cherrypicker which

came to fix the flag, a task which the

power company managed very quickly. A
productive activity period is followed by a

general swim which runs right into a

grilled cheese lunch, after which we find

that AUagash has won the previous

night's Scrambled Eggs contest. Rest

period follows and then another wor-

thwhile activity period with lots of

qualifications and achievements. Swim
precedes the usual delicious meat loaf

dinner.

Amid questions of "What's for

evening activity?", we find the evening

will be spent playing a World Cup soccer

tournament. The games are heated and
the rivalries are intense. But the World
Cup championship is finally won by
Zimbabwe in a sudden-death shootout

with the USA team. The competition is

finally over by 8:15, when we have a

quick flag before the hill is swallowed in

darkness.

DAN BLISS

Qualifications

Riflery

ProMarksman — Chris Craig

Archery
White Arrow — Jonathan Beal

Black Arrow — Jay Pastore, Ricky

Rowland
Blue Arrow — Gregg Cosimi

Swimming
Swimmer — Hunter Jay

TUESDAY, JUNE 28

Woke up / Got outta bed / Dragged a

comb across my head / Found my way
downstairs and drank a cup / Looking
up, I noticed I was late Grabbed my
coat and my hat / Made the bus in

seconds flat. Found my way upstairs and
had a smoke / Somebody spoke, and I

went into a dream.

The Beatles

Spirits were high, but the clouds were

low. Sorry, guys, no beach day today. A
delicious breakfast, followed closely by

duties. Lots of action in front of the video

screen, with entertainment from Star

Wars and Close Encounters of the Third

Kind. Others found enjoyment down on

the tennis courts, riflery range, a ceramics

studio, to name a few.

Lunch and then a rest period where the

musicians practiced for what promised to

be the greatest Air Band concert on

Earth.

South Glenayr is back from the wilds

of Westcott Point — good to have you

back, guys.

The sun finally broke out of the clouds

and afternoon activities of adventure,

fishing, photography, and woodworking
kept us all busy until General Swim.

Swim ran smoothly, of course, and more
band practice followed.

Now the moment you've all been

waiting for . . . Air Guitar '83 is back at

Kieve! The fans ripped the door off its

hinges, eager to watch their favorite band
perform. All of the bands deserve a great

Kieve cheer, but "The Crash" was the

best. Honorable Mention went to "The
Little White Units," and who will forget

those "Cheeseburgers in Paradise"?

Thanks, J.S.H. IV for your help.

Chris Walgreen and Jonathan Beal put

the flag to bed. Nighty night.

ALAN (ALVIN) IRETON

QuaHfications

Archery

White Arrow — Greg Cosimi, Matt Arno

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29

I now believe there is a sun god, for the

end of West Neck Road was blessed

again, for the ninth consecutive day, with

beautiful sunshine . . . and so our day

began.

With North Harris, South Harris,

Senior Campers, and Old Bunker Hill all

in the Maine wilderness, Kieve was very

peaceful. Flag ceremonies were held and
after them, all campers sat down to a

hearty breakfast. During morning ac-

tivities Jamey Hebb and the rest of North
Glenayr were busily getting the gear ready
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for their journey to Westcott Point, The
other campers enjoyed the archery range,

photography, and adventure.

With such beautiful sunshine, swim
time and free time saw every camper
making full use of the waterfront. After

lunch both the Allagash campers — led

by Dan "Buns" Bliss and Rob Trippe —
and the North Bunker Hill boys, led by

Doug Fraher, practiced for their trips by
portaging across the camp.
The highlight of the afternoon oc-

curred at the archery range. With but one

arrow left in his bag, Chris Walgreen

took steady aim. He needed a near-

perfect shot to qualify for his White
Arrow. With perspiration streaming

down his face, he let the arrow fly

and hit the exact spot he had to, earning

his qualification.

After a delicious roast beef dinner,

campers all gathered round the archery

field for relay races. The prizes for the

winners were Hersheys, so both the male

counselors and the "Chicks" waded in.

Each team battled fiercely through events

ranging from piggy-back to find-your-

shoes-in-the-pile to pyramids. Great fun

for everyone. Unfortunately for the

campers. Curt Lauber sparked the

council to victory.

One could not have asked for a better

day . . . boy, Kieve is fun.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON
Qualifications

Tennis

White Racket — Peter Sommerfield

Adventure

Swimming
Beginner — Evan Hunt, Cord Johnston

Archery

White Arrow — Jay Hammond, Chris

Walgreen, Zac Kinney

Riflery

ProMarksman — Jay Pastore

THURSDAY, JUNE 30

Our fantastic streak of bodacious

Maine weather continues as the sun rises

on the last day of June. Rumors about

Beach Day fly, but there are not enough

vehicles in camp. Sorry, guys; maybe
tomorrow. Dan Bliss, Rob Trippe, and
the Allagash crew are out of camp by 6

a.m.

Because we have pancakes for break-

fast, a lot of boys become confused and
think that this is Sunday (well, maybe for

an instant). The ever-conservative

Marshall Murphy decides not to flip

pancakes as his arm is tired from last

Sunday. This decision helps Marshall

land Bank Duty. Geoff Fudge is chosen,

too, because of his intimate knowledge of

ceramics.

After morning duties the three cabins

in camp go to activities. South
Glenayrians divide their time between
photography and ceramics. Joss Gruss

receives his Journeyman qualification

while Cabell Curran and Nicky Burling

receive their Apprentice qualifications.

South Bunker Hillites are kept busy with

boxsports, supervised by Walker Jones,

and adventure, run by Charlie Richar-

dson. The gang from South Bunker sets a

new record for the Nitro Crossing — 2

minutes and 7 seconds! Way to go. South
Bunker! North Bunker Hill campers work
on their art and riflery skills. Under
Marshall's instruction, Chris Dickinson
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receives his ProMarksman and shoots a

pinwheel.

After rest period, we have an aquatic

afternoon. Since Jamey Hebb and the

outlaws from North Glenayr have

returned from a very successful overnight

at Westcott Point, we have four cabins

for the events. Water polo, swimming
races, two-man rowing races, a canoe

slalom race, and a four-cabin relay race

occupy the afternoon. Unfortunately, we
did not have time for a pain-diving

contest, but we'll get to that soon enough.

Tim Shenton, Matt Schwab, Nick

Ludington, and the OBH crew return

from Mt. Katahdin in the early af-

ternoon. All say that it was a great trip —
but just a little too buggy. OBH spends

the afternoon in unloading and cleaning

up.

After an interesting dinner of assorted

pizza (remember what the J. Geils bunch

says about anchovies), we have Open Hill

— in other words, we have the activities

that were preempted in the afternoon.

The campers choose between wood-
working, tennis, sailing, archery,

ceramics, ultimate Frisbee, and printing.

Flag is around 8:45, and after Erik

Cullen and Richard Franken haul Old

Glory down, we all give thanks for

another safe, fun, and productive day at

Kieve.

DOUG FRAHER

Qualifications

Ceramics

Apprentice — Cabell Curran, Nicky

BurUng
Journeyman — Josh Gruss

Riflery

ProMarksman — Gregg Cosimi, Chris

Dickinson

Archery

White Arrow & Black Arrow — Gene
Tunney

FRIDAY, JULY 1

The day dawned bright and the cheer of

BEACH DAY! ! filled the air as breakfast

came to a close. Kids and lunch were

packed quickly and at the end of duties

five cabins and their council boarded

vans, trucks, and private cars for the trip

to Pemaquid. As the Kieve flotilla pushed

down West Neck road, Marshall suddenly

had this awful feeling that the lunch has

been left behind. There is a quick con-

ference with Jamey, who then confers

with Jason and the lunch was found in the

back of the green truck.

We wind our way through the summer
traffic looking for attractive young
women but end up with a headache as the

group starts to get separated in

Damariscotta's version of the Southeast

Expressway. We finally arrive at

Pemaquid Beach with a stiff southwest

breeze and a beautiful view of John's

Bay. After towels get plunked in the sand,

games of football, lacrosse and frisbee get

underway while Ricky Rowland and

Robby Moore literally try to dig a hole to

China. All this exercise whets many an

appetite and it is not long before the cries

of "When do we eat?" fill the salty air.

After lunch, the gray scud of low hanging

clouds starts to move in but that does not

deter many boys from taking a chilly

swim in the Atlantic. By now everyone is

looking sleepy and tanned and the

decision to head back towards Kieve is

made. After we return, a short tub is in

order to get the sand and grime off the

bod. We decide that after tub, a short

activity period will occur before dinner.

After dinner, a two part evening ac-

tivity was underway. Town ball saw some
fantastic fielding, clutch plays at the

plate, and kids really stroking the big
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stick. At 8:00 p.m. two friends of camps
very generously provided fireworks and
their match lighting knowledge for a

fantastic fireworks display. Who cares if

it wasn't the 4th; the fireworks were
great!! Flag takes place down at the

waterfront and the mosquitoes are fierce.

Finally, we get a cool breeze that soothes

those burns.

MARSHALL MURPHY

SATURDAY, JULY 2

The day dawned hot, hazy, and humid,
with no indication of any forthcoming
change. That's okay, though; Baltimore

boys are used to this kind of weather.

Richard Franken and Jeremy Wilmerding
hoisted Old Glory, and it was showtime.

Breakfast was cereal, toast, and bacon,

and we were joined by Shep Brown and
Jenny Pulver. After a short period of

duties, including Bank by Jones and
Totten, it was time for morning activities.

The oppressive humidity continued to

take its toll, and the bell for General

Swim was music to everyone's ears.

Peanut butter and jelly were the day's

fare for lunch, and sticky mouths went

well with sticky everything else. Rest

period was relaxing, as campers tried not

to move so as to cut down on the per-

spiration. With six cabins in camp, the

O.D. had to juggle to fit everyone's

activity requests.

Indian Circle was quick, but then

everyone got moving rather slowly - again

the blame falls on Mother Nature. The
skies grew darker and began to sprinkle

on us midway through the afternoon, and
the outdoor activities quickly found

indoor alternatives. Oh, perfect. Chris

Nelson still managed to notch his way to

White, Black, and Blue Arrows in ar-

chery, while Glenn Pew hit a pinwheel

bullseye in riflery. All things considered,

the afternoon was very productive.

General Swim was mandatory (ugh(!),

and wet. Sorry, fellas, but so is the water,

A yummy sloppy joe dinner filled

everybody's tummies. And for evening

activity it was the summer's first film!

The Kieve cinema opened with Rocky III,

and the boys cheered as the Italian

Stallion duked it out with Mr. T. Inside

flag and a well-sung version of the Kieve

song sent the boys off to bed, leaving the

loons to do the rest.

JAMEY HEBB

Qualifications

Tennis

White Racket, Black Racket-Drew

Conrad
Blue Racket-Will Gadsden

Riflery

ProMarksman-Gene Tunney, Dan
Sherman, Philip Guthrie

Marksman-Kent Weston
Swimming

Beginner-Erik Cullen, David Pollet,

Caleb Wertenbaker
Swimmer-Reid Slayton, Will Loxton,

Scotty Dean, Nicky Burling, G Gooder,

Jeremy Wilmerding

Woodworking
Termite-Mark Wike

Archery

White Arrow-Glenn Pew, Ray Shetzline,

Chris Nelson, Nicky Burling, Gary
Barnes

Black Arrow-Chris Nelson, Ray Shetzline

Blue Arrow-Kent Weston, Chris Nelson,

Adam Wheeler

SUNDAY, JULY 3

It seems impossible that the middle of

the first session is already here! Certainly

the weather Gods are on our side.

The South Harris stalwarts came
chugging home in time for a great chicken

barbeque lunch after a wonderful trip to

the White Mountains.

South Bunker Hill was the best of an

excellent group of cabins for inspection.

Congratulations to all for doing such a

wonderful job getting everything looking

spic-and-span.

Kris Fudge spoke particularly ef-

fectively in chapel on the role of females

in our community. The choir performed

admirably under the leadership of Will

Gadsden and Nicholas Burgin. Jonathan

Beal and Ricky Rowland each read his

New Testament lesson well.

Looking from my loft window each
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morning across the pond and the trees, I

am always struck by the beauty of this

camp. Today, waking up with the

responsibilities of co-O.D., was no ex-

ception. The day was an ideal op-

portunity for fun, experiences, and

challenges.

Everyone was in top form this morning
- pancakes flew through the air with the

greatest of ease, inspection was near

perfection, and the choirboys sang with

sweet harmony. The sticky, hot sun

didn't slow down the afternoon activities'

pace either. Cord Johnston and Steve

Voorhees, among others, took the

ultimate step off the zip-line platform,

conquering their own fears with the trust

in and guidance of the two adventure

counselors, Brett Oakes and Charlie

Richardson. The acts seem to symbolize

the value of the Kieve experience.

The counselors whomped up a truly

tasteful dinner, complete with a water-

melon toast finale to refresh the palate.

Chapel seemed to inspire many in their

afternoon activities; judging from the

abundance of new qualifications that

came rolling in at announcements
tonight. This counselor chick certainly

appreciated and will always remember
Kris' eloquent and honest words.

Evening activity was an interesting

affair - "Capture the Flag" with three

different teams and a band of guerrillas.

Smoke bombs and water balloons got

loose at some point, adding more to the

general havoc of the game, but they wer

quickly dissolved by efficient directors

and counselors. Flag ended, thankfully,

on a more peaceful note. With prayers

said and chimes heard, another beautiful

day is put to rest.

R.C.K., ABBY STRANAHAN, AND
MATT SCHWAB

Qualifications

Fishing

Minnow-Tucker Lamberton, Chris
Roosevelt

Perch-Kevin Duffy

Tennis

White Racket-Hardy Royal, Mike
Guthrie

Black Racket-Peter Sommerfield

Blue Racket-Chris Nelson, Clay Mitchell

A rchery

White Arrow-Drew Conrad, G Gooder
Black Arrow-Nicky Burling, Gary
Barnes, John Bos, G Gooder
Blue Arrow-Webster Mudge, Gary
Barnes

MONDAY, JULY 4

Two score and seventeen years ago

Dick's father brought forth upon this

point of land a new camp, where young

boys could learn of the high qualities of

courage, perseverance, and loyalty.

Today, in this world of video games and

Walkmans, Kieve still stands undivided

against itself and uncompromised in its

high standards and values, not to mention

its fun.

This day begins sunny and bright,

promising to be productive and fun.

After flag and a national birthday prayer,

it's down to another delicious breakfast.

During duties (which were lots of fun)

Marshall and South Buggery depart to

face the challenge of Mt. Katahdin.

Morning activities are successful,

productive, and fun with several campers

receiving qualifications. The day is hot,

so General Swim is refreshing. Lunch, as

usual, is great. Then we move into af-

ternoon activities, which produce several

qualifications in woodworking especially.

After dinner we proceed with the

evening activity - Scavenger Hunt. Art

Hodges enjoys it especially well, as his
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facial fuzz is an object to be procured.

Flag, prayer, bed. . .a great day.

TOM STEWART
Qualifications

Woodworking
Termite - Will Loxton, Jonathan Beal

Woodpecker - Aubrey Peterson

Woodworker - Aubrey Peterson, Chris

Schroeder

Archery
White Arrow - Cord Johnston, Cabell

Curran

TUESDAY, JULYS
July 5th dawned like any other day.

The sun rose in the East, the tides came or

went on schedule, and Dick Kennedy put

in his false teeth. My first day ever as

O.D. was running reasonably smoothly as

I sauntered, clipboard in hand, to

morning Indian Circle. On the Art Center

porch, I assigned a limited array of ac-

tivities - riflery, tennis, archery, ceramics,

woodworking, adventure, boxsports, and
art - to an even more limited number of

campers. North Bunker Hill, South
Bunker Hill, and Allagash were all away
on their trips; South Glenayr , led by
Charlie Richardson, had taken off in the

morning, and camp was quieter and
emptier for their absences.

At noon the sun reached its zenith and
began to descend in the West, and things

began to go awry. I inexplicably rang the

bell signifying a period change at 3:15 -

fifteen minutes early - confusing coun-

selor and camper alike and sending boys

helter-skelter all over camp to false

destinations. Meanwhile, out on a windy
lake, two Kieve sailboats capsized beyond
Swim Island. The summer water was so

shallow that their masts became almost

inextricably stuck in the mud bottom and
required the expertise of Marc Janes to

right them.

As supper approached, I realized that I

had not yet considered what to do for an
evening activity. Grey-dark clouds,

harbingers of a downpour, rolled by but

seemed to clear as we ate dessert, leaving

enough ambiguity for me to postpone my

decision until the last moment. Should I

risk "Capture the Camper" outdoors, or

should I cop out and have a flick on the

Betamax? At Indian Circle the sky looked

ominous enough to justify a movie.

Superman II was the choice, in the middle
of which the heavens opened their sluices.

Shenty and Stewie took down the flag in

the wetness; we said The Lord's Prayer

and sang the Kieve song in the Bishop

Room. I went to bed pooped.

ART HODGES
Qualifications

Woodworking
Termite - Andy Nash
Woodpecker - Stephan Fowlkes

Printing

Journeyman - John Schuster, Wing
Taylor

WEDNESDAY, JULY 6

Tim Shenton was supposed to be the

O.D., but when he saw the weather he

decided to sleep in. Anyway, I was called

by Tim and he asked me to take his place.

Being an easygoing guy, I said yes. My
name is Don Erickson, of Wethersfield,

Connecticut, and I'm Tim Shenton's

roommate at Bates.

I am told that Kirsten Lauber rang the

bell which started this wet day. After

duties many of the campers went to

activities, some of which were outside in

the rain. In the afternoon Tim called me
he had a great lunch and so did the

campers. He also said the rain appeared

to be clearing. As I understand it, since

the weather was so 'nice', Tim decided
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Tim decided to have an outdoor evening

activity - the Lincoln County Cup. Here

four teams competed for the coveted Tom
Stewart/Lincoln County Cup. As I

understand it, the winners were the

Damariscotta Donkeys, who now display

the Cup proudly in their cabin.

Well, I've had a really fun day, but it

was a pain trying to run the camp from

Wethers field, CT. Thanks for bearing

with me; some day I hope to see this

Camp Kieve where my buddy Tim works.

Bye.

UNCLE SHENTY

Qualifications

Riflery

Marksman - Chris Schroeder

Archery

White Arrow - Morgan Wurst

Black Arrow - Chris Roosevelt, Jamie

Russell, Scott Morgan
Blue Arrow - Scott Morgan

Ceramics

Journeyman - Charlie Loxton, John Bos,

Clay Mitchell

Printing

Compositor - Hardy Royal

THURSDAY, JULY 7

Hey, Shenty. . .Never mind.

Good morning, everyone! And what a

beautiful one at that. Let's see. . . 1, 2, 3

cabins in camp and 7 counselors to work
with. Maybe "beautiful" wasn't the best

way to describe this morning. Where is

everyone?

!

But the show must go on.

After breakfast everyone enjoyed

themselves at duties, especially Old
Bunker Hill tackhng the dreaded brush

detail. Activities were few in number but

spirits were high, as Scott Morgan
received his ProMarksman in riflery and
Glenn Pew earned his Skipper in sailing.

A beautifully prepared lunch, thanks to

the chicks, and then a quiet rest period (of

course). After Indian Circle a wider

variety of activities were offered for the

afternoon. Geno Tunney received his

Printer's Devil and Jim Dean his

Compositor in printing. Down on the

range Jamie Russell earned his

Marksman.
General Swim ran at its usual smooth

pace, and then there was free time for

exchanging care packages and reading

Sargeant Rock comic books.

An unusually quiet dinner, and then it

was off to the races in Innisfree. The
stakes were high and the horses all ran

well. Special mention must be made to

thoroughbreds Marshall's Choice, The
Stooge, and Captain Kieve.

ALAN IRETON

FRIDAY, JULY 8

July 8 is another beautifully clear,

pleasant day. The flag rises into air that is

calm and dry. Pasquaney is unusually

quiet and relaxed this morning as there

are only four cabins in camp. For duties

everyone returns to their cabins for

cleanup and inspection. South Glenayr

isn't satisfied with their cabin, but along

with South Harris, they're the cleanest.

Indian Circle leads us into morning
activities; it's amazing how smoothly

everything is proceeding. Everyone is

calm but excited as they rush to photo,

art, riflery, boxsports, tennis, and
woodworking, then down to general

swim. Half way through swim Jamey
Hebb and the wild men of North Glenayr

return from Fort Island, scummy as can

be.

Lunch is tuna-salad sammies, and for a

quick change of pace, cottage cheese.
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Rest period follows (the sun is now past

its zenith and falling, a golden orb, in the

west). Activities also go as expected - all

in all, a successful, albeit generic, af-

ternoon. Exceptional, though, is the

return of Marshall, David, Richard and
South Bunker Hill after a terrific trip up
Mt. Katahdin. Way to go, guys!

Dinner is also an exceptional event:

baked ham slices covered with pineapple

sauce, scalloped potatoes, cooked
carrots, Dolores' cinnamon rolls, and
cake for dessert because it's Richard

Franken's birthday. Congratulations

both to Richard and the kitchen.

Announcements inform everyone that

Paul Paradis is coming to camp on
Sunday, and they answer the big question

- the evening activity is jock night. Teams
representing Princeton, the Main Line,

Lake Forest, Baltimore, the North Shore,

and the foreign buddies clash in

volleyball, soccer, and kickball. Most
contests end happily in Kieve ties, then

everyone makes their way to a skeeter-

infested flag. The hill quiets down
quickly. Great Maine weather; a great

day!

ELIOT HEHER
Qualifications

Riflery

ProMarksman - Caleb Wertenbaker,

Chris Roosevelt, Jim Dean, John Tunney
Tennis

Black Racket - Hardy Royal, Mike
Guthrie

Swimming
Intermediate - Kent Weston, Geno
Tunney, Gary Barnes, Adam Wheeler,

Chris Turman, Chris Schroeder

Ceramics

Apprentice - Gary Barnes, Kent Weston,
Mike Guthrie

SATURDAY, JULY 9

The smoothness with which a day at

Camp Kieve proceeds is determined by
two factors: the weather and the

Counselor-camper ratio. On Saturday,

July 9, 1983, the sun managed to beat

back the early morning clouds and

emerge to produce a beautiful day, but I

nonetheless found myself beset with

problems right out of an O.D.'s night-

mare.

Eliot Heher and his senior campers had
embarked on the Snowgoose on a three-

day trip to Loud's Island with a group of

Nobleboro teenagers. The voyage
required the chauffering service of three

counselors - Jamey Hebb, Marshall

Murphy, and Abby Stranahan - who were

simultaneously needed back at camp to

run activities. The result was a very thinly

spread camp staff and a chaotic af-

ternoon Indian Circle during which in-

dividual camper's fates were altered by
the fancies of Curt Lauber, who dissolved

and recreated activities at the last moment
like some whimsical Greek deity.

Somehow everyone emerged unscathed.

July 9 also saw the happy yet pungent

return of Doug Fraher and the men
(previously boys) of North Bunker Hill

from their trip down the Moose River. All

of them, including the counselors, looked

and smelled like Manchester street Arabs

from eighteenth century industrial

England. We were overjoyed to have

them safely back.

That night nature offered up to us a

wonderfully cool evening in which to play

Capture the Camper. The flag came down
amidst a swarm of mosquitoes so loud it

nearly drowned out evening prayer.

Pursued by the little vampires, the boys

ran (they never walk) down the hill where

sleep awaited them.

ART HODGES
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Qualifications

Riflery

Marksman - Philip Guthrie

Tennis

White Racket - Cabell Curran

Ceramics

Journeyman - Jim Dean, Toby Georgi

Archery

Blue Arrow - Tim Spiel, Jamie Russel

Black Arrow - Mike Guthrie

Fishing

Minnow - Stephan Fowlkes

Printing

Printer's Devil - Scott Morgan

SUNDAY, JULY 10

Another beautiful Sunday, sunny and
crip. Wing Taylor amazed us all with his

pancake-eating prowess--a total of 13!

All six cabins did a fine job of

preparing for inspection; since North
Bunker Hill needed more work than any

of the others, they won first prize.

The chapel service was a memorable
one. Mike Cunningham spoke effectively

about what it means to be a newcomer at

Kieve. He made the point that we learn to

look for the good qualities in others when
we take the risk of going away from the

familiar surroundings of home. Evan
Hunt and Will Gadsden read their Bible

lessons well. The choir was in particularly

fine voice today, so Nancy baked four

cakes. Richard Coolidge received one for

musical virtuosity. North Harris was

rewarded for participation, and Jeremy
Wilmerding and G Gooder had the

sweetest and loudest voices, respectively.

A number of visitors shared our delicious

chicken barbecue luncheon: Ben
Hammond's family, Cabell Curran's

mother, Chris Dickinson's family, Matt
Arno's aunt, and Deirdre Scudder.

After the usual mouthwatering chicken

dehght, a wide array of afternoon ac-

tivities were offerred, among them a

totally awesome field trip to Pemaquid
Point, sponsored by Yves St. Laurent

formal wear. We were graced by the

presence of several exciting guests and the

return of Paul Paradis, home to Kieve

from England after his Henley Cup

victory in Harvard's eights crew. All were

very glad to have Paul back at Kieve.

Despite ominous skies and a cool

breeze, good humor and teamwork
prevailed during the afternoon, although

the tire wall broke down at the ropes

course.

Evening activity was "Town Ball' and
was highlighted by a violent mid-game
brawl after the 2's declared their man was
safe and the I's disagreed.

R.C.K.& BRETT OAKES

MONDAY, JULY 11

Dear Lord. . .Let us give thanks this

morning for the eerie call of the mourning

dove, the shimmers of the sun reflecting

off Damariscotta Lake, and the happy

hearts and minds of all those connected

with the Kieve experience. Let us pray

that each and every person may somehow
be fortunate enought to experience the

love and dedication that surrounds this

camp.

We are into the home stretch! Monday
is clear, warm, and bright. All of cabin

row is back at camp now, with the men
(?) from Old Bunker Hill returning
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tomorrow. Duties went by quickly, with

North Harris really learning the art of

brush duty. There was a big welcome for

Paul Paradis, again.

Morning activities are attacked with the

usual fervor and the excitement spills over

into general swim—until the campers

realize that one cannot walk on water to

the floats but has to swim instead. Peanut

butter and jelly blew away egg salad at

lunch. Eliot, Alvin, and the senior

campers return with their Nobleboro
friends from a fantastic three-day trip to

Loud's. Riflery, archery, and nature lead

in popularity on the afternoon agenda.

Then late afternoon ushers in the first

play practice of the session. This year's

theme is the chicks' coming to camp as

"Tootsie". Gus Koven did an admirable

job as Tootsie and Stephan Fowlkes
cranked into his solo.

The evening activiity was the session's

first disco carnival! Wet sponges and
tennis balls flew through the air to the

strains of "The Romantics" and "Men at

Work." Face painting became more and
more bizarre as the night progressed. Flag

lowering, prayers, songs, and cheers

ended a superb day.

MARSHALL MURPHY
Qualifications

Tennis

Black Racket - Robby Moore, Chris

Rodgers

Archery

White Arrow - Stephan Fowlkes
Black Arrow - Tim Spiel

Blue Arrow - Nicky Burling

Woodworking
Termite - Matt Arno

Riflery

ProMarksman - Robby Moore, Steve

Fulmer

Sailing

Crew - Wing Taylor

Skipper - G Gooder
Ceramics

Journeyman - Jim Dean, John Achen-
bach

Kieve Potter - Oliver Ray

TUESDAY, JULY 12

Yet again Camp Kieve was blessed with

sunshine. The beautiful weather had
every camper excited and ready to go by
morning flag. Peter Sommerfield and a

foreigner by the name of Morgan Wurst
hoisted the flag and away we went.

Hungry campers kept Paula and Jerry

Stedt busy behind the grill at breakfast,

after which our boys from Harvard, Paul

Paradis, Eliot Heher, and Art Hodges,

were busy finding the truth at the bank.

The morning was busily spent by campers

trying to finish up qualifications. Good
work. Uncle Steve; I knew you could

make the Burma Bridge. Everyone was

having fun. . .except me. A bad earache

sidelined me for much of the morning;

however. Curt Lauber filled my shoes

very well.

After bologna and cheese and Indian

Circle, campers dispersed for afternoon

activities. Everything was quiet until the

AUagash and Old Bunker Hill crew

arrived from the Allagash and St. Croix

River, respectively. Welcome home
Shenty, Buns, and boys. A full camp at

last.

After general swim, campers were busy

practicing for the session-ending play.

Almost everyone, that is. Due to a lull in

the wind, the Kieve motorboat was busy

towing a group of disgruntled sailors.

Two tanks of gas later, all were safely

back on shore.

Dinner was a free-for-all as all campers

were extremely energized. After dinner

and announcements (Tom, who got a

ProMarksman?), Sam Kilborn, a panto-

clown, put on one of the finest

exhibitions ever presented at Kieve, much
to the enthrallment of all. After Philip

Guthrie and Max Federbush took down
the flag, we all thanked the Lord for a

wonderful day, and within thirty minutes

all boys were in bed.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

Qualifications

Printing

Printer's Devil - Chris Roosevelt, Chris

Hancock
Compositor - Jamie Russell, Sam Patten

Master Printer - Tim Spiel



Fishing

Minnow - Erik Cullen

Archery

Blue Arrow - Jonathan Beal

Riflery

ProMarksman - David Osgood, Ricky

Rowland
Ceramics

Apprentice - Tim Spiel

Craftsman - Eric Peterson

Adventure

White Peton - Steve Voorhees

Tennis

White Racket - Scott Morgan, Tucker
Lamberton, Andy Nash
Black Racket - Richard Rossmassler

WEDNESDAY, JULY 13

Today begins earlier than usual for

most of us. A terrific 5 A.M. electrical

storm rattles windows and wakes
dreamers on both sides of the hill. Most
can fall back to sleep until the bells at

7:30. The skies are cloudy as the flag

ascends, but over the ham and blueberry

muffin breakfast, the O.D. looks forward

to sun. Today we have a full camp for the

first time since June 24, so the combined
strength of 100-plus campers ac-

complishes a lot during duties. The paths

are policed, brush is cleared (North

Bunker hill!!), and the trash is emptied,

all in preparation for Watersports

weekend, fast approaching. The Bates

boys perform ably at the Bank.

The storm did more than just scare

sleepers. A lightning bolt struck a tree by
the Janes' cottage, destroying the tree and
200 yards of intercom line that ran from
their house to the waterfront. The copper

inside the line is gone, vaporized, and
Curt's radios, both at his house and in the

office, have been mattressized.

Morning activities run smoothly under
the now sunny skies. At General Swim
we're back to the double swim system to

control the number of people in the

water, so free period comes first for the

older cabins.

Lunch-tunafish sandwiches-precedes

a special, extended rest period: each cabin

must practice its scene in the play.

Practice sessions go very well, but being

inside psyches everyone for this af-

ternoon's special activity. One word says

it-AquAttack. The I's and 2's take sides

as black and orange under the direction

of General Stewart and General Shenton.

The action is fast and furious in Kieve's

own version of Guadalcanal. A record

number of people reach the scoring circle

and receive bandanas as each General

believes that the best defense is a good
offense. What an afternoon!

General Swim is omitted; we go right to

dinner. Play practice is the evening ac-

tivity. The rehearsal is mediocre, though

Steve Voorhees and the "All My
Children" skit perform quite well. Flag is

lowered at 8:30, then the biggest secret of

all is revealed: tonight Dick and Nancy
have allowed the farmhouse basement to

be opened, and all campers have the

chance to see why Kieve has a graveyard!

Night, kiddies; what you can't see

probably can't hurt you. . .

ELIOT HEHER
Qualifications

Riflery

ProMarksman - Mike Guthrie

Woodworking
Termite - Chris Dickinson, Matt Arno,

Erik Peterson

Woodpecker - Stephan Fowlkes

Archery

White Arrow - Andy Nash
Black Arrow - Charlie Loxton

Red Arrow - Webster Mudge
Fishing

Minnow - Gregg Cosimi

THURSDAY, JULY 14

Qualification Thursday! With all

campers and staff present, this was to be

a serious day of having fun. The boys

signed up for morning activities the night

before with hopes of finishing or earning

more qualifications. A fine breakfast of

eggs Benedict, melon halves, croissants,

and freshly-squeezed orange juice

prepared their bodies.

The weather was perfect for

everything. And despite the fullness of

camp, morning activities were quiet. The
boys were at their work and play with
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solemn intent. The result-during lunch

announcements qualifications streamed

in in droves. Dozens.

A relaxing swim and lunch punctuated

the day's efforts. Afternoon activities,

again with the counselors spurring the

boys on, mirrored those of the morning.

And again, after swim and Jerry's meat
loaf, qualification announcements were

astonishing. Overall, 127 qualifications

were earned during the day, probably a

record, according to our Hebb databank.

To add to this, Brian, Jamey, and Charlie

T. managed a tennis tournament in which

51 of the necessary 60 matches were

played.

Nancy, with a sigh, asked for full-camp

play practice during the evening. To her

surprise, I think, the play actually began

to take on some form. Bill Allen

highlighted the evening with the moves he

put on "Tootsie" (Gus Koven), and each

cabin improved its act. Tomorrow night-

dress rehearsal!

Nicky Burling and Chris Walgreen
brought down Old Glory, bringing to a

close a busy, challenging, successful

Kieve day.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM
Qualifications

Adventure
White Piton - Bill Allen, Tim Mason,
Jeremy Wilmerding, Sam Patten, Aubrey
Peterson, Whit Watson, J. P. KHne,

Robert Baril, Chris Hancock, Wicker
Baskett, G Gooder, Chris Nelson, Liam
Culman, Casey Post, Brad VanNess,

Charlie Loxton, Geno Tunney, Kent

Weston, Josh Gruss, Matt Arno, Webster

Mudge
Monkey - Andy Kingman, Ted Stebbins,

Jimmy Gray
Archery

White Arrow - Peter Sommerfield, Chris

Roosevelt

Black Arrow - Tucker Lamberton, Liam
Culman
Blue Arrow - Hardy Royal, Jay Pastore

Art
Monet - G Gooder, Max Federbush,

Oliver Ray, Philip Guthrie, Chris

Walgreen, John Schuster, Scott Morgan,
Jeremy Wilmerding, Will Gadsden,

Glenn Pew, Tim Spiel, Wing Taylor,

Andy Nash, Drew Conrad, Gregg Cosimi
(twice)

Ceramics

Journeyman - Cabell Curran, Chris

Rodgers, Alex Friedman, Tim Spiel,

Philip Guthrie, Nicky Burgin, Will

Gadsden, Chris Turman, Robby Moore,
Brad VanNess, J. P. Kline

Apprentice - Andy Nash, Ricky Rowland,
Zac Kinney, Chris Rodgers, John Lee,

Jay Pastore, Brad VanNess, Gregg
Cosimi, Cord Johnston

Craftsman - Josh Gruss, G Gooder, Max
Federbush, Nicky BurUng, Cabell

Curran, Chris Turman, Nicky Burgin,

Philip Guthrie

Fishing

Pike - Alex Friedman

Photography
Pentax - Ray Shetzline

Printing

Printer's Devil - Richard Rossmassler,

Jeremy Wilmerding, Benjie Clark, G
Gooder, Tucker Lamberton
Journeyman - Mike Wolf, Stephan

Fowlkes, Kent Weston
Master Printer - Charlie Loxton

Riflery

ProMarksman - Josh Gruss, Brad

VanNess, Chris Nelson, Ray Shetzline,

Casey Post, Morgan Wurst, Rusty

Stebbins, Chris Nichols

Marksman - Gregg Cosimi, Steve Fulmer
Marksman 1st Class - Glenn Pew

Sailing

Skipper - Ben Hammond, Wing Taylor

Flag Captain - Chris Nichols, Billy

Stevenson

Swimming
Advanced Beginner - Evan Hunt, Brooks

More, Chris Rodgers, Morgan Wurst,

Charlie Loxton, Clay Mitchell

Swimmer - Whit Watson, John Lee,

Adam Wheeler

Tennis

White Racket - Tucker Lamberton, Scott

Morgan, Ricky Rowland
Black Racket - Matt Arno
Blue Racket - Clay Mitchell

Woodworking
Termite - Jon Tunney, Geno Tunney,

Robert Baril, Michael Chen, Benjie
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Clark, Drew Conrad, Charlie Loxton,

Kent Weston, Jonathan Beal

Woodpecker - G Gooder, Cabell Curran,

Jonathan Beal, Mark Wike, Drew
Conrad, Chris Nichols

Woodworker - Webster Mudge, Chris

Nichols, John Schuster

Carpenter - Webster Mudge, Jimmy Gray

SPECIAL NOTE: Jamey Hebb's bir-

thday has been ignored grievously over

the last few years. It is on January 10.

Please send him a card to make him

happy. Thanks.

FRIDAY, JULY 15

The first rainy day in camp is the last

day of activities. The western skies look

encouraging though and Dick tells us all

will be clear. Mike Wolf is the first to

flag. He beats everyone else by ten

minutes. Drizzle arrives during duties and
some arranging must be done because the

tennis tournament is delayed and ad-

venture and archery cannot be held. By
swim the rain has stopped, and by the end
of it, the sun is out and the courts are

drying.

The afternoon schedule is one long

activity period to finish up qualifications,

then a quick swim and dress rehearsal for

"Bats". As the rehearsal comes to an end
and the first load of burgers are on the

fire at Westcott Point, the wind shifts to

the south and a downpour surprises

everyone. Campers scurry to cabins and
directors confer. Burgers are whipped up
again in Pasquaney, and while campers
wait, Dick tells a little camp history.

The evening activities begin in Innisfree

with Curt reading from a 1931 handbook
and the first Annual, published in 1926.

Then down to Kistler Point for a bonfire

and Dick's comments on the session as a

whole. The Kieve song is sung for the last

time this session on the hill amid can-

dlelight, and cabin parties begin slightly

later.

CURT LAUBER

Qualifications

Sailing

Crew - Chris Craig, Sam Patten

Nature

Audubon - John Schuster, Whitten

Watson, Andy Kingman
Adventure

White Piton - Nicky Burling

Monkey - Brad VanNess
Riflery

ProMarksman - Zac Kinney, Chris

Walgreen, Jonathan Beal

Marksman - Bob Burgess, Dave Glen-

dinning, Mark Wike
Printing

Printer's Devil - Andy Nash, Rob Trippe

Compositor - Will Loxton

Woodworking
Termite - Adam Wheeler, Clay Mitchell,

Tom Nicholson

Woodpecker - John Achenbach, Hardy
Royal

Carpenter - Richard Franken

Tennis

Red Racket - Chris Rodgers, Alex

Friedman, John Lee, Drew Conrad, Clay

Mitchell, Erik Peterson, Bill Allen, Billy

Stevenson

Gold Racket - Robby Moore, Matt Arno,

Drew Conrad, Erik Peterson, Mike
Guthrie

SATURDAY, JULY 16

Dawn light shimmers. Island swimmers
(Steve Voorhees, Nicholas Burgin, Cord
Johnston, Chris Dickinson). Flag bell

tumblers. OBH slumbers. No air brakes

for pancakes. (Psycho Taylor, food

inhaler) Chicks, cuties. Cabins, duties.

Weed whacking. Final packing. Families

driving, now arriving. Folks swimming.
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Boats brimming. Happy faces. Water-

sport races. Uphill walk our weary
troops. Council talks in cabin groups.

Stories remind of adventures behind.

Cocktails and pickins and bar-b-cued

chickens. Stagelight. . .skits; tennis

balls. . .bosoms; singing and laughter

*neath Innisfree rafter. Slideshow,

prayer; Kieve song with care. Chicks visit

the row as cabin parties go. Quiet

descends; first session ends.

MARC JANES

TUESDAY, JULY 19

Before ringing the council awake this

morning I had to take a sock off the clapper

of the bell, placed there by those who
would impede my intentions to arouse them
from sleep. Though less than enthusiastic

about the light of day, the council was
encouraged by Jerry's French toast and
prepared themselves for the beginning of

Second Session. Everyone on the east side

of the hill had to change cabins, and so,

having set the grounds to rights, the moving
process began.

Ben Freeman, the first arrival, came in

the midst of this upheaval, and though for

a while it appeared things would never be

ready, lunchtime found us prepared to

bring trunks to cabins. A strange visit by
the Semi driver punctuated our trunk-

moving operation, but by mid-afternoon all

was ready.

Mike Cunningham was the first to arrive

with a van from Boston's North Shore.

Dick's bus and Nancy's van came together

and we were all eating dinner shortly after

our 6:30 hour. This good timing allowed us

to have a brief swim after dinner. The
whole-camp meeting, featurng the council

glee club's rendition of the Kieve Song, was
followed by cabin meetings and a late

bedtime. We have begun again.

CURT LAUBER

WEDNESDAY, JULY 20

As the rain beat down upon the South
Harris roof at 6:30 a.m., the O. D. wept

quietly in the privacy of his cubicle. The
first full day of camp is important, he

thought, far too important for rain.

Determined to run a good day despite the

weather, he arose to begin the first full day
of Kieve's second session.

The rain slowed enough to allow Peter

Sommerfield and Jonathan Tunney to hoist

the Stars and Stripes, and a full camp
headed down to Pasquaney to wolf down
scrambled eggs, corn flakes, and toast.

Duties were nixed in favor of an opening

day inspection, while Mark Dougherty and
Brett Oakes handled Bank Duty. Sorry,

fellas.

The morning activities were split between

the new boys, who attempted their Island

Swim and took tours of camp, and the old

boys, who chose between riflery, ceramics,

woodworking, printing, and box/land-
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sports. Jonathan Tunney was the hero of

the waterfront; after two unsuccessful

attempts in previous sessions, he swan out

and back from the island. C.J. Pedrick also

stood heads above all in doing a superb job

on his swim. The sun had shone forth by

now, and, with no wind on the lake, sixty-

five of sixty-nine boys completed the Island

Swim. A fantastic morning overall.

Our lunchtime bloat was tunafish, along

with a delicious assortment of cheese

blocks, sliced tomatoes, cottage cheese, and

potato chips. Our first rest period was quiet

and relaxing, though the store line stretched

almost to Innisfree. Under threatening

skies, the boys scurried off to assigned

afternoon activities.

Fortunately the weather held, and a very

active afternoon led to the session's first

General Swim. A short period of free time

preceded a yummy spaghetti and salad

dinner, and a cake for Kalle Montalvo's

birthday. Then it was time for Capture the

Flag, a clash between Harvard and Bates,

two of the more questionable colleges

around. After the battleground had
cleared, and the smoke had risen, the

Harvard crimson proved that brains were

superior to beauty in their narrow victory.

As the sun came down behind Old
Bunker Hill Church, Old Glory dropped
over Kieve. The end of our first full day of

second session, one marked by new
friendships, discoveries, and achievements,

arrived. The loons' cries across the lake

sent the boys and council, including an

exhausted O.D., off to the comfort of their

racks, feelin' groovy.

JAMEY HEBB

THURSDAY, JULY 21

Thursday, July 21, the first normal day

of the second session, begins as we hope all

of the days of the next three and one-half

weeks — sunny and warm. Two welcome

leftovers from first session, Jonathan

Tunney and Peter Sommerfield, raise the

flag into the cloudless sky, then everyone

walks (fast) down to breakfast. French

toast gives us all the strength to tackle

duties. With everyone in camp we get a lot

done — brush duty, rock duty, and wood
duty are the most dreaded jobs. The
University of Maine at Orono boys, Rob
Trippe and Marshall Murphy, do the bank

but it's clear that the O.D.'s arm has been

twisted by some vengeful females, and
Trippy is a victime of circumstance. John
and Nancy Pedrick say goodbye, un-

fortunately, and we all have to remember
again what it's like without them.

Morning activities run quite smoothly;

everyone seems to know where to be and

when. North Bunker Hill spends the

morning learning campcraft in preparation

for their St. Croix River trip, while the

Senior Campers pack all the food and

equipment for their Katahdin trip; both

groups leave tomorrow!

Double general swims lead into lunch

then rest period, which begins with the staff

photo. Rest period lasts longer than usual

today because the activity sign-up takes a

long time — it's a new system for even the

old boys. When Indian Circle finally

happens, though, the kids charge off to

their activities psyched to shoot, print, or

swim.
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By the afternoon general swim, thick,

dark clouds have filled the sky. In addition,

several observers witness birds flitting from
tree to tree, ahghting frequently in low

hanging branches — a sure sign of rain.

Rain it does, a steady drizzle starting just as

dinner begins. Plans for the "Scrambled
Eggs" evening activity are scrapped in

favor of a dryer alternative. Star Trek II:

The Wrath of Khan. Captain Kirk, Spock,

Bones, and Scotty engage Mr. Roarke (sans

Tattoo) in battle for two entertaining

hours. Flag is inside and all return to dark

cabins quickly through the rain. A very

successful day!

ELIOT HEHER
QuaHfications

Tennis

White Racket - Kalle Montalvo
Archery

White Arrow - Hill Ferguson, Zach
Gardner, Sam Truslow

Black Arrow - Sam Truslow

Blue Arrow - Web Pedrick

FRIDAY, JULY 22

Oh no, it's raining!! The weather's

terrible . . . why me?
The day begins. Rise and shine is pushed

back until 8:00 due to this inclement

weather. The time was well-spent by Curt

and me, however, as we tried to put

together something to excite the campers

for the morning. After a half hour our plan

was completed. And just in time for a

sausage breakfast. After morning duties

were assigned and Jason and Uncle Shenty

cleaned all the bathrooms, the campers

dispersed for morning activities. The older

cabins kept busy with printing, ceramics,

art, and nature, while the younger campers

were involved in numerous relay games in

Innisfree. Thanks to great counselor

cooperation, the morning was a great

success. Afterwards, instead of swimming,
we all gathered in the Bishop Room for a

fascinating story about Baby X. Then the

campers had their first indoor lunch.

The afternoon went as usual with each

camper selecting two activities of his

choice. The general swim was quite a treat

for all as the campers swam around the

rafts in gale winds and rough seas. Doug

Fraher again had trouble in a skiff. When
will he learn to be a passenger?

After a great pork chop dinner, everyone

in camp cooperated for a fun-filled eveing

of "Scrambled Eggs." All competed in

games ranging from Frisbee golf to mojo
relay to a compass walk. Thanks so much
for the idea, Eliot. Finally we all gathered

around the flag pole and proudly bellowed

out the Kieve song. By 9:30 all campers

were retired, to await another enjoyable

day at Kieve.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

SATURDAY, JULY 23

My name is Lenny the Loon and I live on

Lake Damariscotta. This morning I was

awakened by some guy with a mustache

who was trying to count me and my
buddies. Since loons are very smart, we
decided to fly around and make him get his

count wrong, which we did. Anyway, since

I was awake I thought I'd follow this guy to

his home. He lived in some place called

Camp Kieve. Here there were a whole

bunch of campers surrounding this person

called the O.D., named Tim Shenton, or

Uncle Shenty. So this flag was raised and

then they had breakfast. Personally, I like

fish better. After duties and a fine morning

activity period there was a pain-diving

contest with Peter Stanley cleaning up. I

had a great vantage point from the lake.

Next came lunch, followed by rest period,

so I slept in my nest. When I woke up, all

the campers were outside playing and

looking at me, saying, "Look at that

loon!" Eventually the kids went swimming

and then ate dinner.
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After dinner I saw the campers play a

game called "Capture the Counselor." The
whole council hid in the woods and waited

for the campers to find them. Some
counselors found really good hiding places

and the kids had trouble finding them.

Anyway, I got tired and decided to hit the

nest. On my way back I saw the same guy
doing the loon count, so I flew around and
messed him up some more. Night now.

UNCLE SHENTY

Quahfications

Archery

Black Arrow - John Ledyard, Chris Tine,

Will Walker, Dan Stranahan

Riflery

ProMarksman - Eric DeBalan
Sharpshooter - Andy Uffelman

Tennis

White Racket - Jonathan Clark

SUNDAY, JULY 24

The first Sunday of the second session

dawned gray and threatening, but the rain

fortunately never materialized.

Old alumnus Fred Converse and his wife

Stevie were amazed as pancakes flew

through the air at breakfast.

Everybody did a good job for inspection,

and South Glenayr and North Glenayr won
extra ice cream for their efforts.

Due to glowery skies we had chapel in the

Bishop room, and Curt spoke masterfully

about the opportunities that boys have at

Kieve to grow in confidence and flourish.

He used seven appropriate examples of

boys from the first session. Peter Som-
merfield and Todd Goergen read their New
Testament selections well, and the strong

choir was led by Will Walker and Brian

Manahan.
The chicken barbeque lunch was enjoyed

by all, including a number of guests: Susan
Outen's family. Curt Lauber's brother and
nieces, and old friends — the Crissmans,

the Leos, the Morrisses, and the Brights.

After a great Sunday lunch and a semi-

rest period, the whole camp plunged into an

afternoon of activities. An awesome game
of soccer was led by CharUe Richardson,

and the Allagash boys went off for two
hours of canoeing. Dinner was hot dogs

made by the council, and then everyone

rolled up to Innisfree for a night of music

(ala Nick Ludington) and storytelling

(Marc Janes) in front of the fire. Flag and

back to the cabins after our first Sunday at

Kieve.

R.C.K.& JASON LEO

MONDAY, JULY 25

"Tonight: Complete economic
recovery in sight . . .Increased tensions in

El Salvador . . .Attempted assassination

of the President . . .Watt's plan for the

national forests . . .New strides in

nuclear arms limitations . . .And our top

story today - an historical day at Camp
Kieve. A day that will go down in the

annals as the day upon which "Shen-

tyball" was first introduced to the world.

All this and more when we return from

this commercial break. . .

"And now to our top story. The place

is Camp Kieve, a boys' camp in a small

Maine town. A place out of the way, and

known only to a select few. Known only

by a secret few, that is, until today.

Today the eyes of the world are focused

upon this camp.

"The day began normally. The Officer

of the Day (or O.D. as they are fondly

called) rang the bell for flag at the normal
time - 8:00. Little did he know the role he

was to play in this very abnormal day.

The day continued normally with break-

fast and duties. All would look back and
remember that duty period as the last one
before Shentyball changed their lives.

This is especially true of Mike Cun-
ningham and Curt Lauber, who were

quoted as saying, "We especially

remember the left stall of South Bunker
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Hill!" After duties, the men of South

Harris left for their trip to the White
Mountains, thereby missing a chance to

become a part of history.

The camp proceeded into morning
activities. These activities included such

things as riflery and archery. After this

there was something called General

Swim, which is understood as being a

ritualized pairing of the campers before

they are forced to get wet. Immediately

following this the campers were fed a

lunch of peanut butter and jelly sand-

wiches, cottage cheese, pickles, sliced
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tomatoes, USDA cheddar cheese chunks,

and potato chips. Surprisingly enough,

this was reported to be a normal lunch.

"After lunch the young men needed

rest. And rest they did. It was later

revealed that this resting did, in fact, play

an important role in the events that were

to follow. The daily routine ccyi^inued

after rest period with afternoon activities,

general swim, and free time. Then came
dinner. Dinner, it was later realized, was

the last P.S. (pre-Shemyball) meal eaten

by almost all at Camp Kieve at the time.

At approximately 6:37 p.m. EST it

happened; the name of the game was

announced. . .Shentyball!! The sport

that in one short day has revolutionized

human recreation. Shentyball!

!

"After dinner the campers prepared

themselves mentally and physically as

they eagerly awaited the bell which called

them to the Arts Center. There the of-

ficial reading of the official rules com-

menced at 7:01 p.m. EDT. Play did not

actually begin until approximately

7:17:09 p.m. EDT. It was reported that

this 16-minute, 9-second delay was due to

the highly complex nature of the game.

The rules will be made public on a

television "Special" a week from tonight

called, "Shentyball: The Ultimate Form
of Recreation." This special will contain

actual footage of the historical first

match. Let's now move to Freddie

Knowles, roving reporter, who is at Kieve

now. Freddie. .
."

"Well, we can't seem to get through to

him. We'll hopefully be able to bring you
that live report later. We do have,

however, several quotations from people

who were there today. The first is from
Daniel Bliss, a counselor who was in-

strumental in the development of the

game. He is quoted as saying, 'Boy, this is

really fun!' Another quotation comes
from the camp's director Dick Kennedy,
who said, 'It's a really neat game! These

guys seem to be having more fun than

humans should be allowed.'
"

"And that's the way it was, July 25,

1983. I'm Tom Stewart. Good night, and
have a really fun tomorrow."

TOM STEWART

TUESDAY, JULY 26

After Jon Tunney and Todd Goergen

raised the flag, the O.D. gave the

following prayer:

"Thank you for the continual good

weather, and may it be the same for the

trips. Help us during this day to ap-

preciate how precarious we have made
our existence on this Earth, and let us

strive to change this situation."

We sit down to a breakfast of toast and

eggs in Pasquaney. Everyone's adrenalin

level seems to be up. After a great deal of

thought and deliberation, the O.D.

decides to assign Bank Duty to Marc
Janes and Charlie Totten. Charlie

received bank duty because he needed a

constructive project that would give him a

sense of direction and accomplishment.

Marc is so honored because Mike and

Curt had the honor the previous day. One
has to be fair about these things.
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For morning activities, North Glenayr

has photo with the lovely Moira
Colquhoun and art with the voluptuous

Abby Stranahan. The athletic SBHers
work on swimming and tennis. North
Harris has riflery with the Stork and
woodworking with this O.D. Old Bunker
Hill ones have ceramics followed by
archery, while the twos have boxsports

followed by ceramics. The Allagash crew

spent their time on archery and box-

sports.

The senior campers spend most of their

morning working with Eliot on the crank

phone system. The electrical storm of a

few nights ago really did a job on the in-

camp phones.

Afternoon activities are more varied.

Art Hodges and Sam Higginson take care

of riflery, while Alvin (Alligator pencil

chomper) holds things down at the ar-

chery field. Paul Paradis is testing

campers trying for their Junior Lifesaver

qualification. Sam Meacham is running a

soccer game down by Harriet House;

Nick Ludington - a true Renaissance man
- teaches ceramics during the second

period; Jason "Ahab" Leo continues his

aquatic quest with six campers. Mark
Dougherty, with the assistance of senior

camper Sean Cullen, gives instruction in

the art of sailing; Brian's at tennis, while

Moira is once again in the photo lab.

Charlie and Shenty are busy packing for

the Moose and Allagash, respectively.

After a great pork chop dinner,

everyone awaits the answer to the

question they all have been asking:

"What's the evening activity?" The
answer is a scavenger hunt. This hunt

requires the boys to find physical objects -

such as a white tennis ball, a piece of

bracken fern, etc. - and information. Of
the thirty questions, the most important

was # 19 - "What is Art Hodges'

nickname?" The answer, of course, is

STORK. The O.D. had learned this when
he saw in the office a letter to Art ad-

dressed "Arthur (Stork) Hodges." The
O.D. and N.D. could not resist. When the

scavengers had finally finished, we spent

fifteen minutes on ultimate Frisbee and
soccer. As the day ended, Jonathan Clark

and Andrew Victor brought down our

flag. Godspeed to the trips that are

already out, and to those that are leaving

day after tomorrow on long journeys.

TORCH
Qualifications

Archery
White Arrow - Thornton McPheeters,

Kalle Montalvo, Martin Deasy

Swimming
Advanced Swimmer - John Ledyard

Sailing

Crew - Jason Leo

WEDNESDAY, JULY 27

On July 27, 1983, only three cabins

were in camp - North Glenayr, South

Bunker Hill, and North Harris - and
Kieve was strangely peaceful. Everyone,

counselors and campers alike, relished the

unfamiliar quiet of the place. At break-

fast Nancy Kennedy and David Foulke

both celebrated their birthdays, and

"Naked" Nathan Britton earned his

nickname and his Kieve wildman by

coming to Pasquaney completely bare.

After duties the boys were occupied by

the usual assortment of morning ac-

tivities, while the directors and O.D.

lounged in the office or played tennis.

The pace of things quickened after

lunch. To break up an over-familiar

routine, a watersports competition

between the I's and the 2's and featuring

rowboat races and waterpolo was offered

in the stead of afternoon activities.

Unfortunately, rain clouds filled the skies

just as the games began, despite Curt

Lauber's assurances that there would be

no precipitation. We went ahead with the

games anyway, and when the dust had

cleared, the teams were tied at three

points apiece. In the evening the camp
played a tie-breaking game of townball

from which the I's emerged victorious.

The day ended in the usual way: the flag

came down among its fidgeting

onlookers, the song was sung, and sleep

engulfed the boys.

ART HODGES
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THURSDAY, JULY 28

Once again the campers are falling off

to sleep after a long, fun day at Kieve.

Today didn't follow the regular camp
schedule. That's why I've enjoyed it so

much.

From the moment I awoke, all signs

pointed to that special day that only

comes once a session. The camp was

nearly empty with only three cabins in,

there were two vans and many cars at our

disposal, it was warm out, and most

importantly, the sun was shining. Today
had to be Beach Day!

After a hearty breakfast of French

toast, the campers scattered to duties

while the directors and I rounded up
enough vehicles to ship seventy people to

Pemaquid Beach. Yes, we were really on

our way. At nine fifty we rang the bell

and the already-informed campers met at

the Arts Center with towels and bathing

suits in hand - well, bathing suits on
body. After Curt loaded everyone into

the cars, the beach convoy was off.

The thirty-minute ride seemed long,

but the wait was worth it. After I took

care of the admission fee, the campers

stormed the beach. The bathing beauties

there seemed to fill up with fear, and the

families huddled together for safety. It

was too late, though; Kieve had attacked

and taken its ground.

The smart people slapped some sun

lotion on and the more anxious ones

started a game of touch football. April

Page was the leading carrier for her team

and truly impressed us all. She also was

the leader in being touched the most. Curt

ran the other team with impressive

defense by Thornton McPheeters, who
saved the game with a daring defensive

manuever. The football players had

worked up a good appetite and so had the

castle-builders and Frisbee-throwers.

Everyone gobbled up Paula and Jerry's

lunch of ham and cheese sandwiches,

except for Sam Meacham, who treated

April and himself to cheesesburgers,

fries, soda, and ice cream at the food

stand. I was jealous.

Now, down to some serious ray

bagging. The sun was shining brightly

and a cool breeze made all the fun in the

sun bearable. Luckily, Josh Gundling

brought his ghetto blaster. We all did our

thing to the beat of The Talking Heads.

We couldn't have asked for a better beach

day.

As the sun began to lower. Marc and I

began the planning for the evening ac-

tivity. We had to have something dif-

ferent and fun to top off beach day. We
had time for one more round of council

dunking. We never could get Andy
Dodge, but Matt Schwab made a nice

splash. At about this time one could

notice a considerable amount of hot, pink

skin on the sunbathers. It was time to

leave. As expected. Asteroids and Tunney
left clothing on the beach. We finally

managed to depart, taking half of the

sand off the beach with us.

We arrived safely back at camp, but the

sand had to go. I rang the bell and herded

all the campers to general swim. They
needed a good cleaning, so we sent them

off to rafts with bars of soap instead of
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bathing suits. After a good scrub, it

seemed the perfect opportunity for a

naked pain-diving contest. All the

finalists were good, but for the second

week in a row Peter Stanley belly

whopped his way to a decisive win and the

coveted Hershey bar. Buddy up!

With an hour before dinner the

campers went their separate ways to

tennis, fishing, boxsports, or their most

popular choice, their bunks. This gave me
time to organize the plans for the evening

activity. I'd call it "The New Games."
At supper we welcomed back North

Bunker Hill and South Glenayr from

their very successful trips. NBH looked as

though they had taken a couple beach

days of their own. The creamed chicken

and rice was yummy. Then supper was

over with its usual haste, and I gathered

the council to explain the "New Games."
There were five different events: egg

throw, paper airplanes, murals, egg drop,

and hockey stick balancing.

At seven o'clock the campers chose the

events that they wanted to compete in,

and the five groups took off to practice or

create for the finals at 7:45. At first I

wasn't sure "The New Games" would

work, but as I walked around to the

different areas and saw all the campers

working diHgently, I knew that their work
would result in an exciting final event.

At 7:45 the bell rang and everyone

gathered at the top of the hill. The first

event was the egg toss. In the height

category, Whitney Chamberlin and Greg
Harden managed to toss a raw egg many
feet above the others and catch it un-

broken. In the distance event Will Walker
and Chris Lane easily outfired the field

but broke the projectile going for a

record. That's egg on Will's face. Next,

the constructors of the paper airplanes

lined up and tossed away. Sean Gottlieb

managed to have one in the air for the

longest time, while Web Pedrick won the

vertical ascent contest. In the distance

contest Vincent vanPenhuys flew away
with the win. Next, the artists displayed

their great works and the campers judged

them by applause. In a close finish the

applause meter picked Chris vanderKieft

and his rendition of the Kieve insignia as

the winner. Next, we all moved over to

the Innisfree chimney, where high in the

air Andy and Torch proceded to drop the

five egg-carrying contraptions built by
our engineers of tomorrow. In the end the

team of Clifford Earle, George Gibb, and
Peter Stanley won, having built a frame

of sticks with the egg suspended safely

within, all attached to a bandana
parachute. This floated an egg safely to

the ground without a crack! Egg droppers

today. . .nuclear physicists tommorrow.
To finish the events, we had the balancing

act in the boxsports area. With about

twenty campers participating, and each

balancing a hockey stick vertically on two
fingers. Alec Simonds outlasted the whole

field - most impressive for a South

Glenayrian! Josh GundHng won the

balancing race of two laps to earn his

share of the chocolate. It was a good
thing this was the last event because the

sun which had earlier warmed us and
given our skin a pink glow was now out of

sight. We ended the first annual "New
Games" with an awards ceremony (many
Hershey bars) and then hurried over to

the flag.

At flag we thanked God for sun and
sand and egg contraptions, and I thanked

him personally for such a fun and exciting

day for both the campers and me.

PAUL PARADIS
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FRIDAY, JULY 29

Revised Verses

The problem is all inside your head, she

said to me.

The answer is easy if you take it logically.

I'd like to help you in your struggle to be

free.

There must be fifty ways to spend your

summer.
Just play some ball, Paul.

Go for a swim, Jim.

Teach some tennis, Dennis.

Hop on the bus, Gus.

You don't need to fuss much.
Just come by car or bus, see.

And set yourself free.

(Simon and Garfunkel)

Chewin' on a piece of grass,

Walkin' down the road.

Tell me how long you gonna stay here,

Joe.

Some people say this town don't look

good in snow.

You don't care - 1 know.
Venture a highway, in the blue van,

Where flat tires are longer,

The breakdowns stronger,

Than who could ever plan.

You're gonna go, I know.
(America)

There's talk on the hill; it sounds so

familiar.

Great expectations - everybody's watchin'

you.

People you meet all seem to know you.

Even your old friends treat you Hke
you're someone new.

Johnny come lately,

The new kid at camp.
(The Eagles)

To each his own, it's plain to see

To walk alone you have to be.

It's all for you and all for me - you'll see.

I'm gonna miss you; yes I will.

No matter who you are, I love you still.

My life is my conscience, the scenes I saw.

I just wanted to let you know.
(America)

ALAN (ALVIN) IRETON
Qualifications

Woodworking
Craftsman - John Stanley, Wiley Paul,

Brian Ceppi, David Page, Brad Blaicher

Archery

White Arrow - Charlton Rugg, Erik

Odell, Chris vander Kieft

Black Arrow - Alex Hartman
Printing

Compositor - Benjie Clark

SATURDAY, JULY 30

Like all mornings on my O.D. day, the

sky is cloudy and rain is in the forecast.

But, hey, no problem, because it never

rains on my O.D. day. All it takes is a

little positive thinking and we're all set.

Peter Hegener and Brud Sperry get the

day rolling by pulling up the flag, and

then we sit down for a ham and cinnamon
roll breakfast. At breakfast we are

jointed by Charlie and Gay Lord, who are

visiting Naiicy and Dick. It's always nice

to have guests.

Duties follow and we have a treat for

bank duty; Moira and Charlie Totten get

the honors and then get even; but really,

just you wait - there's a lot of time left in

the summer. After duties North Glenayr
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departs for their adventure to Fort Island

on the Damariscotta River. See you in a

few days. Despite a little rain, a very

productive activity period follows with

lots of qualifications. Then swim and

lunch, where we find out that South

Harris (by fair or foul means) have won
last night's casino night.

Rest hour is followed by clearing skies

and another very active activity period,

wit the most productive areas being

archery and photo.

As the clear skies hold and rain does

not seem imminent, we have "jock

night" in lieu of a movie. A few rousing

games of tennis, a game of PIG at hoops,

a wild soccer game, and a hard-fought

touch football game rounded out the

events. Because of the heat and exertion,

we all take a dip in the lake before flag. A
quick prayer, a few slaps at bugs, and

then everyone is off to the rack for a good
night's sleep.

DAN BLISS
Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow - Bobby Wittig, Luke
Altman, Chris Milliken

Black Arrow - Shawn Backes

Ceramics

Apprentice - Graham Paine

Riflery

ProMarksman - Morgan Butters

Tennis

White Racket - Phil Mattoon
Photography

Pentax - Ward Francis

Printing

Printer's Devil - Eric Redeker

SUNDAY, JULY 31

Another beautiful day dawned; it's

hard to imagine that we have already

passed the midpoint of the second

session!

As a great many trips have recently

come and gone, much effort had to go

into preparation for inspection. The boys

from South Harris and South Bunker Hill

did the best job, so they earned extra ice

cream.

Eliot Heher's excellent sermon
established a wonderful tone for our

chapel service. He spoke with feeling

about his own experiences at Kieve and
concluded with the observation that

unless you enter into an experience with

enthusiasm and optimism, you're not apt

to get the most from it.

The choir was in excellent voice, led by
the sweet-voiced Bryan Manahan and
Phil White and the loud-voiced Peter

Blagden. Senior camper Andrew Dodge
and George Gibb read their New
Testament lessons very well indeed.

We welcomed a number of guests for

the delicious chicken barbeque luncheon.

The following boys had visitors: Alec

Simonds, C.J. Richardson, and Marsh
Gardiner.

Well, today I was able to experience the

transformation of the butterflies in my
stomach this morning into feelings of

pleasant relief and accomplishment. The
rather natural fears of my first time as

O.D. were soon extinguished through the

support of the directors and the rest of

the council. In short, the entire day went

like clockwork.

After the announcements at lunch, I

went around to all the cabins and signed

up all the boys for afternoon activities. I

enjoyed having the job of briefly in-

volving myself with every boy in the camp
as I went from cabin to cabin and was met

by hopeful and expectant faces.

All activities went smoothly, as did

general swim (though Moira may dispute

this point, having been thrown in twice).

Fortunately, I never had to request or

assign any council members to do the

buddy board, bathhouses, etc. This was
typical of the entire day, and their

cooperation and support were greatly

appreciated. The hot dog dinner went

well, as did its cleanup.

My decision of World Cup Ultimate

Frisbee as the evening activity was met
with enthusiasm. After finally finding

two good Frisbees, I divided the five

cabins into four fairly equal teams. The
final result was victory for the Ones of

North and South Bunker Hill.

Flag went very well, typical of this

second session group. As we knelt for

silent prayer, I felt I had much to be
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thankful for, as the day was such a

success.

R.C.K. &ANDY DODGE
Qualifications

Archery
White Arrow - Theo Yedinski, Ralph
Sando

Woodworking
Termite - Baird Duschatko, Peter

Hegener, Jesse Dougherty, Peter Stanley

Woodpecker - Benjie Clark

MONDAY, AUGUST 1

I think that a big word spelled T-I-R-E-

D was hanging over camp this morning.

Both campers and council seemed a little

slow to get to flag. The men from South
Bunker Hill were excited, though, as this

was the day they shoved off for a five-day

trip to Katahdin. After breakfast, duties

went quickly and EHot and Arthur did a

masterful job on bank duty. Somehow
enough counselors were pieced together

to offer activities. The weather con-

tributed to the drowsy feeling with fog

and wind, meaning warm clothes and
plenty of indoor activities. During an
abbreviated general swim, it was decided

that something was needed in the af-

ternoon that would light a fire under
some butts and generate more interest.

During lunch and rest period a Kieve

Strong Man Triathalon was organized. It

was decided that water polo, soccer, and
an obstacle course would complete the

triathalon. After rest period the contest

was started and, judging by the yells and
screams, things went successfully. The
senior campers reigned victorious as the

bell rang for general swim.

With the clouds thickening after a

Civil Defense weather warning, the at-

mosphere at dinner was upbeat. After a

canoe trip across the lake was canned, it

was decided that the movie Tron would

be a good substitute. A quick prayer with

a rousing cheer (and no bugs - Yay!)

menat the end of another great day at

Kieve, and better yet, another O.D. day

down the tubes (double Yay! !).

MARSHALL MURPHY
Qualifications

Archery
White Arrow - Will Walker
Blue Arrow - Shawn Backes

TUESDAY, AUGUST 2

The fog on the lake reminds one of a

Japanese painting, but it burns off

quickly. There are five cabins in camp
today — SBH, OBH, and the Allagash
are still out on Katahdin, Moose River,

and Allagash Wilderness trips, respec-

tively. After flag we settle down to a

breakfast of juice, milk, toast, bacon,
and a lot of coffee for the O.D. Bank
Duty is assigned to Matt Schwab and
Stork. Matt received BD because he had
been on a trip and several disappointed

O.D.'s were unable to give it to him
during that period. Stork received it

because when the O.D. told him that his

cabin had Pasquaney setup duty, his reply

was something similar to, "Gosh, Torch,
even bank duty is better than
Pasquaney!"
For morning activities South Glenayr

has the interesting combo of riflery with

Art and Brian, followed by nature with

Marshall and Charlie Totten. North
Glenayr has woodworking with Buck and
Joe and printing with Sam and Dave.
North Bunker Hill works on art with

Abby, and improves their sailing skills

with the dynamic duo of Matt and Mark.
Campers of South Harris have bows and
arrows with Buns and Alvin, and street

hockey with Paul and Richard. North
Harris exercises creative skills by taking

ceramics with Geoff and photo with

Moira.

Morning activities are followed by a
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general swim that was notable for the

involuntary dip that Paul took.

Remember, Curt, no pushing on the

dock! Lunch consisted of tunafish

sandwiches, pickles, tomato slices,

cottage cheese, etc.

During the afternoon we have two field

trips. One is a photo safari with Buns and
Moira to Pemaquid Point for lots of

classic snaps of surf, rocks, and tourists.

The other group goes with Marshall back
to part of his old stomping grounds — the

National Audubon Society Camp's
nature trail on the mainland of Bremen.
For those who stay in camp, there are a

number of activities. There's tennis with

Alvin and swimming with Paul. Buck and
Joe team up once more in woodworking.
Charlie Totten and Richard are down at

bows and arrows. David Cook is in the

print shop. Mark and Matt are sailing.

David and Brian are having fun with

guns, and Geoff is once more in ceramics.

Stork and Sam Meacham are busy
preparing for the Moose River.

After a full afternoon, we find our-

selves back at general swim. A vengeful

Paul Paradis tries to lure Curt and Mike
near the water, but he's unsuccessful! The
rest of us find the lake water quite warm
this afternoon.

A meatloaf dinner soon follows, and
then it's on to evening activity. Despite

the many requests for a lecture on on-

togeny and phylogeny, the O.D. goes for

a camp classic — "Capture the Camper."
The campers' goal is to go from the

Harriet House to Kistler Point to the

Infirmary and finally to the chapel

(checking in at each station) without

being spotted. R.J. Caldwell and
Asteroids do up the army camouflage
gear, but it's really not much use when
they're sneaking along the outside of

Mike's cottage. By 8:15 almost everyone

is back, so we ring the bell to bring in the

stragglers.

After Chris vander Kieft and Brud
Sperry bring down the flag, we all give

thanks for another terrific day at Kieve,

and pray for the safe return of OBH and
a safe departure for North Harris. ''Walk

down that hill for once, guys! See you at

breakfast."

DOUG FRAHER
Qualifications

Sailing

Crew — Brian Smith

Ceramics

Apprentice — Adam Francis

Archery

White Arrow — Alex Hartmann, Nicky
Rigopolus, David Page

Printing

Printer's Devil — PhiUp White
Woodworking

Woodpecker — Ralph Sando, Mike
Wilmerding

THURSDAY, AUGUST 3

It was great to see that my second O.D.

day would be another one of great

weather. After a quick breakfast, we were

off to duties. North Bunker Hill went on

strike for better working conditions

because they seemed to be getting brush

duty daily. After a word with Curt, they

were on their way.

Morning activities went well, with

mud, sawdust, guns, art, nature, and

boxsports being offered. It was a shame
we couldn't be at the beach because it was

sunny and hot out. It was nice to see the

campers swimming at general swim rather

than nestled together for warmth on the

rafts.

For the afternoon, I decided to take

advantage of the sun and have a few new
activities. Sun tanning was a success as

were the rope swing and the canoe ex-

pedition. After a not-so-needed af-

ternoon general swim, Charlie Totten
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took free boating and we awaited dinner.

World Cup Soccer kept us occupied for

the evening — well, most of it. After flag

and lights out, it was off to the farmhouse

for those off duty — it's Abby's bir-

thday!

PAUL PARADIS

THURSDAY, AUGUST 4

The extra half hour sleep was a

welcome treat to both campers and
counselors. Spirits were lifted even higher

by a beautiful, sunny day. Breakfast was
somewhat quiet until the announcement
of bank duty, given to the brother and
sister combo of Geoff and Kristen Fudge.

After that morning activities went as

planned. Not many cabins were in camp
due to trips. Also Doug and Paul took

advantage of the weather and made a

beach trip with North Glenayr.

The afternoon activities were exciting

for all campers. With a Httle over a week
left, everyone seems to be working hard

for qualifications. For dinner, Gerry and
Paula fix up delicious roast beef, after

which came evening activity. A night at

the races kept all campers entertained as

they placed wagers on counselor horses.

By 8:30 Old Glory was taken down, and

everyone scurried off to bed. Chalk up
yet another day of excitement and ac-

complishments for Kieve campers.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

Qualifications

Woodworking
Termite — Peter Blagden, Matt Kline,

Theo Yedinsky

Woodpecker — Phil Mattoon, Peter

Blagden

Archery
White Arrow — Andy Victor, Theo
Yedinsky, Chris Milliken, Brian Ceppi,

Alec Simonds, Jessie Dougherty
Black Arrow — Phil Mattoon, Dave Page

FRIDAY, AUGUST 5

Today began the way every day should;

wake up was half an hour later than

usual. As a result, everyone was bright-

eyed and bushy-tailed as Ralph Sando
and Peter Blagden hoisted the flag.

Excepting Marshall Murphy, however,

who, instead of his usual degree of mental

illness, today had a pretty serious

stomach ache.

Breakfast made everybody else's

stomachs feel good as cereal, muffins,

and bacon were the morning fare. Duties

followed, with two of my favorite former

campers, Dan Bliss and John Morrison,

doing the dirty deed of bank duty.

Shortly thereafter, morning activities

ensued, and quite a few qualifications

were earned, especially down on the

courts.

After a refreshing swim, it was time to

bloat on some roast beef sandwiches.

Rest period was spent practicing for "Air
Guitar," which was to be our evening

activity. Then it was off to afternoon

activities, which were full of achievement

and merriment. Stewie and the animals of

South Bunker Hill returned from Katah-

din during general swim, and it is great to

have them back in camp.
Swedish meatballs, mashed potatoes,

and green peas were an absolutely

delicious dinner. And then it was time for

Air Guitar, the long prepared-for, much-
awaited evening activity. A real battle of

the bands ensued, with music much
diverse — from Jimmy Buffet to David
Bowie and more. After the smoke had
risen from this "Battle of the Bands," a

tie resulted between OBH's Led Zeppelin

song "Blackdog" and South Harris's
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MTV version of Michael Jackson's "Beat
It." Everybody did a great job and en-

joyed themselves thoroughly. Thanks to

David Cook and Bristol Sounds for thfe

tunes tonight. Inside flag sent the boys to

bed.

The sun sets more quickly now as camp
begins to wind down. We're rolling into

our final week in fine style, and today was
typical, with high levels of enthusiasm

and achievement everywhere. This is my
last chance to thank everybody for

another fantastic summer; there really is

no place Uke Kieve.

Qualifications

Fishing

Minnow — Mike Wilmerding (15-inch

catfish)

Perch — Nicky Rigopulos (16-inch

pickerel)

Tennis

White Racket — Paul Benachi, Luke
Altman, Brud Sperry, Martin Deasy,

Terry Blagden

Black Racket — Andy Victor, John
Ledyard, Jon Tunney
Blue Racket — Phil Mattoon, Aaron
Mysliwiec, Andy Victor

Woodworking
Termite — Adam Francis, Josh Holzer

Riflery

ProMarksman — Matt KUne
Archery

White Arrow — Phil White, Matt
Roberge

Black Arrow — Eric Odell, Luke Altman,
Chris vander Kieft

SATURDAY, AUGUST 6

Because of Marsiiall Murphy's bout

with a stomach virus. Curt has called in

reserves to take the place of today's O.D.
After a phone call to "Rent An O.D.,"
Curt has called on me to sub for Marsh.

The day starts with a beautiful morning
sun which awaits us at flag. After a hearty

Pasquaney munch of cereal, toast and
bacon, Mike, Stewie, and Curt trek off to

cleanse the stalls. Only Mike returns with

a sweat. Morning activities run smoothly,

followed by pain-diving practice at

general swim. The pain athletes appear to

be in top form as Paul conducts first

round eliminations. A great grilled cheese

lunch and quick announcements and then

a long rest period follow. 2:30 and Indian

Circle begins. Activities include all sorts

of fun things, but the real fun comes at

general swim with the Kieve National

Pain-Diving Finals. After several

beautiful dives, it seemed that Joseph
Paradis hailed victorious.

Swim, free boats, then a great spaghetti

dinner honoring Bernie's 19th birthday.

Dinner is followed by a game of

"Capture the Counselor of a Different

Kind," which turns out to be quite

exhausting for most. Darkness descends

quickly, as does the flag, and all head off

to bed, leaving only God's lanterns to

watch the night.

ROB TRIPPE

Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Matt Kline, Josh Holzer

Black Arrow — Jonathan Clark

SUNDAY, AUGUST 7

Our last regular Sunday of the season

dawned with a light shower, but the

weather would soon be clear and lovely

for the rest of the day. We had lots and
lots of visitors who shared the day with

us: Jeremy LaCasse's family and their

friends the Galls, the Griersons, the

Harper Sibleys, the Frank Parkers, Bill

McCook, the John Heyls, Brian Smith's

grandparents, and Baird Duschatko's

grandparents.

Every cabin was ship-shape for in-

spection, but once again South Harris

was the best. The chapel service this

morning was a particularly nice one, as

Nancy spoke movingly and simply about

her faith. She dedicated her remarks to

her Uncle Henry Robbins who had
recently died. She explained her faith in

both God and humanity by pointing out

that we all must bear witness to some
power far greater than our own, but at

the same time we must remember that

each of us is important. Morgan Butters

and Phil White read their lessons well in
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support of Nancy's thesis. And the choir,

led by Aaron Mysliwiec, Bryan Manahan,
Peter Blagden and Ralph Sando, was in

great voice.

After presenting a truly awe-inspiring

adaptation of Jesus in chapel, I took over

the task of O.D. from Dick.

The afternoon ran much the same as

usual. Although the council was small, a

variety of activities were offered, in-

cluding photo, archery, boxsports,

tennis, fishing, woodworking, and

pottery.

After another fine meal of weenies

created by the council, it was time for the

evening activity. Because tonight was to

be the first of the many practices for the

play, camp was divided into halves. One
half played soccer while the other half

met in Innisfree to begin learning songs

and skits. A little later the process was

reversed. Needless to say, the thespians

were raw on this first night.

The flag came down in near darkness as

the last full Sunday of camp waned.

R.C.K. & GEOFF FUDGE

MONDAY, AUGUSTS
This Monday morning begins late, at

8:00, and it already seems like the middle

of the afternoon. The air is hot and
humid; the horizon is hazy. Two senior

campers raise the flag, then everyone

follows John Morrison to the bacon and
toast breakfast. Duties are marked by a

massive wood stacking effort at the Gray
Barn, with two cabins and all unassigned

council contributing.

Indian Circle is slightly delayed because

all the woodstackers are late, but we
finally get one period of assigned ac-

tivities underway. At 11:00, though, we
change the routine a little. Everyone puts

on shorts, socks, and shoes and climbs

the hill for Roadrace '83. Orange and

black teams clash in a 7.3 mile relay down
West Neck Road. A member of each team

is dropped off every tenth of a mile, and
each runner covers his leg twice. The race

is very close at the halfway mark, but

after 36 minutes, 10 seconds of racing,

Bryan Manahan breaks the tape for the

black team, which wins by averaging

under 5 minutes per mile. Peter Blagden

finishes with the orange baton soon after.

A great effort by everyone — a much-
deserved general swim follows.

Lunch is late because of the road race,

so rest period is slightly shortened. This

afternoon's activities are more routine

than the morning's. There are the

regulars like riflery, archery, sailing, and
Richardson and Dodge captain a giant

soccer game. In addition, Sam Kilbourn,

Jaben's father and a very well-known

Panto-clown, holds a clown workshop
for 20 lucky boys each period. Also, the

AUagash arrives back after a great trip

(though Shenton forgets that canoes must

come back, too). Welcome, and
congratulations to the newest of the

'Gash men!
Swim is uneventful, except that no one

can help Curt unclog the bailing pump.
Dinner is very good: ham, scalloped

potatoes, and corn. Announcements take

a while as many boys achieved

qualifications. In addition, the tennis

tournament is upon us, so Jamey explains

that.

This evening we are really very lucky-

Sam Kilbourn performs in Innisfree and

his entire act is marvelous. He and Jaben

do a great father-son juggling act, and

Sam tops off the entire show with an

incredible acrobatic balancing act. Many
thanks, Sam. A great, refreshing day!

'Night, boys and girls.

ELIOT HEHER
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Riflery

Pro-Marksman — Martin Deasy

Sharpshooter — Andy Dodge
Pinwheel — Mike Wilmerding

Sailing

Crew — Eric Odell

Printing

Printer's devil — Benjie Clark, Hunt
Durey, Bryan Manahan, Aaron
Mysliwiec

TUESDAY, AUGUST 9

Dan Bliss discovered that you cannot

fly unless you have wings. It is for that

reason he is not O.D. They needed a

replacement, so they called the

professionals, who called me. I am Joe

Counselor. It's my job to go from camp
to camp to be an O.D., and that's why
I'm a professional.

The skies were, of course, perfect, and

the day did start normally. Jamey Hebb
and Rob Trippe felt Dan Bliss's wrath

with bank duty. Morning activities went

without any mishap, as did general swim.

I allowed South and North Bunker Hill to

go to the beach. Play practice during rest

period while I went through the cabins

and signed the campers up for the af-

ternoon. This gave me my first tour of

Camp Kieve. Afternoon activities also

went smoothly. General swim was mixed

with play practice.

After dinner we had a UMO/Hamilton
vs. WPI/Maryland "Capture the Flag"

contest. Who won was never discovered,

but everyone sure got tired (except me).

Well, my day here is finished, so I've got

to move on to Camp Androscoggin for a

canoeing clinic. It has been fun, and if

Kieve ever needs me again, just call the

professional, Joe Counselor.

UNCLE SHENTY

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 10

The tenth day of August, 1983 was not

radically different at Kieve than any of its

predecessors. We woke at eight, raised

the flag in the usual way, ate a standard

breakfast of toast, bacon, and cold

cereal, and performed a rather typical set

of morning duties. A normal assortment

of activities were assigned at Indian

Circle, which was, as usual, on the Bishop

Center porch. Swim, as always, followed

activities and was, in turn, followed by an

unsurprising lunch of tuna fish sand-

wiches, cheese chunks, cottage cheese,

and mung. Nothing of note occurred

during rest hour. That afternoon the

camp played AquAttack and had as much
fun as it did the last time the game was
played. Afternoon swim was run like

morning swim; the boys swam out to the

rafts and returned when it was time to

come in. After a bit of free time, during

which little was accomplished, the camp
dined on a wholesome but famihar meal
of victuals manufactured by S.S. Pierce.

After supper we had only play practice,

which was, as usual, out of control. At
about 8:30 we lowered the flag, had a

prayer, sang the Kieve song with no
changes in melody or lyrics, and went to

bed awaiting a new day.

ART HODGES
Qualifications

Archery
White Arrow — Zach Gardner
Black Arrow — Zach Gardner
Red Arrow — Bo Young

THURSDAY, AUGUST 1

1

Into a beautiful blue sky Brud Sperry

and Chris Tine raised the flag, signifying

the start of this session's Qualification

Thursday. All campers were present, and
the complete staff was on hand, ready to

help the boys achieve goals in their ac-

tivities.
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And so the morning went. The campers
quietly earned qualification after

qualification — helping with the kiln to

earn a Kieve Potter; firing a 40-point

target for a Sharpshooter Bar I; staining

finished works of wood; perfecting

sailing skills; floating on dungarees for a

Swimmer degree; waxing pescatorial for a

Minnow award; and so on.

Buoyed by a solid lunch of egg salad

sandwiches, the boys went out after lunch

for more of the same.

Upon reflection, the in-camp activity

program, which Qualification Thursday
only highlights, serves two valuable

functions. One, the boys overcame fairly

difficult obstacles to earn the carrot

which we call a quaUfication. And two,

many of the learned activities — photo
development, woodworking, tennis, and
sailing, to name just a few — teach the

boys basics in skills that they can use for a

Ufetime, skills that perhaps they would
not have the opportunity to garner in

school.

During the four hours of activities, 109

qualifications were earned.
Congratulations to all!

Jerry and Paula Stedt stuffed us

wonderfully at dinner with sirloin tips in

gravy, wild rice, and peas, nicely com-
plemented by Delores' cinnamon rolls.

Then all were off to Innisfree for the first

of two full rehearsals for Saturday's play.

Nancy was impressed with both the

cooperation and the performances of the

boys. Each cabin's skit seemed slightly

polished already, and do the boys love to

be hams! David Wilson (alias Buck
Morrison) and Morgan Butters (Tootsie)

were particularly convincing in their

wooing/warding off scene.

A drizzle pre-empted outside flag, so

we closed the day in Innisfree with some
sadness and final goals, reflecting the fact

that we are but two days from the end of
our Utopian vacation.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM
Qualifications

Fishing

Minnow — Martin Deasy, Web Pedrick,

Chris Maistrellis, Morgan Butters, Luke
Altman

Swimming
Advanced Beginner — David Page, R.J.

Caldwell, Erik Cullen, Phil Maistrellis

Intermediate — Chris Tine, Whit
Chamberlin, Chris Lane, Jon Tunney,
David Wilson, Tom Polk, Peter Hegener,

Thor McPheeters
Swimmer — Nathan Britton, Thor
McPheeters, Josh Gundling

Nature
Audubon — Whit Gardiner, Eric

Redeker, Peter Blagden, Terry Blagden,

Peter Hegener
Sailing

Crew — Ralph Sando, Josh Holzer, Todd
Goergen, Chris Milliken, Chris Lane,

Bear Pratt, Mark DriscoU

Mate — Bryan Manahan, Eric Odell,

Mark DriscoU

Archery

White Arrow — Tom Abercrombie, Jory

Payne
Black Arrow — Charlton Rugg

Ceramics

Apprentice — Chris Tine, Sean GottUeb,

Whit Chamberlin, George Gibb
Journeyman — Pat McGuinn, Terry

Blagden, John Stanley

Woodworking
Termite — Charlton Rugg, Alec
Simonds, Marsh Gardiner, Bo Young,
Vincent vanPenhuys, Chris Tine, Sean

Gottheb, Shawn Backes

Woodpecker — Jeremy LaCasse, Brud
Sperry, Marsh Gardiner

Woodworker — Matt Terrell, Hill

Ferguson

Riflery

ProMarksman — Alex Hartmann, Mark
DriscoU, Greg Harden, Brad Blaicher,

Brian Ceppi, C.J. Richardson, Eric

DeBalan
Marksman — Chris Castro, Mike
Wilmerding, Jon Clark

Marksman 1st Class — Phil Maistrellis

Sharpshooter Bar I — Andy Uffelman
Art

Monet — Tom Sibley, Dan Stranahan,

Jeremy LaCasse, George Gibb, Sean
Gottlieb, Pat McGuinn, Vincent van
Penhuys, Mark DriscoU, Zach Gardner,

Erik Cullen, Jesse Dougherty, Morgan
Butters, Baird Duschatko, Jory Payne,
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John Ledyard, Terry Blagden, David

Wilson, Nathan Britton, Ben Freeman
Tennis

White Racket — Martin Deasy
Black Racket — Paul Benachi, Todd
Goergen
Blue Racket — Will Walker

Photography
Minolta— Jon Clark

Pentax — Peter Stanley

Printing

Printer's Devil — Eric Redeker, Chris

vander Kieft, Whit Gardiner, Paul

Benachi, Chris Buccini, Jaben Kilbourn,

Peter Stanley, Martin Deasy, David

Wilson

Compositor — Eric Redeker, Philip

White
Journeyman — Eric Redeker

Master Printer — Andy Uffelman, Sean

Gottlieb

FRIDAY, AUGUST 12

The weatherman is right. For only the

third time this summer we face a full day

of rain. "The good news is . .
." it's

supposed to be a clear day tomorrow for

Watersports.

But what to do with 1 10 campers? And
what about tonight's closing rituals? We
get through the morning by having half

the camp watch Rocky III while the rest

play games with Charlie Richardson and
council in Innisfree and do activities in

the Arts Center.

By afternoon the rain has stopped but

dampness and continued heavy clouds

dictate the same schedule, only reversed.

The traditional Friday night cookout at

Westcott Pt. is held in Pasquaney for the

second time this summer, but the decision

is made to go ahead with the bonfire and
torch-candlelight ceremony at Kistler Pt.

We sing two rousing renditions of the

Kieve Song in Innisfree for the benefit of

Diz Bensley's slide-tape show and then

head quietly down.
The wind is brisk and cool. The western

sky is clearing and the sun throws bright

reflected light over the lake. Even though

no one can keep his candle lighted it is a

beautiful final night. As the council cuts

out patches and signs certificates in the

office, the cabins are quiet quickly in

anticipation of parents arriving

tomorrow.

CURT LAUBER

QuaHfications

Sailing

Crew — Thornton McPheeters, Jesse

Dougherty, Whitney Chamberlin

Mate — Brian Smith

SATURDAY, AUGUST 13

"all . . . alone with the memories . . .

of my days at Kieve. If you ask me, you'll

understand what happiness is . . . yes, a

new day has begun." So ends the shared

fun for another season as Watersports

day is here. Dave Cook, we miss you
already as the play ends and the slide

show recalls fond memories. Walker still

can't believe he was formally a-pointed

(sic) "bank" duty by his colleagues.

Cabins are cleaned of wads of gook,

heaps of clothing, and comic books.

North Glenayr practices their laundromat

skit one more time. Parents arrive at last.

Kalle, Chris, Bo and Todd play in the

finals of the tennis tournament. On
display are photographs, woodcrafts,

ceramics, and drawings as boys tour

parents around camp.
Watersports begin with brisk winds and

thrashing paddles as swimmers churn laps

for families ashore. Fortunately the wind

is onshore so distant canoers are blown

along their sinuous course towards the

finish.

Dick starts the recognition ceremonies
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with comments on Kieve as a caring

community in which boys may gain

confidence by attempting, without fear of

failing, new experiences in camp and on

trips. Then each cabin group gathers for

anecdotes and announcement of

qualifications earned.

Cocktails precede broiled chicken

dinner, after which Morgan dons his

*Tootsie" costume and his supporting

cast of 111 boys join in the fun. Chics

deserve respect and are accorded it in this

light-hearted portrayal. "Hi, I'm Doug
Fraher, and tomorrow at 4 a.m. will

occur the first international carpenter ant

count ..." "Wa-na-na-na-na-na . .

And now the play ends. Slides appear.

Memories: wannegans, Hersheys, flag

. . . Dick leads the closing prayer, the

Kieve song, the cheer. Farewells. Thank
you Curt and Ann. Cabin parties follow,

as cool winds settle over the quiet hilltop

mingling with the sound of the carillon.

Tags flutter unnoticed on the buddy
board at the waterfront. Raccoons try the

door at the trip shack. Canoes lay stacked

up awaiting campers next year.

Next summer, now there's a happy
thought. 'See you all then, "encircled

round by verdant hills and arched by
azure skies." Until then, enjoy your own
many "fond memories of Kieve.'"

MARC JANES

SPECIAL MENTIONS 1983

ABERCROMBIE — Nature, Archery, Tripping, Inspection

ACHENBACH — Ceramics, Woodworking, Sailing

ALLEN — Tripping, Riflery, Tennis

ALTMAN — Photography, Archery

ARNO — Riflery, Tennis

BACKES — Archery, Tripping, Nature

BALDESCHI — Swimming, Archery, Tennis, Art

BARIL — Inspection, Woodworking
BARNES — Tripping, Tennis, Archery, Sailing

BASKETT — Inspection, Riflery, Nature

BEAL — Archery, Woodworking
BECK— Tripping, Landsports

BENACHI — Archery, Tennis, Art, Inspection

BENSLEY — Photography, Riflery, Art, Tripping

BLAGDEN, P. — Nature, Swimming, Archery, Adventure

BLAGDEN, T. — Nature, Swimming
BLAICHER — Woodworking, Saihng, Art, Tripping, Inspection

BOS — Art, Adventure
BRITTON — Swimming, Tennis, Art

BROWN — Riflery, Inspection

BUCCINI — Riflery, Tennis, Adventure
BURGESS — Tripping, Riflery

BURGIN — Ceramics

BURLING — Tripping, Riflery, Archery

BUTTERS — Riflery, Sailing, Art

CALDWELL — Sailing, Adventure
CASTRO — Landsports, Riflery

CEPPI — Fishing, Tennis, Tripping

CHAMBERLIN — Tennis, Swimming
CHEN — Woodworking, Sailing, Fishing, Nature

CLARK, B. — Fishing, Photography, Tripping, Inspection, Nature
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CLARK, J. — Fishing, Sailing

CONRAD — Tennis, Archery

COSIMI — Inspection, Tripping, Riflery, Archery, Art

CRAIG — Inspection, Tripping

CULLEN, E. — Nature, Printing, Archery, Art

CULLEN, S. — Inspection, Printing

CULMAN — Tripping, Tennis

CURRAN — Tennis, Sailing, Woodworking, Nature, Swimming
DEAN, J. — Tripping, Printing

DEAN, S. — Printing, Landsports

DEASY — Fishing, Riflery, Archery, Tennis

DE BALAN — Tripping, Riflery

DICKINSON — Inspection

DODGE — Riflery

DOUGHERTY — Sailing, Art, Tripping, Inspection

DRISCOLL — Photography, Art, Riflery, Tripping

DUFFY — Fishing, Tripping, Archery, SaiUng

DUREY, C. — Printing

DUREY, H. — Riflery, Printing, Art

DUSCHATKO — Woodworking, Photography, Sailing, Art, Tripping, Inspection

EARLE — Riflery, Woodworking
FEDERBUSH — Inspection, Riflery, Ceramics

FERGUSON — Landsports

FOWLKES — Tripping, Art, Printing

FRANCIS, A. — Nature, Tripping, Ceramics, Art

FRANCIS, W. — Photography, Nature

FRANKEN — Woodworking, Art

FREEMAN — Landsports, Archery, Ceramics

FRIEDMAN — Tennis

FULMER — Riflery, Woodworking
GADSDEN — Tripping, Tennis, Ceramics, Art

GARDINER, M. — Woodworking, Photography
GARDINER, W. — Photography, Swimming, Inspection

GARDNER — Photography, Tennis, Art

GEORGI — Sailing, Swimming
GIBB — Art, Photography
GLENDINNING — Landsports, Riflery, Tripping

GOERGEN — Woodworking, Tennis

GOODER — SaiUng, Archery, Tripping

GOTTLIEB — Nature, Printing, Archery, Art

GRAY — Inspection, Ceramics, Woodworking
GRUSS — Tripping, Ceramics

GUNDLING — Swimming, Archery, Adventure, Tennis

GUTHRIE, M. — Riflery, Tennis

GUTHRIE, P. — Woodworking
HAMMOND, B. — Riflery, Photography
HAMMOND, J. — Art

HANCOCK — Inspection, Ceramics

HARDEN — Riflery

HARTMANN — Fishing, Riflery, Archery, Tennis

HARRINGTON — Tripping

HEGENER — Nature, Archery, Adventure, Sailing, Art

HILPERT — Archery
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HOLZER — Riflery, Sailing

HUNT — Archery, Ceramics, Sailing

HUSSAIN — Art, Tripping

JAY — Tripping, Tennis, Sailing

JOHNSTON — Nature, Adventure, Sailing

KELLEY — Woodworking, Tennis, Riflery, Art

KIEFT — Woodworking, Nature, Archery, Adventure, Sailing, Tennis

KILBOURN — Landsports, Archery, Art

KINGMAN — Inspection, Tripping, Adventure

KINNEY — Inspection, Ceramics, Art

KLINE, J. P. — Tripping, Inspection, Art, Nature

KLINE, M. — Archery, Nature, Riflery, Art, Photography, Inspection

KOEN — Archery

KOVEN — Sailing, Fishing

LA CASSE — Sailing

LAMBERTON — Tennis, Nature

LANE — Tennis, Archery, Sailing

LEAF — Art, Nature

LEDYARD, JAMES — Tripping

LEDYARD, JOHN — Swimming, Adventure

LEE — Tripping, Tennis

LINKER — Tripping, Nature, Landsports

LOXTON, C. — Tennis, Archery, Art, Swimming, Woodworking, Printing

LOXTON, W. — Swimming, Landsports, Sailing

MAISTRELLIS, C. — Riflery, Archery

MAINSTRELLIS, P. — Riflery, Art, Tripping

MAMIN — Sailing, Tennis, Tripping

MANAHAN — Printing, Adventure

MASON — Tripping, Tennis

MATTOON — Woodworking
McGUINN — Art, Ceramics

McPHEETERS — Swimming, Nature

MILLIKEN — Archery, Tripping, Woodworking, Tennis, Inspection

MISLIWIEC — Landsports, Tennis, Art

MITCHELL — Tennis, Landsports

MONTALVO — Tennis, Tripping

MOORE — Inspection, Tripping, Tennis, Archery, Nature

MORE — Tennis, Swimming
MORGAN — Tennis, Archery

MUDGE — Inspection, Archery, Woodworking, Nature

NASH — Tripping, Inspection, Art

NELSON — Tennis, Landsports, Sailing, Riflery

NICHOLS — Woodworking, Photography
NICHOLSON — Art

ODELL — Adventure, Tripping

OSGOOD — Ceramics, Riflery

PAGE — Sailing, Tripping

PAINE — Nature, Swimming, Ceramics

PASTORE — Archery, Tennis

PATTEN — Sailing, Printing, Ceramics, Art

PAUL — Woodworking
PAYNE — Woodworking, Photography, Riflery, Art, Tripping, Inspection

PEDRICK, C.J. — Nature, Fishing, Riflery, Tripping, Inspection
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PEDRICK, W. — Landsports, Fishing, Archery

PETERSON, A. — Adventure, Photography, Sailing

PETERSON, E. — Tennis, Art, Swimming, Photography
PEW — Tripping, Tennis

POLK — Sailing

POLLETT — Nature, Woodworking, Sailing, Photography
POST — Archery, Ceramics

POTTER — Inspection

PRATT — Landsports

RAY — Ceramics, Photography
REDEKER — Nature, Printing, Tripping

RICHARDSON — Woodworking, Archery, Ceramics

RIGOPOLUS — Landsports, Fishing

ROBERGE — Nature, Photography
ROBERTS — Tripping, Tennis

RODEWALD — Nature, Photography, Adventure, Tripping

RODGERS — Inspection, Tripping, Riflery, Tennis, Woodworking
ROOSEVELT — Inspection, Tripping, Riflery, Tennis, Art

ROSSMASSLER — Nature, Printing

ROWLAND — Archery, Inspection

ROYAL — Tripping, Tennis, Archery, Ceramics, Woodworking, Nature

RUGG — Woodworking, Archery, Riflery

RUSSELL — Riflery, Tennis, Archery

SABLOSKY — Photography, Riflery, Archery, Ceramics, Tripping, Inspection

SANDO — Woodworking, Archery

SCHROEDER — Riflery

SCHUSTER — Riflery, Woodworking
SHERMAN — Riflery, Ceramics

SHETZLINE — Inspection, Tripping, Photography, Riflery

SIBLEY — Art, Tripping

SIMONDS — Riflery

SLAYTON — Tennis, Swimming
TAYLOR — Tripping, Woodworking
TERRELL — Woodworking, Tennis

TINE — Ceramics, Swimming
TRUSLOW — Nature, Archery

TUNNEY, G. — Tripping, Swimming, Woodworking
TUNNEY, J. — Tennis, Swimming, Riflery, Ceramics, Art

TURMAN — Inspection

UFFELMAN — Riflery, Printing, Archery

VAN NESS — Printing, Swimming, Riflery

VAN PENHUYS — Nature, Tennis, Tripping

VICTOR— Tennis

VOORHEES — Riflery, Swimming, Photography
WALDEN — Ceramics, Nature

WALGREEN— Riflery, Woodworking
WALKER— Photography, Tennis, Tripping

WATSON — Art, Tripping, Inspection

WERTENBAKER — Riflery, Photography, Inspection

WESTON — Tripping, Archery, Swimming, Photography
WHEELER— Ceramics, Art, Photography
WHITE — Photography, Ceramics, Tripping, Inspection

WIKE — Riflery, Fishing, Woodworking
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WILLIAMS — Photography, Tripping

WILMERDING, J. — Swimming, Ceramics, Art

WILMERDING, M. — Fishing, Riflery, Sailing

WILSON — Photography, Archery

WITTIG — Archery, Tennis, Tripping, Inspection

WOLF — Inspection, Adventure, Tennis, Swimming
WURST — Riflery, Printing

YEDINSKY — Nature, Archery, SaiHng

YOUNG — Tennis, Landsports, Archery
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